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CHAPTER I - SHIP OPERATIONS

1. Operations Summary
A. AWS-02 Overview: HEALY departed Seattle for AWS-02 on 27 April and returned
on 12 October 2002. The deployment involved 4 missions, and occurred as follows.
i. Transit to Nome. Anchored, then embarked SBI science party via helos.
ii. 20 days of SBI multi-discipline work conducted from Bering Strait north into
Chukchi Sea to approximately 74N and east to approximately 154W.
iii. Anchored off Nome for SBI offload and Keigwin science party onload.
iv. 20 days of Keigwin coring and CTD work in Bering Sea from Navarin
Canyon south to Bowers Ridge and east to Bristol Canyon.
v. Moored Dutch Harbor for Keigwin offload, refueling, and crew R&R.
vi. Transit to Nome. Anchored, then embarked SBI science party.
vii. 40 days of SBI work, same area as earlier except east to 152W.
viii. Anchored off Nome for SBI offload and Keigwin onload.
ix. 20 days of Keigwin coring work in Chukchi and Beaufort Seas, from the
Convention Line east to 155W, and up to 74N.
x. Offloaded Keigwin group to Barrow via helos. Embarked Afloat Training
Group personnel for Limited Team Training (LTT).
xi. Transit to Honolulu with LTT, port call in Honolulu, and transit to Seattle.
B. Pre-Deployment Preparations
i. Scheduling: HEALY preparations for the AWS-02 science missions began
with scheduling issues while still on our AES-01 mission late in 2001. The
draft schedule presented to us for review had 4 missions as follows: SBI- 40
days Nome to Nome, Keigwin- 20 days Dutch Harbor to Nome, SBI- 40 days
Nome to Nome, Keigwin- 20 days Dutch Harbor to Barrow. There were 2-3
day Nome or Dutch Harbor logistics stops between each mission, including
two refuelings in Dutch Harbor after deadhead transits from Nome between
each SBI and Keigwin mission. Note: HEALY’s AWS-02 missions will be
referred to in the remainder of this report, in order, as: SBI-1, Keigwin-1, SBI2 and Keigwin-2. But since Keigwin-1 would be spent entirely in open water
in the Bering Sea, and since we anticipated much easier ice conditions for
SBI-2 and Keigwin-2 than for SBI-1, we realized that only 1 refueling would
be necessary, midway through the deployment. Based on this, we
recommended changes to the schedule to make it more efficient, mainly by
conducting Keigwin-1 from Nome to Dutch Harbor (and refueling there) and
conducting Keigwin-2 from Nome to Barrow. We also recommended
shortening Keigwin-1 from 20 to 18 days, and lengthening Keigwin-2 from 20
to 22 days. This schedule would start Keigwin-1 3 days earlier, open up time
for a 3-day port visit to Provideniya, Russia, delay start of SBI-2 by only 3
days, and move up the Keigwin-2 start date by 2 days. We requested a port
call in Hawaii at the end of the last science mission, as there would otherwise
be only 3 days of R&R for the crew during 5 months underway. After
presentation to the chief scientists, there was some reluctance from the
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Keigwin group to using any port other than Dutch Harbor as the start for
Keigwin-2 because the vibracore they needed for that mission would not be
available for loading in Seattle prior to HEALY’s departure in April.
Finalization of the cruise plan was thus put on hold until the pre-cruise
meeting in January.
ii. HEALY/Science Party planning meeting, January 2002: During the last week
of January, we hosted mission planning meetings with the majority of the SBI
scientists and with 2 of the 3 Keigwin PI’s. These meetings were absolutely
essential to HEALY’s successful execution of the science missions. The
scientists became familiar with the ship and presented their plan and goals,
HEALY personnel discussed HEALY’s capabilities and limitations with
respect to the science plans (based on actual experience w/HEALY in the ice),
areas of concern were identified and game plans formulated, and plans for
equipment on load and lab setup were made. The SBI and Keigwin PI’s spent
time together going over how they would transition the use of the labs during
each of the two underway SBI offloads/Keigwin on loads. A timeline was
identified for shipment of equipment to HEALY, establishing a three-week
window in April to on load equipment. By the end of the meeting, the
remainder of the AWS-02 mission planning responsibility had officially
passed from PacArea to the ship. The SBI-1 dates were firmed up, but the rest
of the dates still awaited a decision from the Keigwin group on (a) whether to
schedule 18 or 20 days for the Keigwin-1 phase, and (b) whether to use Nome
as the start point for the Keigwin-2 phase.
iii. Scheduling resolution: By mid-February, Dr. Keigwin decided he needed 20
days for Keigwin-1 (due to addition of some CTD work), and we then firmed
up the schedule through the end of SBI-2. By late March we had agreement,
via NSF and Dr. Keigwin, on use of Nome for start of Keigwin-2. The
Keigwin group would use the services of NSF’s Arctic logistics contractor,
VECO, to ship the vibracore from Lake Tahoe to Nome in early August, for
on load to the ship by barge at the end of the month. We had provided
information and recommendations, but let NSF and the Keigwin group make
the decision on the use of Dutch Harbor or Nome for the start point of
Keigwin-2. In the end, the cost to NSF of the 5-6 extra transit days that would
have been required from Nome to Dutch Harbor and back up to the Bering
Strait probably swayed the decision to use Nome, as did the confirmation that
the vibracore could be shipped to Nome and loaded by barge.
iv. Uncontaminated Science Seawater system issue: A hot topic early on was an
SBI requirement for continuous flow of uncontaminated science seawater.
When we learned of this in September 2001, we quickly pointed out that our
installed system was not reliable in ice due to clogging of the system intake at
the forward sea chest. This problem had been thoroughly documented during
HEALY’s Ice Trials in 2000, the AICC was aware of it, and the SBI PI who
was most interested in the issue had been a member of the AICC. Various
ideas were tossed about during this period, and the issue was a major item of
discussion at the January planning meeting. We kept NSF, the AICC
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Chairman, and the SBI Chief Scientist informed during the course of these
discussions. NSF took the position early on that scientists requesting NSF
funding for use of a research vessel have the responsibility to make sure that
the ship has the capability to support their work, or they (the scientists) must
put in place alternative measures. There were actually 3 separate needs for the
seawater: ambient seawater needed almost 24x7 to regulate temperatures in
incubators on the bow, uncontaminated seawater needed for sampling every
15 minutes while underway, and uncontaminated seawater needed for washing
of sampling nets and benthic sampling devices for short periods of time when
on station. The latter need could be met, worse case, through the use of a
pump hanging over the side since the need was not continuous and was only
when the ship was stopped. For the 15-minute sampling needs, our MSTCS
and Mr. Forcucci from PacArea worked with the University of Miami Group
and came up with the idea of installing a pump system in the Aft Refueling
Hose room, which would take it’s suction from a hose passing through the
XBT launcher hole on the transom. The EO took the lead in working with Dr.
Cota (SBI) to evaluate and help implement, ship’s workload permitting, any
temporary solutions Dr. Cota could come up with for the incubator cooling on
the bow. By April, a van with cooling equipment, for closed-loop cooling of
the incubators, was acquired by Dr. Cota and installed on the bow, and
powered up with assistance from ship’s force.
v. Shakedown: After completion of an extensive dockside availability (early
January to mid-February) followed immediately by dry-docking (midFebruary to end of March), we refueled in Manchester, and then conducted a
4-day shakedown off the coast of Washington from 26-30 March. Because we
had not been able to properly test our MDGs prior to getting underway (Puget
Sound Air Quality Board said they would fine the Coast Guard if we did
anything other than normal start and go), we had 2 tugs accompany us to
Manchester, and 1 tug accompany us all the way to the Eastern Banks area of
Puget Sound. We conducted further engine testing there, and when satisfied
we sent the tug back to Seattle. We transited out off the Washington coast to
1000+ meter water depths in order to test the winches, and certify operational
the new 75kHz ADCP that was installed in the shipyard. During this period,
we logged severe noise errors from the CTD, and we had problems with the
Dynamic Positioning System (DPS) and the Voyage Management System
(VMS).
vi. Load out period: Upon return from shakedown, we spent 3 of the next 4
weeks prior to deployment loading over 20 tons of science equipment and 5
vans, conducting the 2-day in port portion of the biennial helicopter STAN
certification visit, and hosting a meeting with AICC and other interested
parties to prioritize the top 100 discrepancies noted during HEALY science
trials in 2000. The VMS groom was completed and the DPS was worked on,
but the correction of some of the problems could not be verified until we got
underway. We had planned for a 1-week stand down prior to deploying, but
with late deliveries of science gear we were only able to give the crew the last
3 days off.
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C. Seattle to Nome
i. HEALY departed ISC Seattle on 27 April 2002 to begin the AWS-02
missions. Our AvDet helicopters flew aboard with an ATC Mobile STAN
Team rep in the afternoon, and after our STAN certification was complete
(include Healy’s first certification for HIFR), the STAN rep and the VMS tech
rep were flown ashore and we continued toward Nome. The transit was
operationally uneventful, and we enjoyed good weather and smooth sailing all
the way to Nome. The DPS tech rep conducted further troubleshooting and
testing enroute Nome, corrected the problems with the system, and provided
very useful training. Ice was encountered about 100 miles south of Nome on 4
May, and there was 9+/10 ice coverage within the last 15 miles out from
Nome. HEALY hove to in the ice about 2 miles from the Nome airport in
preparation for flying the scientists aboard the next day.
D. Nome, AK – Science Logistics
i. We utilized both helicopters to transfer our tech reps to Nome, and 37 SBI
personnel and baggage out to the ship. Visibility was in and out during the
day, so we sometimes had to drop back to single helicopter-dual pilot ops until
it improved (we carried only 3 pilots for this deployment). One thing that
limited us was IFR (Instrument Flight Rules) aircraft flying in and out of
Nome. Since Nome does not have locally-based Air Traffic Control (ATC),
ATC Anchorage controls those flights, and therefore employs extra safety
measures. Since the ship was within 5 NM of the airport (the Airport Traffic
Area), whenever any IFR aircraft were taking off from or making an approach
to Nome, we were not allowed to let our helicopters take off from the ship,
regardless of the visibility. Despite these challenges, every scientist who was
in Nome by 5 May made it out to the ship the same day. Stragglers and more
SBI equipment were flown aboard as they arrived over the next 2 days. SBI
had contracted with Andy Heiberg, a logistician from the University of
Washington, to coordinate shore-side transfer logistics for their group in
Nome, and both he and Joy Hodges, the Nome Harbormaster, were extremely
helpful in this role during all of the SBI on/off loads. We used e-mail as well
as Iridium phone to discuss final scheduling/preparations with those 2 people
during the days leading up to our arrival in Nome, and after we arrived we
would use a VHF working channel for logistics comms while at anchor.
E. Mission HLY-02-01 (SBI-1)
i. Mission Plan / Last minute changes: Due to concerns of Alaskan natives
planning to conduct subsistence whale hunts from Bering Strait up to Barrow,
the 40-day SBI-1 mission started with last-minute direction from NSF to delay
the start date by 1 or 2 days, and to completely reverse the planned cruise
track. So we departed on the evening of 7 May, 1 day later than planned. From
our perspective, this seemed to work out fine, as the scientists received their
final piece of equipment on the last flight into Nome that evening, a flight that
also carried one of our crewmembers. The new NSF tasking also required us,
with PacArea’s concurrence, to transit north through the west side of Bering
Strait (in Russian territorial waters between Big Diomede island and the
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Russian mainland), then stay along the dateline, adjusting further west over
into the Russian EEZ as necessary to avoid Point Hope by at least 50 miles
(note: no science ops were planned or conducted in the Russian EEZ).
Barrow was also to be avoided by at least 30 miles until 1 June. When we
started the mission, the track reversal looked like it would be more conducive
to the science ops than the original plan, as satellite imagery showed that ice
conditions from Wainwright east were still very tough, with little or no open
water off of the coast.
The following diagram shows the planned SBI-1 cruise track after the
whaling issue resulted in the route direction being reversed:
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The following diagram, from the SBI website, shows the actual cruise track:

ii. Mission Summary: A total of 31 stations were planned for SBI-1, including 5
full multi-station lines: Herald Valley (HV), West Herald Shoal (WHS), East
Herald Shoal (EHS), Barrow Canyon (BC), and East Barrow Canyon (EBC).
A total of 19 of the planned stations were completed, but 14 new stations were
added, for a total of 33 stations completed. Parts of the HV and WHS lines, as
well as the entire EBC line (approx 151W longitude, east of Barrow), were
not completed due to ice conditions, with 9+/10 multiyear and thick first year
ice on the northernmost parts of the HV and WHS lines, and 10/10 thick first
year ice along the EBC line. At that stage, some high priority stations still
remained on the BC line above Barrow, and the Chief Scientist didn’t want to
miss those stations by using up all the ship time trying to make it to the lower
priority EBC line)\. BC1 (50 meter depth) was to be the last station
completed, however it was bypassed since transiting back into the very
compacted (10/10 multiyear and brash) ice edge that still existed less than 10
miles off the coast northwest of Barrow. Doing so would have prevented
meeting the scheduled return date to Nome for SBI offload and the Keigwin
on load. Numerous “productivity” stations were added to the mission, each
requiring the ship to stop during the period from 0800 to 1100 and line up the
ship with the sun, if visible, on the starboard side where the productivity and
optics experiments were being carried out (this was to prevent the ship from
casting a shadow on the water). The total time spent at stations was 389 hours
(16.2 days).
iii. Chart inadequacies: Stations had been pre-selected by the SBI PI’s using
depth soundings from the 1992 IBCAO Bathymetric Chart of the Arctic
Ocean. We were requested to stay within a 5 NM radius of each station center
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point, as long as the actual depth did not vary by more than 25 percent from
the desired station depth (in which case we had to reposition). For the most
part, the IBCAO chart proved to be very helpful to get to the general area of a
station, as our older navigational charts often had 3 or fewer soundings within
any 5 NM circle. We did however find the IBCAO chart to be inaccurate at
some of the stations between 500 and 3000 meters. In particular, we found
many more canyons along the 1000- and 2000- meter isobaths than are
depicted by the relatively straight lines on the IBCAO chart. In the Barrow
Canyon transect, a couple of the pre-selected station positions were up to 10
miles from where we actually located the depths needed for those stations, and
the station center points were moved accordingly.
iv. Station positioning: While enroute each station, we would verify with the
chief scientist whether or not the ice sampling team wanted to deploy on ice at
the next station. Upon arrival at edge of each 5 NM circle around a science
station, we would stop and check set and drift. Then we would proceed toward
a position along the circle where we could maximize our drift time within the
circle without having to reposition. If the ice team was to be deployed at the
station, then we not only had to find a decent opening to place the ship in, but
we also had to find such an opening near a floe that the ice team wanted to
deploy on. So an ice team member would typically come up to aloft conn
when we were within 2 NM of the general area where we were looking for an
opening, and he would point out various floes of interest. The OOD would
then evaluate whether there was a suitable area along the floe where the ship
could be positioned and science ops could take place, i.e. there had to be a
relatively flat edge along the windward side of the floe, on which to position
the port side of the ship, and there had to be an open area of water next to it in
order to conduct all of the water work. Additionally, water depth had to be
within the acceptable range for the station (+/- 25%). For some stations, the
water depth was acceptable within the entire 5 NM circle around the
waypoint, while others had very steep canyons on the bottom, so only very
small parts of the circle could be used for the science experiments, and we had
to frequently reposition. SEABEAM, with a remote readout installed on the
bridge, was extremely valuable in helping the OOD to position the ship. By
knowing set and drift, and what the sea floor contours really looked like, the
OOD could position the ship to allow for maximum time in the required depth
range before having to reposition. In locations where the bottom slope was
steep, this often meant positioning at a depth up to 25 percent above or below
the target depth, so as to allow maximum drift time through and beyond the
target depth (within that +/- 25 % acceptable range).
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v. Ice Recon: With ice concentrations almost always 9/10 or greater, the
helicopters proved extremely valuable for ice reconnaissance flights on this
40-day mission. The National Ice Center (NIC) posted some form of satellite
imagery (RadarSat, visual or infrared) in our folder on the NIC website at
least every 3 days. But the problem was that the ice was so uniform, with very
few and narrow leads, that the ice imagery couldn’t provide enough detail to
be of sufficient use for ice navigation.

So we flew for ice recon, and flew often, sometimes conducting ice recon
flights 2 times per day. By the end of this mission, the helicopters had logged
more hours than on HEALY’s entire AES-01 deployment. Whenever possible,
helo ops were timed so as not to interfere with science ops. For instance, we
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would fly during deep casts, or do a launch right after a short cast was in the
water, and then recover after another one was in the water.
vi. River Sampling: At the request of the Chief Scientist, we flew some scientists
in to the Ikpikpuk River (50-NM east of Barrow) to collect some mud samples
at the mouth of the river.
vii. Retrieval of ADF&G Biologist from Little Diomede: At the request of the SBI
Chief Scientist, one of our helos flew to Little Diomede on 14 June and
retrieved an Alaska Dept of Fish and Game biologist who had been working
there for the previous 2 months. The helo also carried back over 600 lbs of
marine mammal parts that she had collected for her studies. We gave several
CO2 canisters to the villagers at Little Diomede as re-supply problems had left
them with a shortage of these for their personnel flotation devices.
viii. SOO walrus observer flights for USFWS: A total of 5 science-of-opportunity
helo flights were made for walrus surveys by Marc Webber, a U.S. Fish &
Wildlife Service biologist. The flights were desired only when we were near
the ice edge, which ended up being only at the very beginning and end of the
mission. So one flight was made during the first few days underway, and the
remainder on 12 and 13 June. While the flights on 13 June slowed down the
mission pack-up work en route Nome (we normally anticipate that the last 2
days of each mission will be reserved for packing up the labs), the flights
proved very productive, as can be seen in the following photo:
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F. Nome, AK – Science Logistics
i. We anchored off Nome just after midnight on 15 June, and had our first group
of SBI scientists to shore, via LCVP, by 1000 that morning. Most Keigwin
mission personnel were already in Nome by then, and transported to the ship
on each return trip. By mid-afternoon, all SBI personnel were ashore, and all
Keigwin personnel who had already made it to Nome were on the ship. One
important thing to do when conducting science on/offloads on the same day is
to clearly segregate staging areas for offgoing and oncoming science parties to
minimize congestion at the loading point which was the quarterdeck in this
case.
G. Mission HLY-02-02 (Keigwin-1)
i. Mission Plan: This mission was much more straightforward than SBI. It
involved 20 days of towed sonar and coring operations in the Bering Sea, in
the area scientifically referred to as Beringia. Just over a dozen CTDs were
also to be conducted.
ii. Mission Summary: We weighed anchor and departed Nome the evening of 16
June. This departure was 12 hours earlier than scheduled because we wanted
to take advantage of the great weather we were having in the northern Bering
Sea at that time. The mission entailed towed CHIRP sonar surveys and coring
work in 3 areas: Navarin-Pervenets Canyon just east of the U.S./Russia
maritime boundary line (MBL) near the “Donut Hole”, Bowers Ridge north of
Kiska Island in the western Aleutians, and Bristol and Bering Canyons northnorthwest of Dutch Harbor. For trip planning we had figured an average
transit speed of 10 kts between the study areas so as to allow for bad weather
and fog. However, other than occasional fog, good weather stayed with us for
the first 10 days, so we were usually able to transit at 15 kts. This gave Dr.
Keigwin confidence that he would have time to include 12 deep CTDs that
one of his scientists had requested (6 CTDs each on the 2 legs between the 3
study areas, with each taking 3-4 hours, which totaled 2 full days of mission
time). The plan for each study area was to tow the CHIRP sonar 200-400 yds
behind the ship from early evening until 0600, and during the day return to
and core the best targets identified by the CHIRP. Initially, a conservative
coring approach was used, with a gravity core first (to make sure the bottom
was safe for a jumbo piston core), then a multi-core, followed by a jumbo
piston core (JPC). We arrived at Navarin-Pervenets Canyon the night of 17
June, the same day we were scheduled to have departed Nome, giving the
scientists a good head start. We were in heavy fog in this area during the 3
days we cored there, however it was of no consequence as we did not have to
transit much during this period. We then headed south towards Bowers Ridge,
conducting CTDs enroute. The visibility improved, and we took advantage of
the guaranteed time between CTDs to conduct 3 helo sorties for pilot
proficiency. We arrived at Bowers Ridge a couple days later, and quickly
identified good coring targets with the CHIRP. However, we had to delay our
first coring ops there by 12 hours in order to divert 120 miles toward Shemya
Island so as to get within helo range to medevac a crewmember, who’s
condition had steadily been deteriorating since taking ill the day before. D17
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OPCEN quickly arranged a commercial air ambulance out to Shemya, and an
HC-130 to fly cover for our helo. This was necessary as our launch point was
120 miles from Shemya and the weather appeared to be deteriorating. After
this necessary diversion, we returned to Bowers Ridge and still resumed
coring ops ahead of schedule. Although the weather steadily deteriorated, we
stayed on Bowers Ridge for 7 days, 2 more than planned, due to the great
quality of cores we were pulling up. We then transited toward Bristol and
Bering Canyons, conducting more CTDs enroute, and arrived 2 days later. As
soon as we arrived there, we flew a crewmember into Dutch Harbor so he
could return home due to the grave illness of an immediate family member.
Several gravity cores broke during coring ops in this area, apparently due to a
hard layer of volcanic sediment. However, the other coring methods were
highly successful, and it was here that we completed a HEALY record 80-ft
JPC. The science party was pretty much done with its work 2 days prior to our
scheduled return to Dutch Harbor (as noted earlier, we had recommended 18
days instead of 20 for this mission). All mission objectives were met or
exceeded. The scientists indicated during the outbrief that this mission had
given them great confidence in HEALY’s ability to complete the more
challenging Keigwin-2 mission in the Chukchi Sea in late August.
iii. Positioning challenges: We had a few days with 10-15 ft seas during which
the scientists came to realize that there are indeed compromises when
conducting open water science operations on HEALY. While the ship still
provides a relatively stable platform in those conditions, the winds generating
those seas make it very difficult for this 420-ft 16,000-ton ship to maintain
station within even a 200-meter circle with 3500 meters of wire and science
equipment dangling beneath it. The difficulty increases when the direction of
the wind and seas separate. When the bow thruster worked, the environmental
conditions it was fighting often required it to maintain 100 percent output
while trying to maintain a heading with the bow as close to the wind as
possible so as to reduce sail area. When the bow thruster tripped offline,
which it did frequently as several different problems were encountered during
the extended periods that it was run for, the OOD had to quickly jump in and
stop the ship from creating a dangerous wire angle off of the A-frame. When
coring ops were in greater than 1000-meter depths, and the target was a 500meter circle, it was sufficient to slow the ship movement to 1 knot or less right
before the core hit the bottom. The length of the wire out allowed for
sufficient stretch to offset the roll and heave of the ship, so the core could be
pulled out of the bottom without excessively high instantaneous tension.
iv. Law Enforcement: Prior to our arrival at Navarin-Pervenets Canyon, D17
(ole) provided us useful information on the U.S./Russia maritime boundary in
that area. We agreed to keep an eye out, visually and by radar, for any
contacts on the U.S. side of the line. While we did hear occasional voice
traffic, in what sounded like Russian language, on VHF, we never saw any
contacts by radar or visually (we were in fog during the 3 days coring in this
area). D17 HC-130 over flights during that week intercepted communications
that indicated that vessels in the area did know there was a large Coast Guard
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ship operating there, so our presence, even in the fog, may have kept the
fishermen honest during that period.
v. Disapproval of Provideniya port visit: By the 3rd week in June, we learned that
the Russian government had disapproved our request for a port visit to
Provideniya. Since we had to pick up the SBI group in Nome on 15 July, there
was no time for a transit to Kodiak for a port call. So we modified our
schedule to include a longer stay in Dutch Harbor after refueling and dropping
off the Keigwin group.
H. Dutch Harbor, AK – Science Logistics
i. We flew the Chief Scientist and a half dozen others to Dutch Harbor on 6 July
since they had early morning flights on the 7th, and we had been told that a
fuel barge would delay our arrival to the Delta-Western fuel pier. The helo
flights revealed that the fuel barge was no longer at the pier, so we moored in
Dutch Harbor early on the 7th, refueled, offloaded the remainder of the
Keigwin group, and loaded stores. We then let the crew go on some welldeserved liberty for the next few days. The weather was great for all but two
days during our stay.
ii. While in Dutch Harbor, we also conducted dive training and a dive inspection,
transferred 7 SBI containers to the CCGS Sir Wilfrid Laurier (which Dr
Grebmeier was embarking for a short sciene mission prior to rejoining us for
SBI), and hosted dinner for the officers and Chief Scientist from the Laurier.
The Chiefs’ Mess took on two community service projects also: replanting
wooden grave markers for orphans at the Russian Orthodox cemetery, and
conducting trash cleanup outside of the WWII munitions bunkers on Ballyhoo
Mountain.
I. Dutch Harbor to Nome
i. The transit from Dutch Harbor to Nome was uneventful, but persistent fog
slowed our progress. We anchored off Nome just after breakfast on 15 July for
the SBI on load.
J. Nome, AK – Science Logistics
i. The majority of SBI personnel were brought aboard by LCVP on 15 July, and
the remainder arrived on the 16th. On the 16th, we also hosted a tour for
approximately 20 Nome school students. A visit by Alaska state senator
Donny Olson was cancelled by his office at the last minute. We also
commenced preps to launch a helo for inland SAR on the 16th after learning
from the harbormaster that a commercial helicopter had crashed north of
Nome. We stood down after learning that at least a civilian helo was already
on scene.
K. Mission HLY-02-03 (SBI-2)
i. Mission Plan: SBI-2 was in essence a repeat of SBI-1 with the following
exceptions: (a) we encountered very little ice, (b) mission was conducted in
counter-clockwise instead of clockwise direction, (c) no ice sampling was
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conducted, and (d), MocNess tows were added.
The following diagram shows the planned cruise track for SBI-2, with
of each transect:

expected dates at end

The following diagram, from the SBI website, shows the actual SBI-2 route:
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ii. Mission Summary: Other than a 10 by 40-NM band of ice close to Barrow at
the start of the mission, and some 4/10 concentration ice in the northwest part
of the oparea, we encountered very little ice on this mission. The ice in the
band near Barrow was in 8/10 or greater concentrations of young and old ice,
most of it very jagged, and there were no defined leads. Despite our
recommendations not to do so, the scientists were eager to conduct MocNess
tows at the first few stations. During one of these tows, the MocNess snagged
on a floe. We shifted the Conn aft to the Science Conn, and carefully backed
down while pulling in the wire. We were able to recover the MocNess, but
some of its elements were damaged beyond repair and it could not be used
again. This particular MocNess unit, in use in open water since the 1980’s,
had not been retrofitted with any kind of protective framework for use in icecovered waters. We recommended to the group that they procure a vertically
opening MocNess unit for use during the 2004 SBI missions to avoid the
problems associated with towing the device through ice congested waters.
Overall, the mission went well. During the debrief, Drs Cooper and Grebmeier
said they felt that the performance of both the ship and crew in support of both
SBI-1 and SBI-2, the most complex science missions ever undertaken in the
Arctic, was superb, and that SBI had accomplished more than it had expected.
iii. Positioning Challenges: While ice created transit challenges during SBI-1, the
lack of ice during most of SBI-2 created on station challenges. As with SBI-1,
the scientists requested that we normally not use the props or bow thruster
when on station (so as to not disturb the water column), unless they were
conducting bottom sampling work. After they saw how fast we were drifting
in open water, they later said it was OK to use the shafts (at very low rpm)
and/or bow thruster during some of the net work and the deeper CTDs, but it
was always on a case-by-case basis. Overall, we were able to transit much
faster between stations than on SBI-1, but we had to reposition much more
often.
iv. Coping with sea conditions while in ice: About ¾ of the way through the
mission, while working on the 2 northwestern transects, we encountered some
areas with up to 4/10 ice concentration. This was not an issue until a strong
low-pressure system came through, with winds of 30-50 kts for 3 days. This
resulted in 3-5 ft seas on top of a 10-ft swell, and presented a new challenge
with the ice in the area. Many ice pieces were observed with only ice cakesized areas above the surface, but with up to 20 times that in lateral area a few
feet below the surface, and extending down 10-15 ft or more. The swells
seemed to ride over instead of lifting the bigger ones. With the ship pitching
in the swell, these pieces had the potential to do damage if allowed to slide
down the side of the ship. While doing science ops off the stern, we used the
bow thruster to keep our head into the wind, and screws turning ahead to stop
from drifting backwards. But we had to sometimes drop off the wind 10-20
degrees, just enough to expose more of our sail area so that we could “tack”
away from those bigger pieces of ice being set down toward us with effect of
the wind/current. This procedure worked quite well, and gave the OODs some
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more sailing experience.
v. River Sampling: At the request of the Chief Scientist, we flew some scientists
in to the mouth of the Kokolik River at Point Lay on 22 August to collect
some mud samples. All other science-sampling operations had been
completed by this date, and we were an easy 2-day steam away from Nome,
where we were scheduled to offload on 26 August.
vi. ADCP data collection: Throughout the mission, an SBI member was
collecting current data with the ADCP. For the most part, this process was
transparent to the rest of the operations. While the helo conducted the Kokolik
River mud-sampling mission, we headed the ship toward Point Lay to cross
over the track we had taken northward at the start of the mission. This was
requested so as to “close the loop” on the ADCP data collected in the Chukchi
Sea. The next morning, with us already 40-NM south of Point Hope, ADCP
scientist requested that we return to Point Hope to run another ADCP line due
west. This was needed because we had not crossed the ADCP lines at a right
angle (which had not been requested of us, but would have been very easy to
do) while off Point Lay the previous day. So we returned to Point Hope, ran
the ADCP line, and then headed toward Nome, conducting another ADCP run
west to east across Bering Strait between Little Diomede and the Alaska
mainland.
L. Nome, AK – Science Logistics
i. We anchored off Nome the evening of 23 August, and offloaded more than a
dozen pallets of science gear and samples via LCVP the next day. The
majority of scientists stayed aboard packing up their equipment until the 26th,
when the Keigwin group was brought aboard.
ii. The tug DIANE and barge with the Keigwin group’s vibracore equipment
arrived in Nome the evening of 24 August. After looking at the weather
forecast (weather to deteriorate over next few days), we contacted the VECO
logistics rep in Nome, and the tug operator, and decided to do the barge
transfer on the 25th instead of waiting until the Keigwin group arrived on the
26th. Influencing this decision was the tug operator’s comment: “This ought
to be interesting- I’ve never brought a barge alongside a ship at anchor
before”!
iii. The tug DIANE brought the barge along the starboard quarter the next
morning. By then, the wind had already picked up some, and the seas were
getting choppy, but there was still a fairly good lee on the starboard side. We
used our starboard fantail crane to offload the SBI optics van to the barge, and
to on load the Keigwin van and the majority of the other equipment. We were
surprised how much additional material had been shipped, especially the
many sections of steel and aluminum pipe. The tug operator aborted the
offload when we had just three items remaining to get aboard. He felt
uncomfortable with the way his tug was banging against his barge (he was
probably gun shy, as he had lost a man overboard during the transit up from
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Seattle). After observing this from our flight deck, the VECO rep went into
Nome and arranged for the motorized barge NANUPIQ to bring the remaining
materials out to the HEALY, and they were loaded without incident.
M. Mission HLY-02-04 (Keigwin-2)
i. Mission Plan: As with Keigwin-1, the general plan was to tow the CHIRP
sonar at night to identify targets, and then to conduct coring during the day.
The vibracore was to be used for shallow water coring, and the JPC would be
used for the deeper cores.
ii. Mission Summary: We departed Nome late morning on 28 August after
initially experiencing some problems with the anchor windlass. We headed
toward the Bering Strait without any science waypoints having yet been
provided. When the first waypoints were provided for a CHIRP tow, we
plotted them and found that they passed right over King Island, so we notified
the scientists and received another set of points. After heading there, we were
informed that the scientists had given us the wrong waypoints and wanted to
go 50 miles in the opposite direction, toward Port Clarence. We transited
halfway there when they realized they had again provided the wrong points.
We then proceeded up through the Bering Strait, conducting a CHIRP sonar
tow across it, and then on up to Kotzebue Sound for another CHIRP sonar
tow, before finally proceeding toward Hope Valley. Most of the operations
were conducted from Point Hope west to the edge of the Russian EEZ, and
north to 74N, with some time also spent within 100 NM northeast of Barrow
(for some deep JPCs). Flexibility was key in this mission, as the plan changed
quite frequently. During the debrief, the 3 PI’s indicated that despite some
serious setback (loss of vibracore system, loss of JPC core head), the mission
was very successful. They had not expected so much open water (we saw less
than a dozen ice floes the entire period), which in turn made it very difficult
for HEALY to maintain position when the wind and seas picked up. During
Keigwin-1 in the Bering Sea, they could tolerate 1 kt of drift and a 500-yd
radius around a target because the depths were over 1000 meters and the
targets relatively large. But the depths were much shallower and the targets
smaller in the Chukchi Sea, so maintaining position with very small wire
angles was very important. Most significant of all though was that the
vibracore that the scientists had brought along was not a self-extracting one as
had been expected from discussions during our January meeting. So instead of
being able to lower the vibracore to the bottom and slack the wire while the
vibracore unit vibrated the core in and pulled it back out into the vibracore
frame, the ship had to maintain position above the vibracore and pull it almost
straight up in order to pull the core out of the bottom without damage the
vibracore frame. This system required precise positioning to maintain
negligible wire angles in the shallow depths where they wanted to use it. For
instance, in 50-meters of water, even if the ship drifts off position on 25
meters after the vibracore hits the bottom, this causes a 30-degree wire angle,
too much for pullout. Even when sea conditions prevented us from conducting
coring operations, the scientists were able to tow the CHIRP sonar and collect
what they said was an unprecedented amount of high-resolution seismic data
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for that area.
iii. Loss of JPC core head: Just a few days into the mission, with the vibracore
unit not yet fully ready for operation, the 4000-lb JPC core head was lost
when the scientists attempted a JPC core at relatively shallow depth (53
meters). As the operation commenced, the ship was maintaining position and
riding well, but there was a moderate swell. As pullout was being attempted
with the winch set a slow speed, the 9/16” wire pulled out through the fiege
fitting when the heave of the ship in the swell caused instantaneous tension to
shoot up over 22K lbs. With so little wire out, there was insufficient stretch in
the wire to absorb this tension.
iv. Loss of Vibracore: The day after the loss of the JPC, with a couple successful
vibracores having just been completed, the vibracore unit was lost when the
wire parted during the pullout process. After examining the end of the wire, it
appeared that the wire might have been cut through on the sharp inside edges
at the top of the vibracore frame due to a slight angle in the wire during
pullout. We located the vibracore using the scientists’ side scan sonar. At the
scientists’ request, we attempt to drag for it off the bow using a Kevlar line
and a grappling hook that the DCs fabricated. After several runs across the
area, we hooked onto the vibracore, but the grappling hook failed as we took
tension.
v. Replacement JPC core head: After the unsuccessful attempt at recovering the
vibracore, we transited toward Barrow to get our spare 5000-lb core head that
was to have been flown to there from Nome by Alaska Airlines. Along the
way, we learned that the unit was still in Nome. We contacted D17 OPCEN
and requested assistance if available, and they quickly arranged to have an
Coast Guard HC-130 from Kodiak fly the gear to Barrow. While awaiting that
flight, the scientists made use of the time by towing the CHIRP sonar
northeast of Barrow to locate some deep water coring sites. The next day, we
utilized the generous services of the Barrow-based North Slope Search and
Rescue Service Bell 214LT (a “super-Huey”) to transport the JPC core head,
core bucket and pilot core out to the ship. Then we quickly resumed coring,
completing in 2 days all of the deep water coring that Dr Keigwin had
originally estimated would take a full week. One of these cores, at 70 feet, is
the longest ever obtained from the Arctic.
vi. Vibracore fabrication: After the vibracore was lost, the vibracore team and
the ship’s DCs spent a week building another vibracore, using bits and pieces
of gear the scientists and ship had on board. The new unit was completed a
few days before the end of the mission, and quickly put into use after the deep
cores were completed with the replacement JPC. Although it lacked some of
the features of the vibracore that was lost, this unit’s ease of “reloading” was a
big improvement, and allowed us to complete 4 vibracores in a 3-hour period
on the last day of the mission.
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vii. Station-keeping without bow thruster: Due to the continual problems with the
bow thruster, the OODs gained a lot of experience trying to maintain ship’s
position in different wind, sea and current combinations. The key was to find
the “sweet spot” that would allow using forward thrust (on one or both shafts)
to balance out the wind, seas and current effects so as to maintain position
within 100-200 meters.
viii. Station-keeping with bow thruster: Even when the bow thruster was
available, station-keeping was done in a variety of ways based on the different
environmental conditions (winds, seas, current), and help reduce wear and tear
on the bow thruster when it was not necessary to use it. From benign to
increasingly more difficult conditions, the shafts, bow thruster and DP system
were generally used in the following order / combination:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Shafts alone (little or no wind or current)
DPS in Relaxed DP (full auto position/auto heading)
DPS in JSAH (auto heading, joystick prop control)
Backing into the wind with shafts alone. This was done from the
Science Conn as a last resort when wind velocity made it impossible to
maintain position with the DP system. It would generally take about 15
minutes to figure out what approximate combination of astern turns
would keep the ship in position with minimal heading movement. If
the heading started falling off too much one way, exposing more sail
area to the wind and thus increasing sideways drift, then short duration
high RPM astern turns were applied on that side to walk the stern back
in the desired direction. Using this method, the more experienced
OODs were able to keep position within 150 meters, and we were able
to at least conduct the CTDs instead of aborting all science ops.
However, this method does expose the stern directly to the swells, and
sometimes even the CTDs had to be aborted while we waited for better
weather.

N. Barrow, AK – Science Logistics
i. We arrived off Barrow early morning of 17 September, flew the SBI
personnel ashore, and embarked tech reps, LTT riders and NESU personnel
for the transit to Hawaii.
O. Barrow to Honolulu
i. We conducted LTT and some flight ops for proficiency while enroute
Honolulu. Due to a deep and slow-moving low-pressure system that was
headed straight toward Unimak Pass, we altered our track so as to exit the
Bering Sea via Samalga Pass. A crewmember was flown into Dutch Harbor
due to grave illness of a family member.
P. Honolulu, HI – Crew R&R
i. We moored at Naval Station Pearl Harbor on 28 September, and the crew
enjoyed well deserved R&R prior to our departure 4 October. We had
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originally planned to moor at the Aloha Towers since it is so convenient to the
Waikiki attractions. But due to security concerns and lack of a guarantee that
we could have the Aloha Towers berth for the entire period, we decided in
early September to moor at Pearl Harbor instead.
Q. Honolulu to Seattle
i. With family members (for a dependent’s cruise), tech reps and training
personnel aboard, every stateroom was full when we departed Hawaii. During
the transit to Seattle, we conducted much of our annual required training, as
well as night helo ops to satisfy new LSO training requirements and currency
requirements for the AvDet.
ii. SAR Medevac: On the evening of 7 October, while almost 1000 NM northeast
of Oahu, we received direction from PacArea OPCEN and D14 OPCEN to
divert to the northwest to intercept the Bahamian bulk carrier PANORMOS
FAITH (250 meters in length) for a probable medevac. We headed toward the
vessel, and had D14 direct the vessel to head toward us. After intercepting
early the next morning, CG-6569 was launched with our Medical Officer and
HSCS aboard. The medical personnel were lowered to the PANORMOS
FAITH, evaluated the patient, and determined that his appendicitis symptoms
required medevac. The patient and medical personnel were flown back to
HEALY and, after consult with the flight surgeon in Port Angeles, WA, we
were directed to continue steaming toward Seattle. If the patient’s condition
were to deteriorate, an Oregon Air National Guard H-60 helicopter would
have airlifted him off HEALY when we got within 400 miles of the coast.
However, with treatment, the patient quickly improved, and he was flown off
to Port Angeles when the AvDet departed on 12 October.
2. Navigation
Seattle, Washington – April 2002
Embarked Pilot Captain Gary D. Hurt on 27 April for a late morning departure from Pier 37, ISC
Seattle, WA. Two tugs utilized during evolution, one hour prior to low tide/slack current with
variable winds 5-10 knots and calm seas. Transited Puget Sound and Strait of Juan de Fuca to
Port Angeles, then conducted Aviation STAN team certification including HIFR, VERTREP,
and multiple landings with tie-downs and touch & gos. Embarked AVDET 155, CG 6569 and
CG 6515. Stood into the Pacific Ocean early AM 28 April.
Nome, Alaska - May 2002
Arrived Nome, Alaska, late evening 04 May 02 and hove to in ice in posit 64-26N 165-27W,
approximately 03 NM offshore in 9/10 concentration medium floe, 3-4 ft thick ice. Remained
hove to loading scientists and equipment until 07 May. Winds predominantly easterly to
southerly, and no discernible currents. Departed en route Bering Strait 07 May for SBI-1.
Nome, Alaska – June 2002
Arrived Nome, Alaska, late evening 14 June 02 approximately 2 hours after high tide with
southeasterly winds at 5 to 10 knots. Anchored in position 64-28.3N 165-25.3W, 1.5 miles south
of Nome, in 55 feet of water to a sand and gravel bottom with 4 shots of chain on deck.
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Remained anchored 15 – 16 June transferring scientists and gear between Nome and HEALY via
small boats. Winds freshened to 15 – 20 kts late mornings, subsiding in the evening. Weighed
anchor late evening 16 June with variable, light winds and departed en route Navarin-Pervenents
Canyon in Bering Sea for Keigwin-1.
Dutch Harbor, Alaska – July 2002
Conducted early morning transit into Unalaska Bay on outgoing tide. Winds were South
Southwesterly at 10 kts and current was negligible. HEALY met pilot boat 1.7 nautical miles
north of Ulatka Head Light (LLNR 27450) and embarked Pilot David Grobschmit approximately
0700 local. Continued transit through Iliuliuk Bay where tugs Unimak and James Dunlap were
made fast off the starboard bow and starboard quarter respectively. Entered Dutch Harbor where
Conning Officer shifted to DP Joystick Manual Heading Mode 1000 yards from the pier.
Approximately 300 yards off pier Conning Officer shifted to Joystick Auto Heading Mode and
moored HEALY portside to Delta Western Fuel Pier with assistance of the tugs. In this location,
we were just to the south of the final approach flight path for the Dutch Harbor airport.
While in Dutch Harbor, we conducted measurements of Delta Western Fuel Pier. Its length was
determined to be 431 feet (Coast Pilot 9 erroneously states pier length at 320 feet), aligned at 328
degrees true. Although HEALY was unable to sound pier area entirely, the Pilot reported a depth
of 40 feet at Mean Lower Low Water along both the outer and inner faces of pier. Winds
throughout the 5-day port call were variable at 5 to 10 kts, until the afternoon of 11 July when
they freshened to 20 kts from the southeast.

HEALY Moored at Delta Western Fuel Pier
We embarked Pilot David Grobschmit early afternoon 12 July and departed Dutch Harbor
approximately one hour before low tide with southeasterly winds 15-20 kts en route Nome, AK.
Unmooring was conducted in DP Joystick Auto Heading Mode, with tug Saratoga assisting
forward and tug James Dunlap made fast off the starboard quarter.
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Nome, Alaska – July 2002
Arrived Nome, Alaska, early morning 15 July 02 on incoming tide approximately 3 hours before
high tide with winds and seas calm. Anchored in position 64-28.3N 165-25.0W, 1.6 miles south
of Nome, in 55 feet of water to a sand and gravel bottom with 4 shots of chain on deck.
Remained anchored 15 – 16 July, transferring scientists and gear between HEALY and Nome via
HEALY small boats. Winds were light and variable and seas calm during majority of anchorage,
freshening to 20 kts the evening of 16 July. Weighed anchor mid-morning 17 July on incoming
tide with winds westerly at 10-15 kts and departed en route Bering Strait to commence SBI-2.
Nome, Alaska – August 2002
Arrived Nome, Alaska, late evening 23 August 02 on outgoing tide approximately 3 hours before
low tide with winds westerly at 10 kts and seas calm. Anchored in position 64-28.3N 16525.3W, 1.5 miles south of Nome, in 56 feet of water to a sand and gravel bottom with 4 shots of
chain on deck.
Remained anchored 23-28 August, transferring scientists and gear between HEALY and Nome
via HEALY small boats. Winds were predominately southwesterly at 10-20 kts with 3-4 ft seas.
Weighed anchor mid-morning 28 July at high tide and departed en route Bering Strait to
commence Keigwin-2.
Pearl Harbor, Hawaii – September 2002
Conducted early morning transit of southwest coast of Oahu 28 September and embarked pilot
north of the “Papa Hotel” check-in point at 0800 local. Commenced inbound transit of Pearl
Harbor approaching high tide with winds north northeasterly at 10 kts. A noticeable set to the
west was experienced in the Entrance Channel, from Tripod Reef to Bishop Point, as noted in
Coast Pilot 7. No other traffic was encountered and HEALY manned the port rail to render
honors abeam the Arizona Memorial just prior to mooring. A tractor tug was made fast to the
port bow when the bow thruster was deemed unreliable (there appeared to be little or no output),
and the Conning Officer continued mooring evolution with EOT and Helm commands. HEALY
moored starboard side to Pier K8, NAVSTA Pearl Harbor at 0854 local.
HEALY embarked pilot and departed Pearl Harbor on the incoming tide 04 October at 1210
local. Winds were from the east at a steady 15-20 knots, directly off the bow. Tractor tugs were
made fast fore and aft on the port side, but we used very little. After backing away from the pier,
the Conning Officer used combination of the wind on the port bow, and twisting the shafts in
order to turn 180 degrees to starboard in the turning basin. After casting off lines from tugs fore
and aft and turning ship, HEALY manned the starboard rail and rendered honors abeam the
Arizona Memorial.
No traffic was encountered during the Pearl Harbor outbound transit and a definite westerly set
was experienced in the Entrance Channel from Bishop Point to Tripod Reef. Upon clearing the
entrance gate buoys “1” and “2”, the pilot disembarked and HEALY commenced transit east to
homeport.
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Seattle, Washington – October 2002
Arrived Elliott Bay early afternoon 12October at maximum ebb on the outgoing tide with winds
northwesterly at 10-15 knot. We embarked Pilot Greg Larson northeast of Duwamish Head.
The tugs Scout and Garth Foss were made fast fore and aft respectively on the starboard side, but
used very little since the lack of a 378 WHEC on the west end of Pier 36 (Berth Alpha) gave us
plenty of room for safe maneuvering between Piers 36 and 37. A slight set to the north was
experienced from the Duwamish just prior to coming alongside the pier. Moored portside to Pier
37 at 1349 local, using DP in Joystick Manual Mode initially and then shifting to Joystick Auto
Heading Mode for the final approach and mooring.
Note: See Appendix A for Navigation “1200 Positions” and Appendix B for “Chronology
of Major Events”.
3. Deck Operations
A. Pre-Deployment Preparations & Seattle to Nome.
i. Although 20 April had been given as the deadline for all science equipment to
at the ISC, some equipment and other ship supplies arrived after this period,
and Deck personnel assisted with crane ops up until 2 days before
deployment. Realizing that there will always be last minute requirements for
loading--especially fresh stores during the last week, recommend training
more crane operators in other divisions to alleviate the workload on Deck.
Also recommend moving the drop-dead date for the arrival of Science Party
equipment to at least two weeks before sailing.
ii. Loading the Science Vans required renting both a dockside crane and a crane
barge. The ship’s cranes cannot reach the forward van positions on the 02Deck and the bow crane does not have the capacity to lift a van. The loading
and offloading of outboard vans require the use of a crane barge which also
requires coordination with ISC, Group and Station Seattle because it blocks in
the station’s boats whenever there is another vessel moored to pier 36.
Loading the trash van also required renting a crane, and coordinating with ISC
for delivery. Optimally, we want to load all these vans on the same day, so
we don’t have to pay for more than one day’s travel on the cranes and
minimal disruption on base.
iii. Due to the almost complete turnover of non-rates during the in port period, the
first week of transit was spent qualifying new Bridge Watchstanders
(Lookouts) and conducting drills and division training.
iv. Nome was still heavily iced in when we picked up the SBI party, so all
personnel and supplies were transported to the ship by helo. Deck provided
helo tie-downs, LSOs and riggers for VertRep evolutions.
B. SBI Phase I
i. Assisted MSTs with crane ops for setting up science gear while hove to in ice
off Nome.
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ii. Used cranes to set science party and gear on ice. Deck provided Bear
Watches, Crane Operators, Deck Supervisors and Line Handlers for
approximately 20 – 25 stations.
iii. Rigged brow and provided Bear Watches for Ice Liberty.
iv. Provided crane ops to secure science gear at end of leg.
C. Nome
i. At end SBI-1, we dropped anchor off Nome and rigged accommodation
ladder. Deck launched LCVP on the first day and provided coxswain and boat
crews for passenger and cargo transfers; operated cranes to load supplies,
ship’s stores and Keigwin science gear. LCVP was then cradled and RHIBs
launched. Provided Coxswains and crew for liberty launches from 0900 –
2400 daily. Despite having two Coxswains in each section, one Coxswain
was also required to stand bridge watches, and thus requiring one coxswain to
do the majority of the liberty Runs. When running liberty launches,
recommend coxswain’s only duties be to drive the boats and not stand at
anchor watches; otherwise coxswains may exceed established fatigue
standards.
D. Keigwin Phase I
i. Provided crane operators for Jumbo Piston Core (JPC) and Gravity Core.
Provided Deck Supervisor and line handlers for Gravity Coring operations.
ii. During the first week, the fast winch wire on starboard 04-deck crane jammed
while trying to do a gravity core during rough weather. In order to secure
whip wire, BM2 had to climb crane and secure wire onto base of boom by the
fast winch. Used the heavier main winch on 04-deck crane to do the
remaining gravity cores. This required providing an additional line handler for
dual taglines whereas only one tagline was required when using the whip.
E. Dutch Harbor, AK
i. Moored port side to, and led line 1 from forward port chock vice from the
usual bull nose chock due to reports that pier was only 320 feet long. Report
was erroneous, but this provided a superior lead for available bitts on the pier.
ii. Utilized 04-Deck crane and cargo nets to offload garbage onto borrowed stake
bed truck from Delta Western Fuel Dock, and drive the 200 yards to
dumpster.
iii. Utilized the bow crane to load stores, and used the aft knuckle and 04 deck
crane to load other supplies and gear. Deck provided Crane Operators, Deck
Supervisors, Riggers and Stores Handlers. Loading of stores and supplies
while moored in Dutch Harbor proved much easier, faster and safer than
loading stores at anchor off Nome.
iv. Utilized LCVP for three morale fishing trips, which was greatly appreciated
by all participants. Props were damaged while doing beaching practice. This
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was due to lack of familiarity with trim procedures by some Coxswains.
Division Training Petty Officer will develop beaching procedures section for
HEALY’s LCVP Coxswain Book.
v. Completed repair to whip on starboard 04-deck crane. Wire was cut above
damaged section, and end fitting replaced by contractor using new resin cast
kit. BM3 observed and participated in repair.
F. Nome
i. Anchored off Nome, rigged accommodation ladder and launched LCVP.
ii. Conducted passenger transfers and cargo loading from the LCVP during the
entire first day at Anchor. Had better weather than previous ops off Nome,
and we were able to load commissary stores with the LCVP alongside the bow
using the bow crane. Despite the good weather, a few stores were still
damaged in the process.
iii. Again, Deck provided Coxswains and Crew to run the RHI’s for liberty
launches from 0900 – 2400. Coxswains experienced the same fatigue
problems as previously stated due to only having one Coxswain in each
section who was not also standing bridge watches.
G. SBI Phase II
i. Provided Crane Operators to assist MSTs with set up of science equipment.
ii. No ice ops this time, so little involvement by Deck on this leg. Completed
several painting and maintenance projects.
iii. Provided Coxswain and Crew for RHI to recover “productivity in situ buoy”
after deployment. Also provided line handlers and riggers to retrieve buoy
from HEALY’s deck on several other occasions
iv. Provided Coxswain and Crew for RHI to support CBS News Crew.
H. Nome
i. Anchored off Nome, rigged Accom Ladder and launched LCVP.
ii. Conducted passenger transfers and cargo loading from the LCVP during entire
first day. With less favorable weather this time, were only able to load stores
with aft cranes.
iii. Took barge alongside to swap vans and load vibracore. Initially, we rigged 4”
double braided nylon lines to moor barge, however, they proved to be too
small. Fortunately, the barge had larger lines that we ended up using and
fended the barge off with our own fenders. Vans were hoisted on using the
starboard side crane. Additional stores arrived in the middle of the van load
out, however, we were able to man the port side knuckle crane and load stores
from the LCVP directly on the flight deck, thus keeping the afterdeck clear for
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loading science gear. Half way through the load out, the tug skipper became
concerned with the beating the tug was taking alongside the barge and broke
off the on load and returned to Nome. The remaining cargo was transferred to
a motorized barge that delivered the remaining load.
iv. Once again, Deck provided Coxswains and Crew for the RHI liberty launches
from 0900 – 2400. Same fatigue concerns as before.
I. Keigwin Phase II
i. With fewer gravity cores being done, there was less need for Deck Force as
Crane Operators or Deck Supervisors. However when the vibracore was lost
on the bottom, Deck became heavily involved in the recovery effort. Using
the same concept as dragging for a submerged buoy, Deck brainstormed and
came up with a plan using equipment that could be found on board. The plan
called for rigging one of our smaller, 4 ¾ inch kevlar mooring lines to a
double wire pendant bridle that in turn was attached to a large grapnel
fabricated by the ship’s DC shop.

Preparing to Deploy Grapnel to Recover Vibracore

The improvised grappling rig was then lowered to the bottom using the capstan
and the ship maneuvered to drag the rig along the bottom. Initially, the
grappling rig had problems staying on the bottom, even at slow speed, so we
attached 300 pounds of lead weights provided by the MST’s. This worked well
and the grapnel had no problems staying on the bottom. In order to give an
early indication that something was snagged with the grapnel, we used 5/8”
diameter manila made off to a bite of the mooring line using a rolling hitch.
Leaving some slack in the mooring line and taking the strain on the manila line,
it acted as a tattletale, which would break when the grapnel fetched up on
something on the bottom. When we snagged the vibracore, the rig worked
exactly as planned, but the grapnel hook was unable to withstand the strain and
was mangled beyond further use.
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Bent Grapnel After Hooking Vibracore

In addition, the Kevlar mooring line started to smoke just before it slacked off,
indicating the heavy strain it was under. If the grapnel hook did not bend and
come free as it did, the line most likely would have parted. Recommend
purchasing an ATON grapnel, a couple shots of one-inch chain and associated
stoppers, just in case the ship needs to drag for something again.
ii. Conducted Flight Ops off Barrow to bring bow thruster moment arm aboard,
and for North Slope Borough SAR Helo to VertRep a 5000lb replacement JPC
core head and 500lb trigger core. Deck provided LSO, Tie-Downs, Deck
Supervisor, Crane Operator and Riggers. Between VertReps flights, Deck
moved the first load down to afterdeck in order to keep flight deck clear.
J. Barrow
i. At the end of Keigwin-2, conducted flight ops off Barrow to fly science party
and gear off, and bring the Afloat Training Group, NESU and tech rep
personnel out to ship. Deck provided Tie-Downs and LSO.
K. Barrow, AK to Honolulu, HI
i. Conducted training, drills and exercises with LTT riders. Deck drills and
training included several man-overboard and abandon ship drills and a
simulated anchorage exercise.
ii. Enjoying the nice weather as we approached Hawaii, all hands eagerly
participated in a fresh water wash down of the entire ship.
iii. Conducted fight ops for training. Deck provided the LSO and tie-down
crews.
L. Honolulu, HI
i. Immediately after mooring, deck provided crane operator and riggers to rig
accommodation ladder-brow to pier. By pre-staging accom-brow, deck
completed the rigging of the brow in approx 30 minutes after mooring stations
were secured. Deck also provided crane operators, deck supervisors and
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riggers to load ship’s stores, and used cargo nets and 04 deck cranes to hoist
trash to a flatbed truck on pier, for further transport to dumpster located at end
of pier.
M. Honolulu to Seattle
i. Deck attended all hands training. Diverted for SAR, and deck provided tiedown crews for Helo ops to transport medical personnel to vessel and medvac
patient.
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CHAPTER II – AIR OPERATIONS
A. Pre-Deployment Preparations
i. Polar Operations Division (POPDIV) assigned Aviation Detachment (AVDET) 155 for Healy’s
Arctic West Summer deployment. AVDET 155 formed on 18 March 2002 with three (3) pilots
and eight (8) flight mechanics. Continuing with Healy’s AVDET manning prototype only four
mechanics deployed. Due to planned science, aviation support missions were limited in scope and
only three pilots were assigned to AVDET 155.
ii. Maintenance: AVDET 155 received the 6515 and 6569 from ATC Mobile on the 12th of March
for pre-deployment maintenance. The standard 3 and 6-month calendar and 150 hour cards were
completed. 6569 had no high time maintenance requirements. The following items were changed
to minimized deployed maintenance:
•
•

6515 - Two tail rotor blades removed and replaced for high time.
6515 - Forward main landing gear (MLG) roving bar removed and replaced for high time.

The following unscheduled maintenance was encountered:
•
•
•
•

6515 - Major corrosion was found in the forward wall of the harpoon bay and under the SAR
board; ARSC called to assist.
6569 - Left center fuel cell leaking; removed and replaced.
6569 - Right MLG strut collapsed; removed and replaced.
6569 - #1 engine output seal leaking; removed and replaced.

Both aircraft were involved in the prototyping of an alternate hydraulic fluid for the MLG struts.
All four struts were serviced with MIL-PRF-87257 that is reported to have better cold weather
attributes.
iii. Operations: Pre-deployment operations concentrated on pilot and aircrew proficiency
minimums for the Jan – Jun 2002 semi-annual period. All AVDET members attended .375magnum rifle training to assist with science operations requiring polar bear watches and for crew
protection when on flights away from the ship.
iv. Administration: All seven (7) AVDET members completed training, medical, and
administrative requirements through 31 December 2002. Arrangements were made for one
AVDET member to participate in the May Service Wide Exam (SWE) competition for
advancement to E-8, and for two AVDET members for AVT1 and NAVRULES end of course test.
v. Cross-Country: 6515 and 6569 departed ATC Mobile on 20 April 02 and flew with five (5)
AVDET 155 members and a POPDIV aviator. After a refueling stop in Lake Charles, Louisiana
and while enroute to Austin, Texas both aircraft were diverted by Houston Approach Control for a
SAR case. 6515 located a single engine aircraft that had made a safe emergency landing in a field.
6569 relayed information to authorities and both helicopters were released from the case. Without
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enough fuel to continue both helicopters diverted to Air Station Houston for the evening. Late
morning 21 April 02 the aircraft departed Houston after minor maintenance delayed an earlier
launch. A refueling stop was made at San Angelo before reaching El Paso, Texas for the evening.
On 22 April 02, the crew continued on to Air Station Los Angeles, via Tucson and Yuma, Arizona.
Two days were spent at Air Station Los Angeles fixing discrepancies with both aircraft. On 24
April 02, the crew flew to Air Station Humboldt Bay via Monterey. On 25 April 02, the crew
departed Air Station Humboldt Bay and made it to Boeing Field in Seattle after a refueling stop in
Florence, OR. A total of 34 sorties totaling 55.3 hours were flown. The two remaining AVDET
members arrived in Seattle 21 and 23 April 02 via commercial air.
vi. Seattle and Port Angeles, WA: AVDET 155 planned the cross-country flights to account for
maintenance and poor weather while enroute. Scheduled arrival in Seattle was originally planned
for 24 April 02. Maintenance conducted in Los Angeles postponed the arrival until 25 April 02 but
still allowed ample time to complete additional maintenance in Port Angeles prior to embarkation
on 27 April 02.
B. Seattle to Nome
Embarkation and transit to Nome: A rendezvous with HEALY was arranged offshore Air Station
Port Angeles on 27 April 02. Embarkation also encompassed the completion of Healy’s
Shipboard-Helicopter Recurrent Standardization Training. After a minor maintenance problem
with 6515, 6569 conducted day DLQs and a HIFR. 6569 was hangared on Healy and after a quick
repair 6515 conducted one vertical replenishment (vertrep) and the remaining day and night DLQs
and transport of passengers and Stan team member to Port Angeles. All training was successfully
completed and two AVDET pilots gained their Shipboard landing re-qualification.
Nome: On 05 May 02, the AVDET conducted a medical evacuation of a crewmember with a
possible appendicitis from Healy, 5 NM to Nome. Using both helicopters and single pilot
operations when weather permitted, 6515 and 6569 completed 14 sorties in 14.2 flight hours
debarking 15 personnel from Healy and transporting 37 science party personnel, two crewmembers
and approximately 3 tons of baggage and equipment to Healy. On 07 May 02, two more sorties
were conducted to retrieve additional supplies and personnel.
The following maintenance was completed during this period:
•
•
•
•

6515 - 15% torque split in hover with #1 high. Other engine parameters on #1 side also high;
inspected anticipator system and checked OEI, could not duplicate, suspect OEI didn’t arm on
one engine.
6569 - Radar altimeter (RADALT) cycled from 200 ft to 0ft numerous times; removed
RADALT R/T, cleaned connectors with power wash and reinstalled.
6569 - Yaw channel disengaged and would not re-engage; removed and replaced Yaw Parallel
Servo.
6569 - Left main landing gear strut collapsed; removed and replaced. Serviced with MIL-PRF87257 Hydraulic Fluid.

C. SBI Phase I
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Operations: During this first science phase, AVDET 155 flew a total of 42.0 hours, 33 sorties,
transported 49 passengers, two medical evacuations and 1700 lbs of cargo. Ice reconnaissance
flights were of extreme importance and accounted for more than 60% of the sorties during this
phase. It is conceivable that this phase would not have been the success that it was without ice
reconnaissance flights. Ice recon flights were flown single pilot almost exclusively in order to
provide better viewing for the ice observer, (who would sit in the copilot seat) and an additional 20
minutes of flight time. If the amount of flight time began to decrease appreciably, dual pilot flights
could have been flown in order for pilots to maintain proficiency.
Two particular missions during this phase we perhaps the most significant flight operations directly
supporting science:
•

Two scientists, Ronald Benner (University of South Carolina) and Roger Harvey (University of
Maryland) were flown 60NM to the Smith River, east of Barrow. The helicopter was landed
on a riverbank and shutdown. The scientists and pilots collected water, sediment and plant
samples. Both scientists stated this particular mission made the 40-day phase worthwhile for
them.

•

Marc Webber of U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) flew as an observer during 5 sorties
in support of his walrus surveys. Several thousand walrus were photographed and surveyed
from the helicopter. Mr. Webber is confident these flights will provide the data needed to
calibrate or “ground-proof” satellites used for walrus surveying. He stated he was more
successful with one hour of flight time in Healy’s helicopter than he was with 45 hours of
Department of Interior contracted fixed-wing flight time.

On the transit to Nome, after a request was made from Dr. Grebmeir, CGNR 6569 retrieved Alaska
Fish and Wildlife employee Gaye Sheffield from Little Diomede Island in the Bering Straits. She
had been on the isolated island for almost 3 months studying marine mammals.
This period provided the highest optempo and consequently, the greatest amount of maintenance.
The following was completed during this period:
• 6515 – Right main strut leaked fluid and collapsed, serviced twice during phase.
• 6515 – Main rotor blade tip cap showed separation on and below drain hole, removed and
replaced with new tip cap.
• 6515 and 6569 - Completed TCTO H65 T79030, inspection of LTS101 engine lubrication
system for signs of #19 bearing distress, no discrepancies found.
• 6569 - Left main strut collapsed with no loss of hydraulic fluid, removed and replaced with RFI
strut.
• 6569 - Completed TCTO H65 T79030, inspection of LTS101 engine lubrication system for
signs of #19 bearing distress, no discrepancies found.
• 6569 - #2 Eng oil leak to chip detector; removed and replaced O-ring on aft side of #2 eng
chip detector.
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•

6569 - Left hand mixing unit, pitch bell crank bearing became unstaked from bell crank,
removed and replaced LH mixing unit.

On June 11th, the senior mechanic was medically evacuated to Barrow, AK after developing
symptoms that required immediate attention. It was decided that the next science phase would not
be aviation intensive, thus a replacement for AMTC would not arrive until the Dutch Harbor port
call in the second week of July.
Training: The AVDET provided training to the ship’s crew on helicopter salvage operations and
procedures. A comprehensive aviation-training schedule was created but during this phase only
50% of the scheduled training was completed due to actual flight operations. All AVDET
members completed an AVDET specific DCPQS syllabus.
D. Keigwin Phase I
Operations: During this phase AVDET 155 flew eight sorties for a total of 10.4 hours. The first
opportunity to fly presented itself in the form of a pilot proficiency flight. All three pilots were
able to fly and a total of 6 morale riders were taken. The very next day a 150NM medevac was
conducted to the remote island of Shemya, AK. Due to the deteriorating weather, anticipated poor
communications and long-distance to be flown, a Coast Guard HC-130 was requested from D17
Command Center and flew high cover. The medevac was completed with no problems. On July
1st, a long-range humanitarian evacuation was conducted to Dutch Harbor, AK for a Healy
crewmember with a family emergency. On July 6th, the day before Healy’s scheduled port visit,
eight scientists were flown into Dutch Harbor in order to make early flights off the island the next
day.
Maintenance: All scheduled maintenance was completed. The most significant maintenance
completed this phase was the removal and replacement of the parking brake on the 6515 after the
brake control relay cam was found bent.
Training: All scheduled AVDET training for this period was completed.
E. Dutch Harbor Port Call
During the 6-day port visit in Dutch Harbor no operations, maintenance or training was conducted.
Senior Aviator and AVDET Operations Officer visited CCGS Sir Wilfrid Laurier to gather
information in order to submit a request to operate with the vessel. AVDET mechanics were
divided into three duty sections and performed duties as duty driver. The replacement AMTC
Cummings arrived in Dutch Harbor.
F. SBI Phase II
Operations: During this phase AVDET 155 flew 17 sorties for a total of 19.4 hours. Healy’s
transit through the ice was easy enough that ice recon flights were not required. Seventeen
logistics sorties were flown into Barrow for personnel transfers, parts, supplies and mail for both
Healy and the science parties. This phase also had its share of inclement weather, including icing
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conditions. Ice on the ship’s mast, railings and antennas are all good indications of icing
conditions before conducting flight operations.
Maintenance: All scheduled maintenance was completed. The most significant unscheduled
maintenance completed this phase was the replacing of airflow modulators on both engines of the
6569, which may have been the cause of mid-range engine oscillations in flight. Other major
maintenance during this phase included.
The right MLG strut on the 6515 finally collapsed after hydraulic fluid leaked on previous flight.
It lasted a total of four flights before it finally collapsed. Minor corrosion was found and repaired
in two areas on the 6515.
A fuel leak was found on the 6569 during sampling. The left center fuel cell feeder can was found
to be seeping around attach bolts. The nuts were retorqued and repotted.

Recovering the Helicopter
G. Keigwin Phase II
Operations: During this phase AVDET 155 flew eight sorties for a total of 8.1 hours. Three
logistics sorties were flown into Barrow for personnel transfers, parts, supplies and mail for both
Healy and the science parties. On September 7th, the AVDET coordinated assistance from North
Slope Borough SAR’s Bell 214ST helicopter to sling nearly 6,000lbs of science equipment to
Healy from Barrow. On September 17th all scientist were flown into Barrow and LTT riders and
ESU/NESU support personnel were flown from Barrow to Healy. A total of 29 passengers were
moved to and from Healy in five sorties.
Maintenance: All scheduled maintenance was completed. Cargo hooks and skis and ski hardware
was removed from both helicopters. Maintenance was performed on the HSKs spare engine
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(QEC): Installed fwd engine harness, reinstalled PT governor airflow modulator and preserved
engine with WD40. Inspected, tested and repaired Environment Control System (ECS) servicing
cart. Cart was flown to Barrow and given to AVDET 156 (Polar Star). Other significant
maintenance this period included:
• 6569 - Removed and replaced secondary hydraulic external quick disconnect cap due to static
leak.
• 6569 - Found left center fuel cell feeder can still seeping, called ATC Mobile and received
authorization to carry forward the discrepancy and monitor on pre-flights.
H. Barrow to Honolulu
During the transit to Honolulu, the AVDET flew one sortie for pilot/aircrew proficiency. Only
scheduled maintenance was performed during this phase and no operations or maintenance were
conducted during the port visit.
I. Honolulu to Seattle
On October 7th, Healy was directed to rendezvous with M/V Panormos Faith. Early October 8th,
after an evaluation by Healy’s medical personnel, a 41-year-old male was medevaced to Healy. On
October 10th, one night DLQ flight was flown for pilot, LSO, HCO and tiedown night qualification
and recurrency. Several hours were spent by the AVDET to prepare the HSK for offload. Only
scheduled maintenance was performed during this phase, which provided an opportunity to a
seaman apprentice interested in the Airman Program to spend time learning about helicopter
maintenance.
OBSERVATIONS, RECOMMENDATIONS AND NOTES
In order to maximize mission efficiency, traversing, blade unfolding, fueling, flight briefing and all
other pre-flight activities were completed prior to setting FLICON ONE. The Pilot in Command
(PIC) would call the bridge when ready for FLICON ONE. Using this method, the average time
from FLICON ONE to launch decreased by 50%. This also allowed:
•
•

Science parties more time on deck to complete operations prior to FLICON.
Aviation mechanics not to feel rushed with blade folding, fueling and pre-flight inspection.

North Slope Borough Search and Rescue is a local government funded search and rescue
organization based in Barrow, Alaska. Their aircraft include a King Air twin-engine turbo prop
airplane, a Lear jet and most notably a Bell 214ST helicopter with weight and capacity limits far
exceeding that of an HH-65. Their assistance was critical to HEALY and they should be
considered a reliable and capable organization that can assist with Arctic West deployments in the
future.
Barrow Flight Service Station (Federal Aviation Administration) has a government vehicle they
allowed the AVDET to use to help with logistics.
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Pilots and aircrew are usually taught how to identify ice on the aircraft as it forms and begins to
accumulate on the airframe, of course this is usually too late. Ice on the ship’s mast, railings and
antennas are all good indications of icing conditions before conducting flight operations.
Flying to Little Diomede Island can be challenging. The approach should be conducted slow as
approximately one million birds get airborne from the island cliff face.
A comprehensive Enlisted Labor Hour Analysis was completed during the course of the
deployment, tracking each enlisted members daily labor hours expended. The AVDET completed
the deployment with four (4) mechanics versus the traditional larger crews of up to ten (10)
mechanics. During this deployment, there were 16 occurrences (11% of deployment) where total
man-hours exceeded the standard 10 hours per person a day. Maximum daily man-hours noted
were 69.9 hours. A total of 108.4 flight hours were completed with an average of 13.4 man-hours
of maintenance/flight hour was required.
A prototype evaluation of a cold weather tolerant hydraulic fluid, MIL-PRF-87257, for the main
landing gear struts was conducted. The primary purpose of this evaluation was to determine
whether this hydraulic fluid would provide superior low temperature performance and better
reliability than the previous fluid. After a 6-month evaluation on CGNR 6515 and CGNR 6569,
there were a reduced number of reported discrepancies from previous deployments, although
additional evaluation is recommended. AVDET 157 will also test the fluid on Deep Freeze 2003.
A prototype evaluation of aircraft skis and ski hardware was continued on this deployment. During
form-up, new support hardware was designed to reduce the number of failures, which were
reported during initial prototype evaluation. In addition, a ramp system for ski installation was
developed to eliminate ski to airframe contact. The hardware and ramp system both proved
durable. Throughout the deployment there were no ski or ski hardware discrepancies.
Table 2-1 lists a breakdown of the hours flown, fuel used, identifying sortie as dual or single pilot,
and passengers and cargo flown on each flight.
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AIR OPERATIONS
Hours

Sorties

21.5

16

43.7

36

10.4

8

19.4

17

8.1

8.0

5.3

6

108.4

91

Pax
Transit Phase
63
SBI Phase I
50
Keigwin Phase I
19
SBI Phase II
24
Keigwin Phase II
32.0
Transit Phase
11
AWS 2002 Totals

Cargo (lbs)

Fuel (gals)

6010

717

1700

3164

1040

507

2000

1057

4300.0

548

600

290

199

15650

6283

Table II-1
Figure 2-1 illustrates the breakdown of missions completed during AWS 02.
AWS 2002 Missions
Ice Recon
19%

Inchop/Outchop
5%

Science
10%
Proficiency
4%
Medical Evac/SAR
4%

Logistics/Pax
56%

Maintenance
2%

Science
Maintenance
Ice Recon

Proficiency
Logistics/Pax

Figure II-1
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Medical Evac/SAR
Inchop/Outchop

CHAPTER III – COMMUNICATIONS
A. Pre-Deployment Preparations: Preparations for AWS-02 focused on training and
equipment refurbishment.
i.

InMarSat: New InMarSat terminal and antenna were installed to replace old
InMarSat Mini-M system. Antenna was placed on the 06-Deck, port side. CGDN
InMarSat terminal was sent to Mackay Communications for firmware upgrade to
allow access to new CG 142 West leased satellite.

ii. Iridium: One Iridium terminal was sent to WorldCom Communications to repair
erratic behavior and unreliable performance. Unit tested satisfactory. We were told
that problems might have been due to improper wattage on power supplies. Two new
power supplies were procured for Iridium terminals. The portable Iridium terminal
was also sent to Pacific Area for upgrade to allow secure call capability. Received
new unit, secure sleeve and keymat necessary from Pacific Area (Pt).
iii. Computer Systems: Standard Workstation III was upgraded to Image 4.8. A Cutter
Server Spare Parts Kit (CSK) was obtained from ESU Seattle for server disaster
repair. Old workstations and laptops were upgraded.
B. SBI Phase 1
i. Classified message guard was shifted to Commsta Kodiak on 3 May via HF
Messenger. System worked well, with no propagation problems. We had great
support from Commsta Kodiak—at times maybe too good. Although we made it
known that we aren’t staffed to maintain a 24-hour radio room watch, they kept
calling every few hours on Iridium or HF to let us know they had switched to a better
frequency for HF Messenger. We corrected a database problem that was causing nondelivery of classified messages addressed to the Pacific Cutter Fleet. Began
downloading encryption codes via satellite broadcast with no problems. This allowed
us to further minimize our classified holdings.
ii. On 22 May, redirected 300 lbs of mail from the main Post Office in Anchorage to
Barrow for pick up by helicopter. Mail routing in Alaska simpler, with less
bureaucracy. We were able to call and actually talk to Postmaster to arrange for mail
transfers.
iii. On 12 June we requested and received 24-hour Internet access for Science Data
Network (SDN) on a leased InMarSat channel that was not being used according to
the daily messages. More on this later.
C. Dutch Harbor
i. Connected to CGDN via landline at Delta Western fuel pier. This enabled us to
update and synchronize our Exchange server with the rest of the CG.
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D. Keigwin Phase 1
i. Had excellent comms entire mission, both with InMarSat and HF. Had 24-hour
Internet access entire mission for both SWIII and SDN.
E. SBI Phase 2
i. We had to give up the 24-hour Internet access for SDN midway through this mission.
PacArea discovered there were landline charges that are in addition to the costs of the
leased satellite contract, adding up to another 50 cents a minute or $720.00 a day. The
National Science Foundation was unwilling to absorb additional cost beyond what
they originally requested as scientists had only made known a need for 2 hours per
day, so we returned to 2 hours per day of Internet access for SDN, plus we connected
briefly each evening to transfer e-mail.
ii. Mail was routed to Barrow again for pickup by helo. Received 150 lbs.
iii. Had an equipment casualty on the InMarSat antenna mounted on the stack. There are
two other InMarSat antennas on HEALY, on the port and starboard sides of the O6Deck. However the stack antenna has the best unobstructed view of horizon, and was
mostly used for SWIII Internet access. The remaining 2 antennas were switched as
needed among 3 terminals (CTES, SWIII and SDN), but the conning tower would
sometimes block the antennas and we would lose the connections.
iv. Good comms on HFDX as far north as we went on the mission (approx 74-30N).
v. Iridium phones were frequently unreliable, with calls often dropping in midconversation. Reverted to InMarSat voice for some of the more important calls, and
for media conference calls with the scientists.
F. Keigwin Phase 2
i. Received 500 lbs mail in Barrow. Good comms on HFDX with CommSta Kodiak
during the entire mission. POLAR STAR wasn’t faring as well further to the north of
us, so we frequently relayed comms to POLAR STAR from PacArea, CommSta
Kodiak, and D17 OPCEN.
G. Barrow to Honolulu
i. Shifted HFDX guard to CAMSPAC. Equipment casualty to antenna coupler group
limited capabilities to only 2 simultaneous HF circuits (HFDX and SVN-A).
Conducted first successful transfer of electronic keying material via Inmarsat.
Keymat previously could be received only via landline.
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H. Honolulu, and Honolulu to Seattle
i. Received 600+ lbs of mail in Honolulu. Secured HF classified guard while in port but
retained InMarSat connection for unclassified message traffic.
ii. Excellent comms with CAMSPAC entire trip home.

Message Traffic Statistics
InMarSat
HF Messenger
Total

Sent
712
10
7220
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Received
10100
2800
12900

CHAPTER IV – SCIENCE
1. Summary
A. Pre-Deployment Science Preparations
i. MST training: Since intensive coring operations were planned for the
Keigwin missions, we sent our MST1 to the R/V Knorr in January to
conduct coring with Dr. Keigwin and Jim Broda (WHOI, who would
oversee coring ops during Keigwin-1). We also sent our MSTCS to the
R/V Nathaniel Palmer in December to gain more experience the ADCP
since that would be an important tool during the SBI missions.
ii. Preparations during dockside and dry-dock availabilities: During the
February-March dry-dock availability at Todd Shipyard, we contracted
out the spooling on of 14,000 meters of new 9/16” wire to replace wire
lost during AES-01 dredging operations. The last 5,000 meters were
spooled on under less than ideal tension, as the contractors’ tensioning
drum brake failed partway through the operation. Todd Shipyard
cranes were used to place two science vans on the forecastle. During
the post-dry dock shakedown, extensive tests of the oceanographic
winches were conducted, and revealed the presence of noise errors
being input into the .322” wire. Further troubleshooting prior to the
mission proved unsuccessful. The remainder of the science gear load
out was completed during the last 3 ½ weeks in port. Due to the failure
of the science hoist during the shakedown, the hangar was used as a
temporary storage facility for the gear until repairs were completed 1-½
weeks prior to the mission. A crane barge was utilized to place two
more vans on the ship. (HEALY cranes cannot reach the starboard 02
Deck forward van slot, and the port knuckle boom crane on the fantail
does not have the reach or lifting capacity to pick up a van from the
pier. See Table IV-3 for van locations.
iii. Science equipment troubleshooting Seattle to Nome: Further tests were
conducted on the science systems during the transit from Seattle to
Nome. Peter Lane (SBI, U. of Miami) also rode along and tested the
supplemental seawater system he had installed in the aft hose room
when we were in port, and he felt comfortable with the results. Further
tests on the oceanographic winches did not identify the error problem,
and Scripps Institute was contacted for further advice. A Scripps
technician that would be aboard for SBI stated that he had seen a
similar problem on other winches, and that he felt confident that he
could resolve the problem once he got aboard in Nome. The SBI PI for
the CTD experiments was contacted, advised of the issue, and stated
that he felt no further troubleshooting was necessary from the ship.
B. SBI Phase 1
i. Plankton nets – Casts consisted of Bongo nets and vertical net tows,
both for qualitative and quantitative sampling. The standard plankton
nets required different weight configurations depending on the type of
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sampling desired. All casts required vertical wire angles. Constant
vigilance with a long boat hook was necessary to keep floating ice bits
from taking the wire or fouling the nets. In open water, tows were
hampered by the light amount of weight on the 3/8” wire, and
wind/water currents that were often contrary. Typically the first net cast
would indicate direction and magnitude of near surface currents that
were not picked up by either ADCP or observed ship’s motion. This
first cast was useful in making ship-stationing adjustments for
subsequent casts. Where possible, additional weights were added to the
nets, in the form of 25lb lead balls or 100lb cylinder weights, in an
effort to keep the nets from drifting off at an excessive angle.

Plankton Net Retrieval from Aft A-Frame

ii. Optics – Two types of optics packages were deployed: active and
passive. Active optics consisted of an electronics package that was
lowered over the starboard side, using ¼” wire wrapped on the
auxiliary SeaMac winch, and an instrumented sheave. The electrical
cable was handled by hand. Passive optics consisted of two sensors also
launched over the starboard side. One sensor was allowed to drift at the
surface, and was tethered to a makeshift extension on the A-frame to
help keep it away from the hull (to avoid the shadow of the ship). The
second sensor was lowered and raised by hand. These operations were
performed on the starboard side due to sensor cable length restrictions.
With advance planning, these casts could be done on the stern if
required.
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iii. CTD – As soon as the SBI group came aboard in Nome, the Scripps
technician began troubleshooting the noise errors in the .322 wire. He
identified the source as a floating ground on the winch drum. As the
drum rotated, it would begin to float it’s bearing on a surface of grease,
thus losing its ground to the rest of the winch, which induced “noise” in
the .322 cable. The problem was solved using a piece of woven
shielding laid over the axle of the winch drum where it turns in the
bearing housing. Occasional cleaning of this strap and axle surface was
necessary anytime modulo errors were noticed on the CTD data. All
CTD casts were conducted with Scripps’ CTDs and sensors from the
starboard A-frame, the optimal location given the ship’s configuration.
This allowed the aft staging area to be used as a mud workroom per the
Chief Scientist’s request, it kept CTD time in the cold air to a
minimum, and it allowed greater flexibility for wire reeving. As with
the plankton nets, constant vigilance for floating ice chunks was
necessary. Operating parameters for CTD casts required that sewage be
retained while on station, and that the water column be disturbed as
little as possible. This meant drifting on to station whenever possible.
When absolutely necessary (or when data was not going to be collected
any other way) it was permissible to rotate shafts slowly while on
station. During some of the deeper stations, sewage had to be retained
for as much as 30 hours. Termination to the .322 cable was
accomplished with Chinese fingers and waterproof electrical
connections. Early in the trip, some freezing of the pylon was suspected
due to failed bottle trips, and this was remedied by squirting liberal
amounts of brine from the ship’s evaporators directly on to the pylon.
The CTD operator station should be moved closer to the winch operator
in the Science Conn to effect clearer, less interrupted communications.
A CSMP has been submitted for this modification.
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CTD Deployment from Starboard A-Frame

iv. Multi-Haps Corer – Designed by Dr. Grebmeier, this corer worked well
at all cast depths down to 3000m. Slight modifications by the ship’s
DCs eliminated some cable snag hazards that caused the corer to come
up sideways on occasion. In addition, partial trips due to soft bottom
composition or heaving by the ship was taken care of by shortening the
trip arms on the corer. The corer was easily moved around the fantail
by the use of a pallet and pallet jack.

Multi Haps Core Retrieval from Aft A-Frame
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v. Box Corer – The box corer worked flawlessly on all casts. Its launch
and recovery are straightforward, and can be accomplished with the top
lifeline in place.

Box Core Deployment from Aft A-Frame

vi. Van Veen Grabs - After some modifications and cleaning of the trigger
mechanisms, the grabs were very effective to depths of 200m. Beyond
that, the light weight of the Van Veen prevented the winch operator
from “seeing” it hit the bottom (via cable tension), and the casts
become hit-or-miss with many having to be repeated to obtain the
desired samples.

Van Veen Grab Deployment from Aft A-Frame

vii. Pumps – Anywhere from 3 to 6 in situ pumps would be hung over the
stern together from the 3/8 wire, and would pump water through sample
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collection filters for approximately 4 hours. The wire was kept in close
to the hull to alleviate interference with floating ice. Launch and
recovery was fairly simple, keeping the top lifeline in place. However,
this required careful manipulation of both A-frame and winch by the
winch operator.

Preparing a Pump for Deployment from Aft A-Frame

viii. Wire Reeving configuration – A thorough understanding of wire use
requirements prior to sailing proved essential for optimal reeving of the
wires. We ran 3/8 and .680 wires to the aft A-frame, and .322 and 9/16”
wires to the starboard A-frame. Due to science van placement in the
starboard fantail slot and an unstable working platform (scissors lift),
wire reeving at sea is not recommended unless the ship is in hove to in
the ice. If a wire must be unreeved, a tending line should be pulled thru
the block with that wire to facilitate reeving of the next wire.
ix. Deck arrangement – After completing a couple of stations, an efficient
arrangement was worked out for the various pieces of equipment on
deck. Rusting deck sockets continue to be a problem on HEALY, so
after each use, equipment was lowered onto pallets and moved with a
pallet jack back to its “in transit” spot where deck sockets had already
been prepared (bored out and rethreaded). A CSMP has been submitted
to have the deck sockets replaced with non-corroding inserts.
x. Deionized Water – During this mission we learned that the Barnstead
Deionizer should be thoroughly cleaned and sterilized between cruises,
and anytime the resistance readings fall below acceptable limits. The
required sanitizing chemical cartridges were not available during this
leg, although for most users, the water output from the Barnstead was
acceptable. Note: The Barnstead was cleaned and sanitized in time for
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the SBI-2 mission, with new cartridges installed and a stable value of
17.2 mega-ohms attained.
xi. Freezers/Reefers – The walk-in freezer and reefer performed very well
during the entire mission. Minor adjustments to the defrost cycles were
effected after observing usage patterns. A frozen pipe in the freezer
early on required manual defrosting of the unit and a temporary pipe
patch, but early detection prevented the loss of any samples. The unit
performed without problems after the repairs, but will require
permanent repairs before the next deployment. Part of the problem was
excessive moisture in the air due to several open 5-gallon containers of
seawater being placed in the freezer to make ice in effort to cool the
uncontaminated seawater being used in the incubators. This experience
shows that large containers of water should not be placed in any of the
freezers, reefers, or climate control chambers.
xii. Climate Control Chambers – Both chambers were utilized, without
problems, after usage patterns were accounted for in defrost cycles.
Shelving was added for additional workspace. All water was secured
while chambers were at temperatures below freezing. Brighter bulbs
were added to increase lighting in the chambers.
xiii. Uncontaminated Seawater – As predicted, the ship’s installed system
worked well in open water but was unreliable in the ice due to clogging
of the forward sea chest. It did work enough when on station to allow
its use via a garden hose on the fantail to spray debris off of the benthic
and biologic equipment during sample recoveries (to allow samples to
be collected without contaminating or heating them). Even if the
installed system had remained fully operational in the ice, its design
max flow would not have been able to meet the cumulative flow
requirements of the incubators on this mission. During this leg, ambient
temperature seawater for the bow incubators was first supplied with a
recirculating cooling system designed by Dr. Cota and installed in a van
on the bow. With the first sunny days, it became evident that that
system could not keep the water within the desired 1 degree Celsius of
ambient seawater. The EO and DCs then installed pumps and piping to
continuously supply the incubators with seawater (with overflow hoses
running overboard) from the forward-most ballast tank. With planned
periodic dumping and refilling of that ballast tank, the incubators stayed
much closer to the desired temperature range. Coast Guard engineers
are aware of the problem with the ship’s installed system, and are in the
process of identifying design modifications to give HEALY a 24/7
operable uncontaminated seawater system, with installation during the
2004 dry-docking being an optimistic goal.
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Mesozooplankton Incubator on Foc’sle
(Note Gray Ambient Seawater Supply Hoses)

xiv. Fume Hoods – All hoods were used, and worked as required. During a
steam leak on the ship, all ventilation was shut down so the steam
system could be brought up in a controlled manner. As a result, the
fume hood exhaust fans were shut down by ECC without warning. ECC
must be reminded that the fume hoods have their own EXHAUST
system, and are not part of the steam system. For safety reasons, they
should not be shut down without prior permission from the MSTs.
xv. Hazardous Material – The HazMat storage room was too small to
adequately segregate all the chemicals required for this mission. The
chemicals that were brought onboard were stowed and segregated as
much as possible, and all precautions were taken to adequately label,
account for, and distribute them as necessary.
xvi. Sinks – All sinks (including one added to the aft section of the main lab
just for this mission) were in use. Under heavy use, it became obvious
that a new type of faucet is required for general use. The old faucets
break up the stream too much and tend to spray water everywhere. The
forward sink in the main lab should be modified to allow closer access.
The sink on the port side aft of the fume hood needs to be modified to a
mop sink, with just a low retaining wall around the base.
xvii. Bulkhead Pass-Throughs – Pass-throughs between labs continue to be
an issue. One had to be installed between Aft Conn and the starboard
staging area when we started the mission to allow running temporary
computer cables in support of the optics work while maintaining a
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proper heating/air conditioning boundary.
xviii. Boat Hooks – The long, aluminum boat hooks proved invaluable in
keeping ice away from the various wires. A useful modification to them
would be a line operated “finger” to allow them to recover lost objects
(such as hard hats), and to take surface samples of opportunity.
xix. Sonars – Although no specific sonars (Seabeam, ADCP, sub-bottom)
were requested for this mission, all were used and found to be
extremely helpful in defining bottom features and currents. They were
also used for tracking a pinger placed on the wire during coring casts.
The Seabeam 2112 bottom mapping sonar was found to be very limited
in its capabilities at depths less than 100m (beam too narrow, and too
much penetration), and an alternative needs to be found if shallow
water mapping will be required of HEALY in the future. Most, if not
all, of these sonars will surely be requested on subsequent SBI
missions.
xx. Winches – All winches performed well, with little or no mechanical
problems. However, constant vigilance was required during
maintenance checks for items that may have come loose or fallen off
due to excessive vibration caused when the ship was breaking ice.
xxi. Wire Data Acquisition System – We were forced to continue logging
casts using the installed VDT due to bugs in the new Access Database
installed on the laptop. The VDT display of wire speed, scope and
tension was much appreciated by the scientists, and cast data was
requested throughout the mission.
xxii. Science Vans – Just prior to the start of this leg, we discovered that
with a van placed in the starboard-most van slot on the fantail, it’s
inward doors to the vestibule could not be fully opened due to installed
overhead piping of hot and cold potable water. These pipes were
quickly cut off and rerouted by the DCs. The Optics van arrived wired
for shore side use only, and had to be modified by the ship’s EM’s to
take 220V supply power. External van doors in the starboard slot
cannot be opened completely until the starboard knuckle boom crane is
slewed around. Vans in the two central positions can only open one
exterior door each, due to the location of the towing bit. The new 10ton chain fall installed under the flight deck/above the aft van slots
worked very well in placing vans in their slots, but further
modifications need to be made to make the rail system more robust, and
prevent having to drag vans across the fantail which damages the deck
covering.
xxiii. Incubators – As mentioned previously, a sufficient and continuous
supply of ambient temperature seawater was not available from the
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ship’s installed system. Numerous methods for providing this water
were tried, with varying degrees of success, as explained in the
engineering chapter of this report.

Microzooplankton Incubators on Foc’sle

xxiv. PI Control of Aborted Operations – For a mission of this complexity,
there may be more than one scientist responsible for a given cast or
operation. It is extremely important for the MSTs to ascertain which
scientist is responsible for any given shift or cast, and to coordinate
closely with that person. That scientist should be the one that gives the
yea or nay to anything going over the side for their benefit (providing
CO has also given permission), and to whether or not a cast/operation
should be aborted, especially if the equipment is owned by the science
party. The MST in charge during any particular shift needs to fully
understand this, and must ensure that accurate and frequent updates are
passed to the bridge.
xxv. The SBI field catalog (with maps and event information at sea) can be
found on the webpage: (http://www.joss.ucar.edu/sbi/catalog/). Full
details on the SBI project, the field cruise program and results to date
can be found on the SBI webpage http://utk-biogw.bio.utk.edu/SBI.nsf .
When preparing for future SBI missions, HEALY personnel should
review those websites.
C. Keigwin Phase 1
i. The Jumbo Piston Core (JPC) was installed at the Starboard A-Frame
while en route Nome at the end of SBI-1 (underway steaming provides
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a more stable platform that the slow rolling and pitching motion
experienced at anchor). After on loading the Keigwin group in Nome, a
deck winch was bolted down just aft of the Starboard staging area door
for use with the pilot core of the JPC system. Both the .322” and 9/16”
wires were run to blocks on the Starboard A-Frame. On the fantail, the
deck winch for the Chirp Sonar system was bolted down aft of the
towing bit, allowing room for the Multi-corer and Chirp Sonar system
to be stored on deck.

Deploying JPC from Starboard A-Frame

ii. The routine for the Keigwin mission was relatively simple compared to
SBI. The Chirp Sonar system would be deployed at night, identifying
potential coring targets for the next day. Coring operations would take
place during daylight hours. With five MSTs, three were placed on the
day shift and two on nights. The coring sequence would typically be a
gravity core or multi-core to see what the upper layers of the ocean
bottom looked like, and then a JPC.
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Recovering CHIRP Sonar at Aft A-frame

iii. CTD operations took place during the two 2-day transits between each
of the 3 major coring sites. The depths were 2000-3500 meters, and the
positions were not critical, so the CTD PI said we could just drift
during these casts if we desired, as long as we didn’t use the props
when the CTD was on its way up above 200 meters. After excessive
drift rate caused a couple of the casts to take more than an hour longer
to conduct that necessary (excessive wire angle requiring extra wire to
reach desired depth), we began using the props to slow our drift.
iv. Loss of JPC due to operator error: HEALY lost one 4,000 lb jumbo
piston core head and core. A sheave-retaining pin was not removed for
the first flag block after the C/T winch as required, and caused the wire
to ride over the side of the block and sever itself in the winch room.
Corrective steps were put into place to prevent this from recurring.
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Preparing to Deploy 80-foot JPC from Starboard Working Deck

D. SBI Phase 2
i. Open water conditions existed for all but the first 2 weeks above
Barrow and the last week near 74N. SBI-2 science work was much like
SBI-1, with most stations starting with water sampling and ending with
benthic sampling. There were some notable differences. As little ice
had been expected, there was no off ship ice sampling scheduled for
this mission. SBI-2 included the use of the MOCNESS tow system, a
zooplankton net haul done on the .680” wire. Despite our
recommendation to the contrary, the scientists were anxious to use the
MOCNESS early on when we were still in 8/10 ice with no real leads,
and the unit was damaged beyond onboard repair during one of these
tows, and thus unavailable when it could have sped up experiments in
open water (instead of using bongo nets). Recommendation: If
MOCNESS sampling is to be done in ice conditions in the future, then
a vertical tow (conducted with ship stopped) MOCNESS should be
used, eliminating the dangers caused by dragging the MOCNESS
through the ice. This would also allow the tow to be done using the
easier to rig .322” wire.
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Recovery of the MOCNESS at the Aft A-frame

ii. The scientists did not want any disturbance of the water (other than
when doing benthic sampling), so propulsion could not be used to
maintain position. With no ice to lie alongside of, HEALY drifted much
faster than during SBI-1, and often had to be repositioned several times
during a station in order to stay at target depth and within five miles of
target location.
iii. Several casts were aborted and attempted later due to the significant
drift encountered in shallower waters. On repeated occasions, goals of
the cast were not made clear to the OOD, and that resulted in the
aborted attempts. One example is when a zooplankton cast called for
“zero motion”, and minor ship propulsion was allowed. The OOD took
this to mean maintain zero motion over ground (i.e. hold position), but
what the scientist meant was to maintain zero motion through the water.
E. Keigwin Phase 2
i. Keigwin-2 started with a complicated on-load while HEALY was
anchored off Nome. A contracted barge came out to HEALY for offload of the Cota optics van, and onload of another van, coring pipe and
other equipment for the Vibracore system to be used by the Keigwin
group. The on-load was nearly complete when deteriorating conditions
forced the tug and barge to abandon the rest of the on-load. Several
hours later under similar conditions, the on load was completed through
the use of a self-propelled barge. After completing the on-load, the
Vibracore was set up on the fantail for the maximum core length of 36’
that we calculated HEALY could safely deploy with its crane. It’s
sheer size made it a challenge to assemble the vibracore on the fantail
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and to stand it up, as evidenced by the following photo:

Preparing to Stand Up Assembled Vibracore on Aft Working Deck

ii. A launch method for the vibracore was planned out while at anchor.
The system would be picked up with the starboard knuckle crane and
swung outboard of the ship with the Aft A-frame all the way out to
provide clearance. After this was complete, the A-frame would be
brought back in and the vibracore placed in the water and swung to the
stern of the ship and it’s wire pulled in close behind the a-frame. The
load would then be shifted over to the 9/16” wire on the a-frame. When
not in use, the Vibracore system remained standing and lashed to the
Aft A-Frame to prevent it from toppling over.
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Vibracore Deployment off the Stern

iii. As with Keigwin-1, Keigwin-2 used the Chirp Sonar system at night to
identify the next days coring targets. The low tolerance for wire angle
made the use of the Vibracore difficult at shallow depths. On multiple
occasions the Vibracore would come up bent. Bent core barrels were
also seen during use of the JPC system. HEALY lost another jumbo
piston core head when the wire pulled itself through the fitting. This
was an unexpected occurrence as the fitting had successfully passed the
pull-test done in accordance with manufacturer recommendations. The
Vibracore system was lost when the wire parted after being placed
under a strain less than the breaking strength of the 9/16” wire used.
After further inspection of the wire, it is speculated that the Vibracore
was fast to the bottom and the upper frame of the system cut the wire.
Attempts to drag for the Vibracore resulted in a successful snag but
unable to retrieve the Vibracore. It appears that the Vibracore rig is
still stuck hard into the bottom.
iv. After returning to Barrow to pick-up a spare 5,000 lb core head, the
scientists readjusted their game plan and attacked the deep core sites
first. A trigger core was lost during the second JPC attempt after
leaving Barrow when a cable wasn’t properly shackled in. The MSTs
quickly fashioned a new (and much cheaper) 500-lb trigger core using a
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heavy shackle and lead plates.
v. Ingenuity became the theme of this mission. With the help of the DC
shop, an alternate Vibracore rig nicknamed the “stinger” was fashioned
after some similar commercial products, and successfully deployed
multiple times. This alternate rig was much simpler to deploy and had
a quicker turnaround time between deployments. It was basically the
Vibracore without any kind of framework. It was just two vibrating
motors mounted on a plate with a coring pipe attached.
F. Barrow to Honolulu to Seattle
i. With the mission complete, the MSTs engaged in a massive cleanup
operation of all science spaces. All cargo was checked and secured for
sea for the long transit back to Seattle. An offload plan was finalized
between the science parties, with the majority of the offload scheduled
to take place in early November after the crew returned from a 3-week
stand-down period. With some temperature dependent samples still
onboard, the MSTs completed regular rounds of all science reefers and
freezers to ensure they were in proper working order. Weather
observations were on a periodic basis, increasing during significant
weather events during the transit. Offload preps continued with
compilation of a list of when scientists were expected to show up so
plans could be made to stage their gear accordingly.
G. Science Recommendations
i. Mooring starboard side to certainly facilitates the loading and off
loading of gear from the fantail due to the 15-ton capacity of the
starboard knuckle crane, especially science vans that probably exceed
the 5-ton capacity of the port crane.
ii. The tow bitt limits access to the science vans installed on the fantail.
One door on each of the vans installed in the two inboard van slots will
not open very far due to the location of the tow bitt. Also, rigging the
science vans into the slots requires maneuvering the vans around the
tow bitt.
iii. Scientists need to band together their shipments on pallets prior to
sending to HEALY. Significant time was spent by the ship’s crew,
right up until the morning that we sailed, tracking all the items down (in
the vast ISC warehouse) and getting them aboard. Even then, a few
items could not be located until after we sailed, and those had to be
flown up to Nome.
iv. Pass-throughs between all science spaces need to be installed at the
earliest convenience. Sites have been identified in each compartment
for this work to be completed in the future.
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AWS-02 Over-the-side Evolutions Summary
Instrument
Optics
CTD
Zooplankton Haul

SBI Phase I
58
135
62
n/a
Video Plankton Recorder
n/a
Mocness Tow
21
Pumps
90
VanVeen Grab
2
Multi-Core
45
Multi-Haps Core
16
Box Core
n/a
Gravity Core
n/a
Jumbo Piston Core
n/a
Vibra-Corer
Total

429

Keigwin Phase I
n/a
14
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
1
15
0
n/a
21
11
n/a

SBI Phase 2
36
152
102
29
4
18
109
22
48
3
n/a
n/a
n/a

Keigwin Phase 2
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
3
0
n/a
4
23
7

Total
94
301
395
29
4
33
200
42
242
19
25
44
7

62

523

37

1051

Table IV-1
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AWS-02 Science-Related Administrative Expendables
HLY02-01 (SBI Phase I)
17
CD’s Read/Write (Healy Sensor Data) 2 Copies
17
CD Labels
17
CD Sleeves
6
8mm Data Tapes (112m) SeaBeam Data
2
4mm Data Tapes (12GB) (ADCP 150/75 Data) 2 Copies
2
Boxes Printer Paper (8 ½ X 11)
1
Black Ink Cartridge (HP 10ps Color Printer)
1
Black Print head (HP 10ps Color Printer)
4
4mm Data Tapes (Terascan Imagery for JOSS)
2
DLT 7000 Data Tapes (All Data Collected by Healy for Archive Purposes)
HLY02-02 (Keigwin Phase I)
3
CD’s Read/Write (Healy Sensor Data) 3 Copies
3
CD Labels
3
CD Sleeves
6
8mm Data Tapes (112m) SeaBeam Data
2
4mm Data Tapes (12GB) (ADCP 150/75 Data) 2 Copies
1
Roll Epc Printer Paper (Side Scan Printout form SeaBeam)
2
DLT 7000 Data Tapes (All Data Collected by Healy for Archive Purposes)
HLY02-03 (SBI Phase II)
3
CD’s Read/Write (Healy Sensor Data) 3 Copies
17
CD Labels (SBI Provided there own CD’s)
6
8mm Data Tapes (112m) SeaBeam Data
2
4mm Data Tapes (12GB) (ADCP 150/75 Data) 2 Copies
2
DLT 7000 Data Tapes (All Data Collected by Healy for Archive Purposes)
6
Reams of Printer Paper (8 ½ X 11)
2
DLT 7000 Data Tapes (All Data Collected by Healy for Archive Purposes)
HLY 02-04 (Keigwin Phase II)
3
CD’s Read/Write (Healy Sensor Data) 3 Copies
3
CD Labels
3
CD Sleeves
5
8mm Data Tapes (54m) SeaBeam Data
2
4mm Data Tapes (12GB) (ADCP 150/75/ Knudsen Data) 2 Copies
1
Roll Epc Printer Paper (Side Scan Printout form SeaBeam)
2
DLT 7000 Data Tapes (All Data Collected by Healy for Archive Purposes)
MISC EXPENDITURES
6
DLT Tapes for Daily Backups
1
DLT Tape for Weekly Backups
10-12 CD’s used for misc use by scientists, mistakes and errors in CD Burning etc.
Table IV-2
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Science Van Locations
Ptbd, Foc’sle – Incubator Closed Loop Cooling System, Owner: VECO
P.I. – Dr. Glen Cota, ODU
Stbd, Foc’sle – Science Lab for Radioactive Isotope Work, Owner: USCG
P.I. – Dr. Ralph Benner, U. of Maryland
Port, 02 Deck, Forward – Trash Van, Owner: USCG
Starboard, 02 Deck, Forward – Science Lab for Radioactive Isotope Work, Owner: U. of Wash.
P.I. – Dr. Brad Moran , URI
Port Center, Fantail – Coring Equip/Samples, Owner: WHOI
P.I. - Dr. Lloyd Keigwin, WHOI
Starboard Center, Fantail – Vibracore Equipment, Owner: Coastal Carolina Univ. (Keigwin II only)
P.I. - Dr. Neal Driscoll, Scripps
Starboard, Fantail – Optics/Radioactive Isotope Work, Owner: ODU (SBI & II – offloaded at Nome)
P.I. – Dr. Glen Cota, ODU
Note: all science vans were 20’ standard ISO container size

Table IV-3
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CHAPTER V – ENGINEERING
1. Summary
A. Pre-Deployment Preparations
1. Extensive repairs and modifications were completed during a short, fast paced inport
which included a Dockside Availability (Jan-Feb 02, value $750k) and Emergency
Drydock Availability (Feb-Mar 02, value $1.6M). Highlights of these projects
included the following:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

Complete redesign and re-plumbing of the sewage and gray water handling system.
Installation of Main Diesel Engine Air Intake Silencing System.
Installation of a Bowthruster Soft Starter.
AC Plant Condenser Renewal.
Complete removal of stainless steel and replacement with CuNi in the Main Seawater
Piping System.
f) Removal of stainless steel and replacement with CuNi in the weather deck firemain
piping system.
g) Replacement of the 300kHz ADCP with a 75kHz ADCP.
2. HEALY sailed with the following open CASREPS:
a) 01003 Steam Pre-Heaters. Long lead time for coil acquisition deferred completion of
this item until return from AWS-02.
b) 02003 #1 O-Winch. CTD data experienced unacceptable errors due to EMI on
0.322” winch wire.
c) 02004 #1 ASW Pump. Bearings failed, parts received, installed during transit to
Nome.
d) 02005 #2 ASW Pump. Bearings failed, parts received, installed during transit to
Nome.
e) 02006 #3 SS Air Compressor. Vibration and IR readings showed bearings running
hot and ready to fail. New bearings installed during transit to Nome.
f) 02007 150kHz ADCP. During commissioning of 75kHz ADCP several problems
were uncovered while operating the 150kHz ADCP, tech rep rode ship from Seattle to
Nome to correct problems.
g) 02009 Dynamic Positioning System. During shakedown DPS was not functioning
properly. Alstom tech rep rode ship from Seattle to Nome and identified problem as a
lack of signal from the anemometers into the DPS. Old style anemometers were not
programmed properly and were sent back to the OEM for modification.
h) 02010 Doppler Speed Log. IBS groom identified a failing transducer element in the
Doppler. System obsolete and not supported. Plans made to upgrade to the SRD500.
i) 02011 SDN-SeaBeam Connectivity. Post processing of SeaBeam data was rendered
inoperable when gateway computer failed. ESU personnel rode ship from Seattle to
Nome to correct problem.
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j) 02012 LCVP. Cracking and severe pitting was found on the boat’s hull when boat
was pulled out of the water after 3 months. Exchanged boats with NESU for AWS02 mission while NESU explored warranty claim with OEM. Turns out the OEM
used the wrong grade aluminum plate for the hull. A new boat was built for delivery
to HEALY after the return from AWS-02.
B. Seattle, WA – Nome, AK
1. HEALY departed Seattle with the following tech reps to assist in correcting
outstanding casualties:
a)

b)
c)
d)

Two members from MPR Associates and one from ELC were onboard to conduct
Main Diesel Engine emissions testing. Various engine combinations and load
conditions were explored during the transit to quantify the exhaust opacity issues
confronting HEALY.
One Alstom DPS tech rep made this transit to identify and attempt to correct the
problems with the DPS (CASREP 02009).
One RDI tech rep rode the ship to correct problems with the 150kHz ADCP
(CASREP 02007).
One ESU Seattle member rode the ship to troubleshoot and correct problems with
the SDN-SeaBeam data transfer interface (CASREP 02011).

2. The following CASREPs were generated during this transit:
a) 02013 #2 MDE Governor. #2 MDE governor started leaking oil and would need
to be refilled every two hours. Governor had been overhauled during the inport.
Tech rep was flown into Nome to correct the problem under warranty. Numerous
small leaks and loose connections were identified. They were easily corrected
prior to departing Nome.
b) 02014 Bridge UPS. Ground fault interrupting gyro signal, source was found to be
in the bridge UPS. Further investigation found that the installed UPS may not be
proper for ship board use. Ship’s force rewired the UPS to temporarily correct
problem.
C. SBI Phase 1
1. HEALY’s engineering systems performed exceptionally well during the 40 days of
this phase. The ship encountered continuous heavy icebreaking for days at a time and
the ship met the challenge with aplomb.
a) CASREP 02003 #1 O-Winch was corrected with help from Mr. Robert Palomares
from Scripps Institute of Oceanography. Mr. Palomares is an expert CTD
technician and methodically troubleshot our electrical noise problem. After
eliminating most of the likely suspects, he attached an additional grounding
system to the wire drum shaft that eliminated the electrical noise problem
completely.
b) HEALY engineers developed and installed a Supplementary Science Seawater
System to support biological incubation on the foc’sle. A complete description of
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the system is attached in Appendix D.
2. The following CASREPs were generated during this phase:
a) 02015 Aft Science Conn Computer. The VMS computer in aft science conn
would not respond or boot up properly. A Sperry tech rep was flown in from
Barrow to investigate and correct the problem.
b) 02016 TOTCO Winch Display Units. Science winch data display units failed
during operations. New units were shipped to meet ship in Nome.
c) 02017 #1 ASW Pump Motor. Routine securing of the #1 Evaporator resulted in
flooding of the unit’s cofferdam that then dripped water down onto the #1 ASW
pump motor as it was running resulting in shorting out of the unit. A new motor
was received in Nome and installed, motor was returned to NESU Seattle for
rewinding.
d) 02018 #1 Start Air Compressor. Installation errors while assembling jacket water
piping resulted in leaks. Ship’s force fabricated new gaskets to temporarily fix
problem while awaiting the correct parts.
e) 02019 #2 ASW Pump. Upper and lower pump bearings failed. Renewed with
onboard spares.
f) 02020 #1 MDE Mist Detector. Mist detector experienced an electrical component
failure that resulted in the engine being unable to remain in Standby, parts
received in Nome.
g) 02021 Knudsen Subsurface Profiler. 3.5kHz mode would not display and output.
Troubleshooting identified problem with daughterboard, parts shipped to Dutch
Harbor.
h) 02022 Trash Hoist. Excessive cardboard loaded into the car resulted in the
subsequent jamming of the car and unspooling of the elevator cable. New cable
delivered in Dutch Harbor.
i) 02023 #1 MSW Pump Motor. Motor shorted out, shipped back to Seattle from
Nome for rewinding.
j) 02024 #2 ASW Pump. Impeller retention bolt sheared resulting in the impeller
sliding down shaft and contacting the volute. Pump renewed.
D. Keigwin Phase 1
1. HEALY spent this entire phase in open water conducting coring operations, this
resulted in heavy dependency on the Dynamic Positioning System (DPS) to
maintain the ship on station while wires were over the side. DPS utilizes the two
independently controlled rudders, two propellers and the bow thruster to hold the
ship on station and this system was fully taxed at the upper reaches of the
performance envelope. Adding to some performance limitations was a vexing
problem of the bow thruster tripping off line without any alarm indication (see
CASREP 02028 below). Otherwise HEALY’s engineering systems performed
exceptionally well in support of coring operations.
2. The following CASREPs were generated during this phase:
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a) 02025 #3 MDE JW Temperature Control Valve, Cat 2. The #3 MDE Jacket
Water Temperature Control Valve (AMOT) malfunctioned soon after our
departure from Nome. Several days of troubleshooting by ship’s force
identified the programmable logic controller as the culprit. Improper spare
onboard, correct controller delivered in Dutch Harbor.
b) 02026 Aft Conn IBS Computer, Cat 2. Aft Conn IBS Computer failed to boot
up again (see CASREP 020015). Extensive troubleshooting by the ET’s with
help from Sperry and ESU were unable to isolate and correct problem.
Problem appeared to be with the network interface, so the computer was
booted up with the network connection disconnected successfully and then
plugged back into the network where it functioned as designed. Network
upgrade planned for next inport.
c) 02027 Trawl Core Winch Stearns Brake, Cat 2. During gravity core cast
using the 9/16” wire on the Trawl Core winch, large amounts of white smoke
were generated in the winch room. Further investigation found the Trawl
Core winch Stearns brake was lightly engaging when the winch was running.
Disassembly, cleaning and troubleshooting found a problem with the brake
engagement induction coil. Coil rebuilt during Dutch Harbor port call by a
local contractor.
d) 02028 Bow Thruster, Cat 2. Bow thruster randomly shut down when
operating in all modes. Extensive troubleshooting uncovered a faulty position
indicating switch on the port diverter vane hydraulic ram. Faulty switch was
sending control system a faulty signal telling the system that both vanes were
closed, which is a permissive for the motor to run, thus shutting it down
without alarm.
e) 02029 #1 RHIB Sponson, Cat 2. #1 RHI sponson continually leaked air and
would not stay inflated due to numerous patches failing. Sponson required
renewal which was planned for post-deployment inport.
E. SBI Phase 2
1. Departed Dutch Harbor with a 92% fuel load to maximize endurance for
remainder of ASW 2002 until RTHP. The majority of this phase was spent in
open water with little to light ice breaking. The engineering plant continued to
perform well, although the ADG did experience a catastrophic failure to its
exciter windings. Repair parts were shipped to Barrow and transferred via helo.
Ship’s Force was able to restore the ADG to operation, however the rotor keyway
was damaged, and remained a concern. The CASREP remained open until a
machinist can evaluate the shaft and repair the damaged keyway. Barrow proved
to be a valuable logistics point on several occasions for transfer of personnel or
supply support. Gold Streak, the Alaskan Airlines cargo service proved to be
vital in several cases.
a) Green water valve failures proved to be a hindrance in several instances. In
CASREP 02035 we were unable to isolate number 3 MSW pump from the
Sea Bay for repairs. The valve continued to leak-by at such a high rate that
repairing the pump U/W would have been too great a risk. A day after that
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failure an seawater isolation valve to the Cycloconverter cooling system
ruptured at its packing.
2. The following CASREPs were generated during this phase of the mission.
a) 02030 #4 MDE JW Temperature Control Valve, Cat 3. The #4 MDE Jacket
Water Temperature Control Valve (AMOT) malfunctioned soon after our
departure from Dutch Harbor. A day of troubleshooting by ship’s force
identified the programmable logic controller as the culprit. Same problem as
identified on #3 MDE. Parts were received in Barrow to correct casualty.
b) 02031 Port propeller hub cone missing. While Moored in Dutch Harbor an
inspection by HEALY divers revealed that the propeller hub had fallen off.
No other damage was noted. It is suspected the bolt holes may be over sized.
A bolt keeper had been welded on during the 2002 Emergency Drydock but
did not hold. This is the second time this has happened. Manufacturer and
Type Desk investigating. Don’t anticipate repair until 2004 Drydock pending
recommendation from manufacturer.
c) 02032 CAT2, The #2 FOP water detecting probe failed, indicating water
present when it was not. Part was later received in Barrow after being held up
in US Customs 2 weeks (parts from Denmark). System was back on line a day
later.
d) 02033 CAT3, The ADG Permanent Magnet failed due to metal-to-metal
contact. This is part of the exciter system for the ADG. While troubleshooting
the VAS alarm system HV power was inadvertently lost. The ADG failed to
come on line and a “Blackstart” of the MDE was needed to restore electrical
power. Inspection of the ADG found it would not turnover by starter motor or
manual barring. However by engaging the jacking gear the ADG turned
slightly with loud noises coming from the generator. Further inspection found
all magnets and windings destroyed by contact with each other. Parts were
received in Barrow and repairs made shortly afterwards. The Blackstart
system worked well. A question as to its reliability had been lingering, but it
proved itself reliable. A good thing to know when your sitting in the dark, in
the Arctic Ocean.
e) 02034 CAT 2, CTES Inmarsat Antenna, The antenna cable melted due to its
close proximity to the incinerator exhaust pipe. New parts were requested and
received in early September. Underway cable replacement didn’t fix the
problem. New antenna ordered by ESU for replacement while inport..
f) 02035 CAT2, #3 MSW Pump was found to be leaking from its lower seal.
Pump could not be repaired due to the isolation valves not holding. Beeswax,
oakum and marlin were used to effectively plug the leak until RTHP.
g) 02036 CAT2, Bow Wash, Ship’s Bow Wash system had failed to work since
delivery. This system is designed to shoot seawater onto the ice and snow
ahead of the ship to reduce the friction between the hull and snow covered ice.
The system consistently failed to deliver seawater to its nozzles on the bow.
Most likely caused by ice blockage within the system. Commercial technical
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support is being sought to evaluate the system and to make change
recommendations to render the system usable in the ice.
h) 02037 CAT2, #1 ASW ABT (automatic bus transfer), when power was
restored following a loss of electrical power a class Charlie fire occurred in
the #1 ASW pump ABT. Relays in the ABT had stuck in the open position
and when power was reenergized, a short circuit was created which caused the
fire. The #1 ASW was hard wired to the SA Bus so that the pump could be run
while awaiting repair parts. Parts were later flown out of Barrow, however a
second short occurred during testing, which damaged components beyond
repair. Parts received and replaced upon RTHP.
F. Keigwin Phase 2
1. This phase was all open ocean steaming that went relatively smooth. They say
history repeats itself and this certainly proved true on HEALY. Many recent
machinery casualties are repeats of last year’s misfortunes. Bow Thruster
again experienced a broken moment arm. Loss of a piston core occurred when
a sheave pin was inadvertently left in place causing the cable to shear when it
contacted the edge of the sheave while under tension. Various saltwater
cooling systems developed pinholes. Fittings and connections (both electrical
and liquid type) tended to vibrate loose at this point in the mission. Most were
a small nuisance, but some had potential for serious damage; i.e. water leaking
onto an SSMG or MCC panel. Installing a jubilee patch or improvising with
hose clamps and sheet rubber become second nature for the watchstanders.
Buckets and funnels held in place by lock wire have also became common
place as the steam and condensate system sprouted leaks on a regular basis.
Overall the propulsion plant remained reliable and HEALY was able to
successfully complete the primary mission. Additionally, permanent repairs of
the numerous leaks were scheduled for completion upon RTHP.
2. The following CASREPs were generated during this phase of the mission:
a) 02038 CAT2, Starboard Anchor Windlass, while getting underway from
Nome, AK and weighing anchor, the starboard anchor windlass failed.
Temporary repairs enabled the anchor to be recovered, but the extent of the
damage could not be determined without removing the windlass and
disassembling it. This item will be fixed inport under a stand alone
contract.
b) 02039 CAT2, Boiler Feed Water Cooler, a pinhole leak developed on the
boiler feed water chemical treatment cooler. A jubilee patch was installed
and a new cooler ordered. Will install on RTHP.
c) 02040 CAT2, Science Seawater System, as with the Bow Wash system the
Science Seawater sea chest clogs with ice and fails to deliver adequate
water pressure. This system is intended to deliver ambient temperature
seawater to science labs and is considered a vital system for science
operations. Requested that MLC arrange for an outside evaluation and
redesign of the system.
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d) 02041 CAT2, #3 MDE Fuel Fitting, a leak developed from a banjo fitting
on cylinder 3-B of #3 MDE. The manufacturer was contacted by
MLCPAC, and new fittings were shipped to Barrow to meet the ship. This
component was only identified in the techpub as “LF” making ordering
difficult. A recurring problem with this tech pub. We also paid $250.00 per
fitting. Researching another vendor for these types of fittings and plan to
stock up for next year’s mission.
e) 02042 CAT2, Bow Thruster Port Moment Arm, the moment arm failed
while in DP mode at a coring site performing science ops. This failure was
similar to the starboard arm failure, which occurred during AES 01. The
arm failed at the machined keyway. A replacement arm was requisitioned
from the Shore Support Office in Seattle, flown out from Barrow and
installed.
f) 02043, CAT2, Bow Thruster HOP, experienced repeated tripping of the
Bow Thruster during Science Ops because of a faulty pressure switch. The
pressure switch broke off due to vibration in the system. The switch was
bypassed to allow operation of the system. A new switch was ordered and
should be installed on RTHP.
g) 02044, CAT2, Incinerator, a crack was discovered in the ceramic refractory
lining of the incinerator. The manufacturer provided a repair procedure,
and after procuring the proper mortar mix, a temporary repair was made.
Bricks and lining will be replaced upon return to homeport.
h) 02045, CAT2, #1 MDG, experienced major purging of lube oil from the
rear seal area. This problem is a recurring issue from AES 01. The cause
has not been determined. OEM believes negative ventilation in the engine
room may be the cause, however supply ventilation was on at the time. The
mystery remains. The engine is back online but ship’s force continued to
investigate.
G. Barrow, AK – Honolulu, HI
1. Set sail for Hawaii with a contingent of Navy and Coast Guard LTT ship riders
on board. Also an Alstom tech rep arrived to conduct trouble shooting on the
MPCMS system. MPCMS experiencing some computer coding issues. Two
members from MPR Associates also returned to conduct Main Diesel Engine
emissions testing with JP-5. Various engine combinations and load conditions
were explored during the transit to quantify the exhaust opacity issues confronting
HEALY. Engines were run on JP-5 and data will be compared with data taken at
the begining of AWS 02 when operating on MGO. As expected we did well in
some areas and could improve in others. Notes were taken and most suggestions
incorporated. A valid work list of machinery space discrepancies was also
generated. However issues with regards to new technology and old methodology
still exist and will take time to resolve. This will come to greater light as
Deepwater vessels come on line and a greater cross section of the Coast Guard is
exposed to implementing new technologies, optimum manning, and old
methodology.
2. The following CASREPs were generated during this phase of the mission:
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a) 02046, CAT2, Seabeam 2100, The sound velocimeter failed to give
accurate data for sound velocity and temperature. ESU Seattle researching
new parts and the possibility of replacing obsolete parts with a newer
version.
b) 02047, CAT2, SRA-49A Capacitor, a capacitor failed resulting in the loss
of an HF antenna. The coupler was by-passed to allow operation. Parts
were ordered but the wrong capacitor was received. Anticipate receipt of
parts on RTHP.
c) 02048, CAT2, #3 L/O System, strainer elements within the Boll and Kirsch
Lube Oil Filter were found to be fouled and in need of sonic cleaning.
Ordered and installed replacement candles, but they became fouled after 6
hours of run time. Suspect system is failing to back flush properly causing
strainers to clog. MLCPAC arranged for a tech rep upon RTHP.
d) 02049, CAT2, MPCMS Console PLC, Fire and Flooding alarms were not
showing up on the MPCMS screens as alarm banners. This posed a large
problem since the Minerva fire panel only displays the most recent alarm.
When multiple alarms are received the EOW must look at the alarm
printout to see where the alarms have been activated. Not easily done due
to printer set up. The PLC’s program corrupted but it was erased and
reloaded. .
e) 02050, CAT2, DPS System, The DPS system failed in all modes except
Joystick Manual Heading. This was due to a corrupted boot sequence in the
DPS systems’s “SPARC” computer. Alstom Techrep Mr. Gerry Yates
removed and reinstalled the boot sequence.
H. Honolulu, HI - Seattle, WA
1. HEALY departed for Seattle with the following tech reps onboard. A new Alstom
tech rep (MR. OP Sharma) made this transit to identify and attempt to correct
coding problems with the MPCMS. Eight tech reps from Vibration Specialty
Corp. (VSC) were on board to rebuild various pumps and conduct alignment and
vibration testing. Several NESU and ESU personnel were also onboard to receive
High Voltage (HV) training. The crew attended various training sessions during
the transit and the machinery casualties were light. We experienced engine
overheat when the mains were first brought up to speed. However this problem
when the shaft speed was reduced and the engines brought up slowly. The
surrounding water temperature was higher (86ºF) than HEALY normally operates
in and once the warmer water was purged all temperatures settled out. Small
water leaks developed on #3MDE but were quickly repaired.
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2. Main Propulsion Summary
A. Pre-Deployment Preparations
Pre-deployment preparations were focused on grooming machinery, and checking
on projects that were completed during the in-port period. The work on the Bow
Thruster and MDG mist detectors, continued up to the last minute, and final
checks were satisfactory.
B. SBI Phase One
1. As expected Main Propulsion machinery performed well, and the small
problems that arose were promptly repaired. The Bow Thruster operated
exceptionally well with only minor oil leaking from the new shaft seal that
was made and installed by NSEU Seattle during the inport.
2. We issued a CASREP for #1 Starting Air Compressor, which had a blown
gasket. We did not have the metallic gasket onboard, however, we were able
to manufacture one out of brass engraving material, which has served better
than the original. No more problems with the compressor.
C. Keigwin Phase One
1. Main Propulsion machinery continued to perform well, and the small
problems that arose were promptly repaired.
2. Some problems were encountered with the AMOT control valves on the
Diesel Engine Cooling Systems, two of which are due to bad controllers.
Parts were received and systems repaired. In addition, further adjustments
were made to the valves.
D. SBI Phase Two
1. The ADG suffered a failure on the generator side, with the exciter portion’s
rotor coming in contact with the stator. We were able to use the opportunity
to conduct training, and change the oil in the ADG Prime Mover.
2. Experienced numerous L/O leaks on the Main Diesel Generators. Most
seemed to be coming from the L/O lines at the governor; investigated options
on changing the lines to material that can be obtained locally in Seattle, and
can be made on demand on board.
3. Casualty experienced on #3 MSW pump which required the pump housing to
be split to conduct the repair. Unable to do this underway because there is
only one isolation valve on the inlet side of the pump, which leaked by, and
would cause flooding in the AMR. The discharge valve appears to leak by as
well. Repairs deferred until return to homeport.
E. Keigwin Phase Two
1. Main Propulsion machinery continued to operate well. The AMOT valve
problems were repaired with a new controller, and proper adjustment of the
valves themselves.
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2. We experienced numerous L/O leaks on the Main Diesel Generators. Most
seem to be coming from the L/O lines at the governor; we are investigating
options on changing the lines to material that can be obtained locally in
Seattle, and can be made on demand on board, instead of going through
Northrop Grumman.
3. The exciter portion of the ADG was repaired. We suffered a casualty on #3
MSW Pump which requires the pump housing to be split to conduct the repair.
We are unable to do this underway because there is only one isolation valve
on the inlet side of the pump, which leaks by, and would cause flooding in the
AMR. The discharge valve appears to leak by as well. We intend on
repairing this unit in port.
4. With the installation of new components the AMOT valves are operated very
well.
E. Keigwin Phase Two
1. We had a casualty on the Bow Thruster, the Port moment arm broke, and had
to be renewed. This is the second time these moment arms have failed.
Anticipate having a larger, stronger moment arm manufactured this in port
period.
2. Had problems with #1 MDE, spraying Lube Oil from the rear oil catcher. This
has happened three times in one week. Continued to investigate and will seek
OEM input upon return to homeport.
3. We experienced problems with the Oil Filtration system on #3 MDE, and we
currently have a CASREP on the same engine for a broken fuel fitting, which
we are waiting on parts to repair.
4. All other Main Propulsion machinery is operating well. We anticipate the
repair of both #1, and #3 Main Engines soon.
F. Barrow to Honolulu Hawaii
1. We had no major casualties to report this segment of the voyage. All Main
Propulsion personnel were extremely busy participating in training with LTT
aboard.
G. Honolulu Hawaii to Seattle
1. There were minor problems with cooling systems while transiting from the
warmer water to the cooler water.
2. Main Propulsion personnel were kept busy in training and assisting VSC
personnel in conducting vibration analysis, and rebuilding pumps.
3. We experienced a CFW leak on No. 3 MDG, which we attempted to repair.
The repair did not hold, we decided to block off the CFW system to the
effected engine and continue on to Seattle with 3 engines operational.
4. We were able to operate No. 1 MDG on this return leg without any oilspraying incidents. We set the engine room ventilation supply fans all on
high, while two exhaust fans were set on low, and the third exhaust fan was
off. This set positive ventilation in No. 1 Engine Room which we believe
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prevented the oil from coming out of the rear Crankshaft Seal. Further
investigation to be conducted during the inport period including discussions
with the engine manufacturer.
3. Auxiliary Summary
A. Pre-Deployment Preparations
1. Pre-deployment preparations were focused on the on-load and storage of spare
parts, the final checking of work completed during the in-port period, and onloading various supplies.
2. Repairs, and adjustments to the Trawl Core Wench were completed during the
last few days of the in-port period, giving high confidence that the drive unit
would operate well.
3. Switched the LCVP with the spare boat at NESU, due to pitting in the hull
plating.
A. SBI Phase One
1. All auxiliary machinery performed well. There were a few problems;
however, they were handled very quickly with no impact on the ship’s
mission.
2. Auxiliary personnel busied themselves with making fine tuning adjustments
on equipment to achieve optimum performance. The majority of Auxiliary
Machinery has operated flawlessly. We were plagued with ASW Pump
problems, which were mostly bearing failures due to the way the pumps are
mounted. #2 ASW pump dropped its impeller, which damaged the pump
casing. We currently have only #1 ASW pump that is operational, and the
CASREP is pending. Replaced the drive end bearing on #3 Ships Service Air
Compressor, and still have overheating problems with that particular bearing.
Awaiting information from the Nash Corporation, and VSC personnel on how
to remedy the problem, the CASREP. Had minor problems with leaks on the
ship’s distilling plants, which otherwise operated very well.
B. Keigwin Phase One
1. All auxiliary machinery performed well, as expected. There were a few
problems; however, they were handled very quickly with no impact on the
ship’s mission.
2. Still had a problem with the drive end bearing on #3 Ships Service Air
Compressor overheating and while still waiting for information from NASH
Engineering on possible causes. The majority of Auxiliary Machinery
operated flawlessly. We were still plagued with ASW Pump problems, which
were mostly bearing failures due to the way the pumps are vertically mounted
with minimal support. #2 ASW pump dropped its impeller, which damaged
the pump casing. For a brief time we only had #1 ASW pump operational. A
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new unit arrived in Dutch Harbor. The ship’s distilling plants are continued to
operate very well.
3. We issued a CASREP on our #1 RHI due to a bad sponson. Researched the
replacement sponson with Zodiac to ensure we have the correct unit for the
Miranda-type of davits aboard HEALY and also the potential to shift to a
more durable sponson. Pursuing replacement with a foam filled sponson upon
return to homeport.
C. . SBI Phase Two
1. #3 Ships Service Air Compressor’s bearing was replaced. #2 ASW Pump was
renewed during the transit from Dutch Harbor to Nome. Preliminary vibration
testing showed it to be in excellent operational condition.
2. There were no significant casualties during this phase. We suffered one minor
casualty on the Port Davit HPU system, with a leaking hydraulic oil cooler.
All other Auxiliary machinery operated flawlessly.
3. Auxiliary personnel are keeping busy with PMS, and preparations for the
upcoming Dock Side Availability.
D. Keigwin Phase Two
1. While weighing anchor in Nome, we experienced a casualty with the
Starboard Anchor Windlass, the clutch was not engaging and we had
difficulty raising the anchor. The Windlass required tear down and repair. It
was scheduled for repair inport.
2. Auxiliary personnel were busy with PMS, preparations for the upcoming
Dock Side Availability, and LTT training.
E. Barrow to Honolulu Hawaii
1. We had no casualties to report this segment of the voyage. All Auxiliary
personnel were extremely busy participating in training with LTT aboard.
F. Honolulu Hawaii to Seattle
1. Auxiliary personnel were busy in training, and assisting VSC personnel in the
Vibration analysis, and the rebuild of several pumps.
4. Electrical Summary
A. Pre-Deployment Preparations
1. Having completed a dry-docking, a dockside availability, and extensive
Integrated Propulsion Plant (IPP) training, Electrical had a very busy inport.
An IPP Groom Rectification was held to correct the outstanding items from
the previous groom.
2. The Bow Thruster Soft Start was a major project in and of itself. Much time
and energy was devoted by the shop correcting wiring mistakes by the
Dockside contractor, tracing logic, and testing the equipment. Ultimately it
tested successfully.
3. The final weeks were spent making preparations and changes to the power
provided for the Science Vans. In order for smooth embarking of the
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scientists, it cannot be stressed enough the importance of having the load
(Amps) and voltage requirements for all vans early in the inport.
4. All efforts resulted in the satisfactory operation of the plant during the
shakedown cruise.
B. Seattle, WA – Nome, AK
1. The transit to Nome, AK provided further testing opportunities. The CPP
worked very well.
2. A small leak developed on the 2CC2 cycloconverter cooler. Furthermore, a
small leak exists that requires the cooler to be re-pressurized every four hours.
C. SBI Phase I
1. During this transit, the cooler piping was tightened and the leak eliminated;
the pressure loss remains, but not as great (only recharge once every 8 hours).
D. Keigwin Phase I
1. Problems were encountered using the bow thruster. Extensive troubleshooting
pinpointed the source to be a faulty switch that was telling the bow thruster
that both vanes were closed thus resulting in shutting down the motor.
E. SBI Phase II
1. When getting underway, experienced difficulties closing the SSMG and SSTF
breakers to the LV Buses. Ultimately, problem appeared to solve itself.
2. Learned that removing certain components (such as a fuse) of the Vital
Alarms System (VAS) will shutdown the entire plant. When this happened,
the casualty to ADG (CASREP 02033) was found when the ADG wouldn’t
automatically start.
3. Wired morale computer network power outlets.
4. As of this leg, the ship experienced an inordinate number of cycloconverter
trips (at least one trip in April, three times in August, three times in May).
During these trips, on multiple occasions the slave drive, after the master had
tripped, failed to assume being master. ALSTOM is researching and has not
provided any feedback as to the cause of this problem.
5. Bow Thruster unreliability continued to plague HEALY. It had yet to operate
without tripping and troubleshooting continued.
G. Keigwin Phase II
1. While conducting coring operation, bow thruster moment arm failed in
Dynamic Positioning (DP) mode. After further investigation, lever between
hydraulic actuating ram and diverter vane stem resulted micro-crack across
the moment arm (CASREP 02042). Another factor to cause the Bow Thruster
to tripped offline was loss of satellite signal. Troubleshooting continued.
H. Barrow, AK – Honolulu, HI (Limited Team Training)
1. Limited Team Training provided great opportunity for the division members
to improve their techniques fighting a High Voltage fire.
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2. Alstom technical representative Jerry Yates provided technical support on the
Bow Thruster logic code. He updated the bow thruster logic to improve the
reliability of the bow thruster system.
I. Honolulu, Hawaii – Seattle, WA
1. Mike Turner from Cadick Corporation provided training on Electrical Safety
for Utilities and High Voltage Switchboard to division members and NESU
MAT Members.
Recommendations
NESU MAT riders were very beneficial to the Electrical division due to the
shortage of manpower aiding in preventive and corrective maintenance while also
working on qualifications. Recommend continuing this practice in the future.
Jerry Yates from Alstom provided a lot of technical assistance in troubleshooting
our MPCMS system validating the continued contractor support that is necessary
to maintain the IPP system.
5. Electronics Summary
A. Pre-Deployment Preparations
1. The inport activities revolved around a three week IBS Groom; FPIC,
1MC/6MC, SATCOM, FCIP, Bathy 2K, SATCOM, IFF, and ESR grooms
plus troubleshooting various science electronic equipment, especially the CTD
and ADCP 150.
2. CSMP’s were completed to replace the ADCP 300 kHz with the 75 kHz while
HEALY was in drydock. The only INMARSAT A antenna was also replaced
with our third INMARSAT B antenna.
3. All efforts resulted in the satisfactory operation of the IBS system and being
as prepared as possible for the upcoming 6 month patrol given a 4 month
inport following a 6 month patrol. The DPS was not fully functional at sail
time. In addition, errors were still being seen on the CTD and ADCP 150.
B. Seattle, WA – Nome, AK
1. The transit to Nome gave opportunity for Tech Reps to ride and repair the
outstanding issues. A Tech Rep from Sperry rode as the IBS had not been
tested after the groom. An Alstom DPS Tech Rep was onboard for the transit
to repair the DPS and to conduct training. With the exception of incompatible
anemometers, all problems were fixed. An ADCP Tech Rep also was onboard
and corrected problems with the ADCP 150, properly installed the
velocimeter, and corrected some cable shielding problems with the ADCP 75.
C. SBI Phase I
1. The CTD system was repaired after finding static electricity building up on
the No. 1 Oceanographic winch drum was causing interference on the data. A
grounding strap was added to the winch drum shaft.
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D. Keigwin Phase I
1. Troubleshot a number of radar deficiencies. Found that we were short some of
the required testing equipment. Worked with ESU Seattle to acquire the
proper equipment.
2. Commenced a systematic review of all electronics equipment to determine
proper allowances and submit Allowance Change Requests (ACRs) to
document the same.
E. SBI Phase II
1. Continued to produce ACR’s for Electronics Equipment.
2. Replaced SRD-421 Electronics Control Unit with SRD-500 and calibrated
during an open ocean speed test bringing the SRD-500 to full operation.
3. Aft Science Conn VMS computer experienced several lock-ups. Discovered
that in order to re-boot the aft computer the Network Interface Card (NIC) had
to be unplugged from the Ethernet. Sperry is working on resolution to this
problem.
4. The VMS program locked up on both the ECDIS and CID computers. Upon
re-boot the problem disappeared.
5. Received color cameras and began replacement of black and white cameras
throughout the ship. Anticipate replacement of all B/W cameras sometime
during the next inport.
6. The INMARSAT-B antenna on the stack failed due to a melted control RF
cable. It was routed too close to the incinerator exhaust. Unit was
CASREP’d, awaiting RF cable. Eventually determined that antenna
replacement was necessary. Scheduled for inport.
7. Sound Velocimeter, SV-5000 failed. Unit is no longer manufactured and
needs to be replaced. Item CASREP’d.
8. Received/tested new TOTCO display units and installed. CASCOR’d
G. Keigwin Phase II
1. Troubleshot apparent MK37 Gyro error problem. Upon confirmation of gyro
error with range in Nome it was discovered that both bridge wing repeaters
are inaccurate for precise navigation.
2. Removal of unused IC Test Panel from ET shop
3. Failure of MSR-4050 coupler. Coupler will not tune below 18Mhz.
CASREP’d.
4. Continued installing color CCTV cameras.
5. Continued with EIR and ACR submission.
6. Began building a Planned Maintenance System (PMS) database in CMPLUS.
H. Barrow, AK to Honolulu, HI
1. LTT Training
2. Continued with EIR/AIM inventory and ACR submission.
3. Removed un-terminated INMARSAT A cables from the Science Computer
Lab.
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4. Hard Failure in AN/URN-25 TACAN system. Repaired with the assistance of
FTSCPAC and ESU Honolulu, HI.
5. Failure of High Frequency (HF) Antenna Coupler system, AN/SRA-49A. A
filter capacitor in the DC power supply failed. System was CASREP’d and
part ordered. We received the part in Honolulu but received an earmuff
instead of a capacitor. Part was re-ordered and will install upon return to port.
6. DPS failed due to SPARC computer not completing its boot sequence. The
Alstom tech rep currently riding the ship reloaded the DPS software and
returned the system back to normal operation while ship was in Honolulu.
7. Updated our List of Equipment Index of Maintenance Procedures (LOEIMP)
for Navy and Coast Guard equipment in order to receive missing PMS cards.
8. Continued with PMS database in CMPLUS.
I. Honolulu, HI to Seattle, WA
1. Validation of EIR/AIM inventory 95% complete.
2. Submission of ACR’s 90% complete.
3. IBS system failed to display radar overlay on electronic chart during Special
Sea Detail. Will continue to troubleshoot upon return to homeport.
4. Removed DPS video cables from the Aloft Conn DPS station. Will complete
DPS removal during inport Seattle.
5. Maintenance database in CMPLUS 40% complete. Will continue working on
entering data during inport Seattle.
Recommendations:
1. Continue with systems groom/training cycles.
2. Complete the PMS maintenance database.
3. Continue with ACR submission.
4. Compete EIR verification.
5. Our CMPLUS database needs to be refreshed by ELC to reflect current
equipment nomenclatures and PMS procedures.
Damage Control Summary
A. Pre Deployment Preparations
1. Completed repairs during shipyard and dockside availability to include ASW
piping and Firemain piping replacements, SCBA air compressor repairs,
Watertight doors repairs, and installation of new sewage piping, and attached
catch mechanisms for deck mounted scuttles. All systems test Sat.
2. Removed and installed new piping in the aft science van staging area which
interfered with the opening of the aft starboard science van door.
3. Installed Air Operated Pump in the forward deck machinery room to provide
makeup seawater to the foc’sle science work area. Systems tests sat.
4. Assisted in installation of hot water heater in CO’s cabin.
5. Supported Main Propulsion, Auxilliary and Electrical Divisions through
completing small scale welding work items.
6. Conducted countless weld quality inspections during Drydock availability.
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B. Seattle, WA – Nome, AK
1. Completed the last of the STAN team visits and Helo drills.
2. Conducted Ballasting Operations IAW the Liquid Loading Instruction.
3. Rerouted Piping around aft science van which was blocking the van door from
opening.
C. SBI Phase 1
1. Supported Dr. Cota’s work on the Foc’sle by providing makeup seawater from
a ballast tank to his incubators daily. See Appendix E for a detailed
description.
2. Installed Air Operated pumps for dewatering in the Science Winch Room
3. Installed a Cable Pass Through in the Aft Science Conn.
4. Held a Helicopter Crash on Deck drill.
5. Conducted Basic and Investigator Advanced DCPQS training.
D. Keigwin Phase I
1. Tested Foc’sle Seawater system on bow. Made modifications and installed a jbar winch system to lower and recover the electric submersible pump used to
fill the tank. Second Air operated pump was installed and a second deck
header was installed to allow two segregated systems for the port and
starboard side of the Foc’sle.
2. Held Basic and Scene Leader Advanced DCPQS training.
3. Fabricated and installed drop down plotting board on the Bridge.
E. SBI Phase 2
1. Modified the Foc’sle science seawater system to include two AOP’s for each
segregated Port and Starboard system. Ice conditions allowed the #1 Fire
Pump to be the source of ambient temperature seawater for the 3-E-0-W. This
greatly decreased the amount of effort necessary to operated the system.
1,814,101 gallons of sweater were expended through the science seawater
system during this period. The division expended 65 man hours adding
2,015,920 gallons of water to the tank and de-ballasting 210,819 gallons at the
request of the scientists because the temperature of the seawater was
unsuitable.
2. Held DCPQS training to include Basic classes and Advanced classes to
include Repair Party Leader and Repair Locker Leader. Qualified 5 new
personnel in Basic DCPQS, 2 new repair locker leaders, 2 team leaders, and 3
new investigators.
3. Fabricated gated doors for the trash hoist to prevent items from falling out of
the carriage and jamming the hoist mechanism.
F. Keigwin Phase 2
1. Provided much support to Neil Geistra of Coastal Carolina University for the
Vibracore operation including hotwork and lathe work.
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2. When the Vibracore was lost, the DC division mobilized and manufactured a
grappling hook to retrieve it. After recovery attempts did not work, during
which all of the division’s welds held, the division helped Neil Geistra in the
construction of a replacement Vibracore from. Conducted DCPQS training.
3. Made preparations for the arrival of LTT. These included full inventories of
repair lockers, tests of DC gear, and review of DC manuals.
4. Rewrote and promulgated new High Voltage Fire Instruction.
G. Barrow to Honolulu, HI
1. Conducted Damage Control Drills for LTT. Completed training with ATG
trainers on a variety of topics including atmospheric testing equipment,
dewatering equipment, boundarymen training, investigator training, and repair
locker training.
2. Prepared CSMP’s for upcoming dockside.
H. Honolulu, HI to Seattle, WA. 04 Oct to 12 Oct
1. Members of the division attended training in Hazardous Communications and
High Voltage Safety.
2. Built shelves for the Aviation Office.
Recommendations
Recommend that if the Foc’sle science seawater system must be set up again in
the future, that using some sort of electric pump be researched rather than using
AOP’s again. Periodically the AOPs would freeze up requiring a shifting of the
pumps and thawing out of the air lines.
Fueling Summary
A. Pre-Deployment Preparations
1. Sounded fuel storage tanks.
2. Consolidated fuel in smaller storage tanks for fuel onload.
3. Onloaded fuel in Manchester (F-76: 762,512 GAL; JP-5: 46,160 GAL;
Expended 85 GAL BIOBOR)
4. Onloaded 5,594 gal Lube Oil and 1,500 gal Hydraulic Oil at Pier 36 in Seattle.
B. Seattle, WA – Nome, AK
1. Expended 132,147 gallons of F/O in Transit from Seattle to Nome.
2. Expended 242 gallons of JP-5.
D. SBI Phase I
1. Expended 348,834 gallons of F/O during SBI phase I.
2. Expended 2,375 gallons of JP-5.
E. Keigwin Phase I
1. Expended 162,306 gallons for F/O during Keigwin phase I.
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2. Onloaded 688,191 gallons of F/O during Dutch Harbor Port Call on 7 July. At
91.7% of F/O capacity upon departure from Dutch Harbor.
3. Expended 1,003 gallons of JP-5.
F. SBI Phase II
1. Expended 258,563 gallons of F/O, 70.82% Fuel Capacity Remaining on hand.
2. Expended 1,587 gallons of JP-5.
G. Keigwin Phase II
1. Expended 153,840 gallons of Diesel Fuel, 59.53% Fuel Capacity Remaining
on hand.
2. Expended 715 gallons of JP-5.
3. Expended 20,842 gallons of Diesel Fuel from 24 to 27 Aug, anchored off of
Nome, AK.
G. Barrow to Honolulu, HI
1. Expended 19,555 gallons of JP-5 in a test burn in the Main Diesel Engines.
2. Expended 165,901 gallons of Diesel Fuel, 45.94% Fuel Capacity Remaining
on hand.
3. Expended 11,930 gallons of Diesel Fuel inport in Honolulu from 28 Sep to 04
Oct.
H. Honolulu, HI to Seattle WA 04 Oct-12 Oct
1. Expended 141,599 gallons of Diesel Fuel.
2. Expended 234 gallons of JP-5.
Recommendations
Dutch Harbor was an excellent location for fueling. The Delta Western fueling
personnel were very accommodating to our fueling needs. Recommend this pier
be used in the future for fueling.
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CHAPTER VI – ADMINISTRATION / MORALE
ADMINISTRATION
A. Pre-Deployment Preparations & Seattle to Nome
1. All PCS orders received in CGHRMS for personnel departing during
the deployment were completed by the PERSRU and on board prior to
sailing. There were a total of 23 personnel departing PCS during FY
2002; 5 officers and 18 enlisted . Of the total departing 17 departed
prior to our departure on April 27, 2002. 37 personnel reported PCS
for FY 2002. 6 officers and 31 enlisted. The majority of them arrived
during the deployment. Several E-2 reported in December; the day we
returned to Seattle from AES-01.
2. Several personnel were left TAD ashore when we departed:
• SK1 for shore side support
• MK2, FS2, FN & SA for medical
• MK1 & EM2 TAD for training
3. Just prior to departure, the following reported aboard:
• a TAD FS3 reported aboard from CGC SASSAFRAS
• an MK1 and EM3 also reported for TAD from NESU Seattle.
4. While hove to off of Nome our MSTC reported aboard along with a
TAD FS2 from ISC Seattle. An MK3 departed for training and a
BM1 departed on Emergency Leave.
B. SBI Phase I
1. Started FSA May 27 for all personnel entitled. On May 30, 2002
twenty-five people were awarded the Arctic Service Medal. In
addition 60 of the crew received a bronze star for additional arctic
service. The National Defense Service Medal was awarded to 38
crew members. Forty-one members of the crew received a bronze star
for an additional award.
2. Other personnel actions:
• An EM1 was advanced to EMC on 1 June.
• An MK2 advanced to MK1 on 1 June.
• The AMTC Hoover departed for medical leave
• TC1 departed on leave.
• The following departed PCS: 2 LTJGs, EMC, QM2 & a SN
• MKCS departed on emergency leave.
• TAD MK1 & FS2 completed their TAD and returned to ISC
Seattle.
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•
•
•

FS1, EM1, BM3, DC3, & SA reported aboard PCS.
MK1, EM2, & MK3 Bowley returned from TAD.
BM1 returned from emergency leave.

C. Keigwin Phase I
1. The MSTC and an ET2 departed for medical TAD to ISC Seattle.
D. Dutch Harbor
1. Four people reported aboard for PCS: new EO, new Dive Officer,
EM2 & SNQM. The TC1 returned from leave.
2. The First Lieutenant departed PCS. An SK1 departed TAD to the
Shore Support Office while a DC2 departed for training.
E. SBI Phase 2
1. Arctic Service Medals were presented to 11 more members of the
crew. Eight additional members received a bronze stars for additional
arctic service.
2. It was another busy phase for personnel transfers:
• Two ENS, new CWO4 First Lieutenant, an FS1, an ET2, an
MST2, an SK2 & an FS3 reported aboard PCS
• MKCS & BM1 returned from Emergency Leave
• SKC departed for PCS to ISC Seattle
• MSTC, MK2, ET2, FS2 & a FN returned from TAD at the ISC
• EM2 departed for medical TAD
• SK2 departed for TAD to ISC Seattle & an MK3 departed
TAD for training
• Later during the phase the SKC & DC2 returned from TAD
3. Promoted two SA’s to Seaman.
F. Keigwin Phase II
1. An EM1 was advanced to EMC on September 1 along with the
advancements of an AVT2 and an MK2 to First Class. Re-enlisted the
FSCS, a QM1 and an MST1.
2.

An MKC departed on emergency leave.
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G. Honolulu
1. An EMCM reported TAD for familiarization and training during the
transit back to Seattle. The MSTCS & MSTC departed for TAD.
The YNC, ET1 and the MST1 to departed on leave.

Morale
A. Pre-Deployment Preparations:
1. Prior to getting underway for AWS 2002, morale purchased 115 cases
of soda and a popcorn machine for morale nights that were being
planned for the upcoming deployment. Secondly, over sixty items
were purchased as prizes for Bingo Nights, Casino Night, and various
contests. One thousand rounds of shotgun ammunition and seven
hundred clay pigeons were purchased from Sports Authority for
underway skeet shoots. Lastly, several items were bought for
crewmembers to use as desired. Over $1,500 in fishing gear were
purchased including: three fishing poles, a salmon net, two harpoons,
two gaff hooks, three Penn reels, crab pots, and numerous small
tackle. Other items bought were three Kelty backpacks, three
portable canvass chairs, and a crab cooker.
B. Morale Activities:
1. Morale Dinners: Saturday evening meals were typically prepared by
various groups of crewmembers. During each science phase, the
onboard science party took their turn and cooked for a Morale Night.
The morale dinner’s menu ranged from pizza to fish. The cook’s held
several cookouts out on the flight deck during the deployment. For
the last morale dinner of the cruise, the cook’s held a pig roast on the
flight deck.
2. Bingo: Bingo Night was held twenty-two times and generated $1,496
in cash for the Morale Fund. Morale collected on average $68 for
each bingo night. Each bingo card sold for $1. Four of the bingo
nights were held during the Honolulu to Seattle leg. Every single
card (100 total) was sold for all four of these bingo nights. The
majority of the prizes were bought prior to HEALY’s departure.
However, additional prizes were procured during the ship’s port call
in Hawaii for Bingo Nights held during the final leg. The blackout
prizes consisted of a DVD player, stereo, mountain bike, Nintendo
Game Cube, and a TV/VCR combination.
3. Casino Night: Casino Night was held on August 17th and generated
$139 in cash for the morale fund. This was approximately 200%
increase in cash intake from the previous Casino Night held during
AES-01. The majority of the crew and science party participated in
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playing different games such as blackjack, roulette, craps, and
paper/scissor/rocks. Fifteen prizes were given away at an auction that
completed the evening of fun. Prizes were bought using the “HEALY
bucks” that crewmembers and scientists won during Casino Night.
4. Ceremonial Arctic Circle Crossing: At the conclusion of SBI Phase I,
a Realm of the Arctic Circle initiation was held. 40 crewmembers
and scientists were initiated.
5. Contests: A spades tournament was held, and the winners each
received a $10 coffee card from the ship’s coffee shop.
6. Ice Liberty: Ice Liberty was granted once during the deployment –
after 4 weeks of operations during SBI Phase I. During the ice
liberty, many crewmembers participated in the polar bear swim, while
others played football or just relaxed and enjoyed the ice liberty. Due
to the lack of ice suitable for personnel deployment after SBI Phase I,
only one ice party could be held.
7. Port Calls: The crew of HEALY enjoyed two port calls. The first
port call occurred during the ship’s mid-patrol break in Dutch Harbor,
Alaska. Ship personnel enjoyed the Unalaska Parks and Cultural
Association’s Gymnasium, which was offered to the crew free of
charge. Additionally, the crew visited the Museum of the Aleutians
and the island’s World War II museum. The Ounalashka provided
free hiking permits for HEALY personnel to go hiking on local hills
and mountains owned by the Ounalashka Corporation. Lastly, many
people went fishing using either a commercial fishing charters, or
going on one of the three day trips on the unit’s LCVP to the other
side of Unalaska bay.

A Successful Day Fishing in Dutch Harbor
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For the Honolulu port call, morale posted a lot of information ranging
from hotel information to golf outings to nightclubs and bars. Also,
morale arranged for a Coast Guard MWR representative from ISC
Honolulu to come aboard the day HEALY pulled in to answer questions,
set up reservations, and sell MWR discount tickets. The MWR
representative also brought numerous information brochures and maps of
Oahu. Lastly, morale contributed $1,000 to help offset the cost of a luau
at the Hale Koa Hotel. This was a great event that was attended by over
half the crew.
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CHAPTER VII – PUBLIC RELATIONS
1. Summary
A. Pre-Deployment Preparations & Seattle to Nome
1. Public Relations preparations for AWS ’02 consisted of a redesign of all ship’s
brochures, in addition of translation of one brochure type into Russian for our
proposed Russian Port Call. In addition, a press release was made, announcing
our departure.
2. HEALY’s website was slightly modified to conform to new standards, as well
as an AWS ’02 section added, with the ability to update the site as to the
progress of the mission.
3. Due to HEALY being hove to in the ice, and all personnel transfers conducted
by helicopter, no tours were conducted while in Nome.
B. SBI Phase I
1. A high school biology teacher from Vermont was sponsored by NSF as part of
the Teachers Exploring the Arctic (TEA) program for this phase of the
deployment. Ms. Betty Carvellas posted daily updates to the web that
provided detailed descriptions of ongoing science operations as well as ship
activities. Her stories can be viewed at her website:
http://tea.rice.edu/tea_carvellasfrontpage.html
2. During port call in Nome, AK to disembark the SBI Phase I scientists, a
correspondent from the Nome Nugget came aboard and was given a tour of
the ship. This resulted in a feature article in the local newspaper highlighting
HEALY’s mission, as well as the Coast Guard’s commitment to science and
the history of icebreaking in Alaskan waters.
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3. Throughout the phase, HEALY’s webpage was maintained with updates to the
deployment page. More extensive use of video clips was implemented, which
provided an additional medium to convey deployment information to the
public. See: http://www.uscg.mil/pacarea/healy/.

C. Keigwin Phase I
1. Preparations were made during Keigwin Phase I for upcoming VIP tours
during the upcoming Dutch Harbor, AK portcall.
D. Dutch Harbor, AK
1. Total Tours Conducted: 13. Tour members consisted of Canadian Coast
Guard VIP’s, and USCGC SPAR Crewmembers.
2. An informal reception was hosted for the Commanding Officer of the CCGC
Sir Wilfred Laurier and their senior scientist onboard.
3. While In Dutch Harbor, the Chief’s Mess replanted wooden grave markers for
orphans at Russian Orthodox Church Cemetery, adjoining Bering Sea Patrol
Memorial. In addition, the Mess also conducted trash cleanup of World War II
Munitions Bunkers on Ballyhoo Mountain. These efforts benefited both the
Unalaska Historic Preservation Committee and the Ounalashka Corporation.
E. SBI Phase II
1. While deployed on SBI Phase II, HEALY embarked a CBS News Camera
Crew, AP and USA Today Journalists. The primary focus of the embarked
news crews was the scientific experiments being conducted by the SBI team.
The coverage by the CBS News Team resulted in spots on the CBS Evening
News and a future segment on the CBS Sunday Morning show.
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Scientists strive to understand Arctic's global reach
By Jack Williams, USATODAY.com

Posted on USATODAY Website

University of Alaska scientists report that the state's
glaciers are melting faster than expected. "Regardless of
cause, there has been a dramatic warming trend in the
Arctic areas of Alaska," Sen. Ted Stevens (R-Alaska)
says. The amount of sea ice covering the Arctic Ocean has
decreased in recent years and most – but not all – of the
Arctic has warmed. Whether the warming is caused by
humans or natural climate swings, scientists are concerned
not only because of the effects around the Arctic, but also
because of potential effects around the globe.
Earth's climate "is a big machine with a small switch,"
says Luis Tupas of the National Science Foundation.
The Arctic Ocean could be a "switch" that can flip global
climate to a new mode such as cooling in Europe as the
rest of the world warms. This is one reason why more
than 50 scientists are using two Coast Guard icebreakers
this summer to intensively study the ocean north of
Alaska.
The study, a major part of the multi-year Western Arctic
Shelf-Basin Interactions project, is focusing on the
shelves – where the water is less than about 300 feet deep
– over the Chukchi and Beaufort seas north of Alaska.
The project's director, Jackie Grebmeier University of
Tennessee in Knoxville, says: "The Chukchi Sea is the
most productive portion of the Arctic Ocean.
Unfortunately, there is very little information on the ocean
mechanisms that support the rich production on the
Chukchi shelf. There is also very little data available to
tell if there have been changes in this region over
comparable time periods."
Scientists are also interested in this region because lowsalinity Pacific Ocean water flows through the Bering
Strait between Alaska and Russia into this part of the
Arctic Ocean. Here it mixes with water from the Atlantic
Ocean that has circled half way around the Arctic Ocean
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U.S. Coast Guard
The U.S. Coast Guard icebreaker Healy, one of
the two icebreakers scientists are using for Arctic
Ocean research this summer.

after entering between Greenland and Norway.
This Atlantic Ocean water is a couple of degrees above
freezing. "There's enough warm water (under the Arctic)
to melt all of the ice," says Robin Muench an
oceanographer with the Naval Research Laboratory and
the National Science Foundation. He adds that
oceanographers who study the Arctic don't expect this to
happen soon.
The Arctic Ocean is layered in a way that keeps the warm
Atlantic water from melting the ice. On top is a layer of
water with little salt, which freezes, under it is a layer of
cold, but salty water, above the salty but warm Atlantic
water.
The layer called the halocline (from the Greek word for
salt) is a vital part of the Arctic and scientists want to
learn more about how the water from the Bering Strait
affects it. In order to predict how future climate change
will affect the Arctic, they need to know the details of
how the system works; how the halocline is maintained
and what could throw it out of whack.
Other scientists are concerned with how future warming
could affect the life of the Arctic Ocean. Again, what
happens on the shallow shelves can affect life in the
deeper parts of the ocean since currents carry living things
and nutrients from the shelves into the deep ocean.
One big question is whether the Arctic Ocean will end up
being a source of carbon dioxide, or will it remain a
"sink" – as it is now – that locks up carbon which could
otherwise go into the air to cause warming.
To figure out what might happen scientists need to
improve the computer models used to predict future
climates. A vital part of such improvement is more
knowledge of how the Arctic Ocean works.
The scientists and technicians working aboard the two
Coast Guard icebreakers, the Healy and the Polar Star
this summer hope to return home with at least the
beginnings of some answers.

F. Keigwin Phase II
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1. Nothing Significant to report.
G. Barrow, AK to Honolulu, HI
1. Nothing significant to report.
G. Honolulu to Seattle
1. Total tours conducted: 56. Although HEALY did not offer tours to the public,
many members from local Coast Guard and DoD commands requested tours of
the ship.
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RELEASE NO: 001-03
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
CONTACT: ENS Dan Everette deverette@healy.uscg.mil

October 10, 2001
(808) 659-5000

U.S. Icebreaker returns home to Seattle
The United States Coast Guard Cutter HEALY, the nation’s newest and largest
icebreaker, commanded by Captain David J. Visneski, will return home to Seattle on
October 12, 2002. Returning from a highly successful 168 day long scientific mission to
the Western Arctic, HEALY continued to enhance its reputation as the nation’s premier
polar research vessel.
Departing Seattle on April 27, 2002, HEALY made port calls in the Alaskan ports
of Nome and Dutch Harbor while conducting extensive logistics in support of science
operations. At the conclusion of the scientific mission, HEALY stopped in Pearl Harbor,
HI for crew rest & relaxation while disembarking Coast Guard and Navy trainers from
Everette, WA and Pearl Harbor.
During the first phase of Arctic West Summer (AWS) ’02, HEALY provided
support for the Western Arctic Shelf Based Interactions (SBI) Project. Sponsored by the
National Science Foundation, the SBI Project is a multi-year, interdisciplinary program to
investigate the impact of global change on physical, biological and geochemical
processes over the Chukchi and Beaufort Sea shelf basin region in the Western Arctic
Ocean. The SBI mission was the most comprehensive science mission ever attempted by
a ship in the Arctic. HEALY conducted numerous bottom cores while also collecting a
multitude of water and ice samples, significantly expanding the existing repository of
data collected from the Western Arctic environment. Fourteen different science parties
were supported simultaneously by HEALY during SBI.
The second phase of AWS ’02 was in support of the Marine Climate and Relative
Sea Level Across Central Beringia Project. This project, which is also sponsored by the
National Science Foundation, explores properties of the land bridge that once connected
the regions that are now Alaska and Russia. During this phase of the mission, HEALY
conducted numerous bottom cores (including a record 70 foot long core in the Arctic
Basin), and collected a tremendous amount of geophysical data from the area.
HEALY will remain in its homeport of Seattle until the Summer of 2003, at
which time the cutter will sail for another extended deployment to the Arctic.
Further information about HEALY can be found on the world wide web at
http://www.uscg.mil/pacarea/healy.
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CHAPTER VIII - SUPPLY/LOGISTICS
Supply
Pre-deployment Preparations
Onload
During the in-port period, HEALY Storekeepers procured MICA spare parts and general use
consumables in quantities sufficient for six-months of deployment. Additionally, supplies and
materials that were considered excess for this patrol were transferred to HEALY’s shore side
storage facility. Of note, the HEALY Supply division was tasked with processing procurements
for the majority of the unit budget during the inport. Upon sailing, HEALY had spent 85% of
it’s annual allocation.
TYPE
Commercial Procurement
MILSTRIP

Number of
Orders

Amount

427
1156

$452,734
$283,083

Total

$735,817

Fuel
Obtained 762,512 gallons of F-76 fuel at $0.96 a gallon, and 46,160 gallons of JP-5 fuel at $1.02
a gallon from DESC Manchester Fuel Department, PO Box 8, Manchester, WA 98353.
Manchester was very helpful, as usual, and provided a good product. They were also able to
arrange delivery of bulk lube oil directly to Pier 36 in Seattle, after they were not able to
complete the onload at the fuel pier.
Seattle Departure
HEALY got underway for AWS-02 on 27Apr02. Tugs were arranged through Crowley Marine
Services (2401 Fourth Ave, Seattle, WA (206) 443-8100). Puget Sound Pilots (101 Stewart St.,
Suite 900, Seattle, WA (206) 728-6400) provided a pilot for departure.
One HEALY Storekeeper was assigned to the Shore Support Office to manage all logistics for
the trip. This individual reconciled the unit’s AFC-30 Account using LUFS-NT, handled
receiving, including notifying the ship of what had been received, and arranged to ship all
needed materials to our port calls. This arrangement allowed HEALY to maintain more accurate
financial records, and facilitated shipping and receiving supplies to and from HEALY.

Portcalls
Nome 5-6 May 2002
Anchored off Nome and utilized the attached helicopters to transfer supplies and materials to the
HEALY because the harbor was still iced over. Nome’s Harbor Master, Joy Hodges can be
reached at Port@ci.Nome.AK.US., by phone (907-443-6619 or cell 907-466-6505) and by VHF
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Channels 12/16. Ms. Hodges was of great assistance during this, and all subsequent, port calls.
She was always available to assist us in arranging logistics needs, and always met the small boat
upon it’s initial arrival in the Harbor. No supplies or services were procured during this visit.
Nome 15-16 June 2002
Anchored off Nome and utilized the LCVP for logistical operations. We were able to use the
Nome Public Docks for transferring supplies and personnel. HEALY contracted with QTrucking to obtain crane services (Q Trucking, 331 Seppala Hwy., Nome, POC Charlie (907)
443-2315). They were very reasonable in their rates, and more than willing to help us in any
way they could. Supplies were shipped and received via Alaskan Airlines, 1-800-2ALASKA.
Alaskan Air is the primary way to move any cargo into or out of Alaska. There are numerous
carriers who will move cargo to Alaska, but at some point (usually Anchorage) they will turn it
over to Alaska for final delivery to destination. Their web based tracking systems also enables
visibility of shipments via the internet, precluding the necessity of a phone. We found Alaskan
Air “Gold Streak” to be an effective means for shipping items to Nome quickly. Alaskan Air
personnel were also very accommodating in holding material for us until our arrival, allowing us
to utilize their trucks to move cargo to the harbor, and in aiding us in shipping out material.
Dutch Harbor 7-12 July 2002
Moored at the Delta Western Fuel Pier, Dutch Harbor, AK, to refuel and take aboard ships
stores. Utilized Delta Western’s forklift and stake-bed trucks to transfer materials aboard and to
off-load trash. Contracted with B. C. Vehicle Rental, Inc., 300 Airport Road, Unalaska, AK for
two (02) 15-passenger vans. Fuel was obtained through Delta Western, Inc. Delta Western is on
DLA Contract for MGO Fuel Oil. The POC is Ed Hammand at (907) 581-1295. There are no
docking fees for the first three days at the Delta Western Pier, per the contract. However,
docking fees for two additional days were $4,000.00 per day. ISC Kodiak provided cellular
telephones and service. ISC Kodiak’s POC is CPO Trost (907) 487-5180 x 115. Pilots were
arranged through Alaska Marine Pilots (1621 Tongass Ave., Suite 300, Ketchikan, AK, (907)
225-9696). Payment was made with cash. Tugs were arranged through Dunlap Towing, Co.
(PO Box 9210502, Dutch Harbor, AK (907) 581-2733) and Crowley Marine Service (Captains
Bay Rd, Unalaska, AK 99685, (907) 581-1265). Supplies were flown in from Seattle, WA using
Alaskan Airlines.
Nome 15-17 July 2002
Anchored off Nome and used LCVP for logistical operations. Crane and ground transportation
were provided by Q-Trucking Service. Payment was made using a government purchase card.
Nome 26-28 August 2002
Anchored off Nome and utilized the LCVP for to transfer personnel and equipment between
HEALY and the Port of Nome. Supplies were flown in from Seattle, WA using Alaskan
Airlines. HEALY was scheduled to receive a replacement 5,000-lb core head during this port
call. Unfortunately the barge company that was contracted did not arrive as scheduled.
Attempts were made to get the item shipped to Barrow via Alaskan air, but weather interfered.
When the weather finally did clear, D17 arranged for a HC-130 from AIRSTA Kodiak to fly in
and pick-up the core head, and fly it directly to Barrow. From there, we arranged with the North
Slope Borrough Rescue to airlift it out to the ship at no charge. The efforts of all were greatly
appreciated.
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Barrow 17 September 2002
Transferred scientist and equipment off via attached HEALY HH-65 Helicopter. No supplies or
services were procured locally. Supplies were flown in from Seattle, WA using Alaskan
Airlines. Alaskan Airlines personnel in Barrow did not seem as well versed in their job as we
encountered in other ports. Typically Alaska would accept shipment of FEDEX items, which
they would transport and transfer to FEDEX in Anchorage. The Barrow office was not familiar
with this process and refused to accept a shipment. Arrangements were made with another
carrier to perform the same service.
Honolulu 29 August – 4 October 2002
Moored at Pearl Harbor Naval Base, Pier K-8. Procured, two (02) 15-passanger vans, 1 sedan,
fire fighting water, sewage disposal service, trash dumpsters, tugs, pilots and potable water using
a DD-1149. Pearl Harbor services POC: LT(jg) Tangloa (808) 471-8550. Cellular telephone
service was provided by D14(dt), POC: CPO McKenzie (808) 541-2035. ISC Honolulu was of
great assistance. Chief Farynaz’s staff, in particular SK2 Melendez, arranged pick-up and
delivery of the vehicles from the Navy, as well as delivering all supplies from the ISC
warehouse. He also was of great assistance in attempting to clear an inbound foreign shipment
of repair parts from Denmark. On the day of our departure, PO Melendez again assisted us in
returning the vehicles to the Navy, and returning the cell phones to D14.
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Date

Port

Steam

Water

Trash

Elect.

Oily Waste

28-30 MAR 02

MANCHESTER, WA

$0.00

$0.00

$360.00

$0.00

$0.00

5-6

MAY 02

NOME, AK

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

15-16 JUN 02

NOME, AK

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

7 - 12 JUL 02

DUTCH HARBOR, AK

$0.00

$ 0.00

$300.00

$0.00

$0.00

15-17 JUL 02

NOME, AK

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

26-28 AUG 02

NOME, AK

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

BARROW, AK

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$308.00

$230.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$308.00

$890.00

$0.00

$0.00

17 SEP 02

29AUG-04OCT02 HONOLULU, HI
Totals
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Date

Port

Emerg.
Services

Vehicles

Cranes

Phones

Pilot

Tugs

28-30 MAR 02

MANCHESTER, WA

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$540.00

$7395.00

5-6

MAY 02

NOME, AK

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

15-16 JUN 02

NOME, AK

$0.00

$0.00

$300.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

7-12

DUTCH HARBOR, AK

$0.00

$800.00

$0.00

$0.00

$2,463.00

$3,900.00

15-17 JUL 02

NOME, AK

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

26-28 AUG 02

NOME, AK

$0.00

$0.00

$300.00

$0.00

$0.00

$300.00

BARROW, AK

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$138.00

$0.00

$100.00

$563.00

$3,328.00

$0.00

$938.00

$600.00

$100.00

$3566.00

$14,923.00

JUL 02

17 SEP 02

29SEP-04OCT02 HONOLULU, HI

Totals
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Port
MANCHESTER, WA

Husbandary Berth. Fee Harbour Fee
Fee
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00

Cable TV

Sewage

$0.00

$0.00

Line
Handlers
$987.00

Other Svcs
$0.00

Total Port
Services Cost
$8922.00

NOME

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

NOME

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$300.00

DUTCH HARBOR

$0.00

$4000.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

0.00

$0.00

$11,463.00

NOME

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

NOME

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$600.00

BARROW

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

HONOLULU

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$308.00

$576.00

$0.00

$4,913.00

$0.00

$4,000.00

$0.00

$0.00

$308.00

$1,563.00

$0.00

$25,998.00

Totals
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DATE

PORT

WASTE OIL

SHIP FUEL AVIATION FUEL

LUBE OIL

ENGINEERING
SVCS. TOTAL

28-30 MAR 02

MANCHESTER, WA

$0.00

$762,512.00

$47,083.00

$56,390.00

$865985.00

5-6

MAY 02

NOME, AK

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

15-16 JUN 02

NOME, AK

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

DUTCH HARBOR, AK

$0.00

$545,784.00

$0.00

$0.00

$584,784.00

15-17 JUL 02

NOME, AK

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

26-28 JUL 02

NOME, AK

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

17

BARROW, AK

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$1,308,296.00

$47,083.00

$56,390.00

$1,411,769.00

7-12 JUL 02

JUL 02

29SEPT-04OCT02 HONOLULU, HI

Totals
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General Mess
1. Pre-deployment to Nome:
After a short inport between deployments, the General Mess was challenged to be
ready for another extended deployment. The total amount of food stores onboard
at time of sailing was $234,257.09
Food stores replenishment for logistical stops during the deployment was set up
prior to departing homeport. 90% of the food stores were purchased though Food
Service of America, the prime vender for Alaska. The food stores for Hawaii
were purchased through DPSC Honolulu.
Division personnel: Departed with one FS assigned to ISC Seattle due to medical
reasons. FSCS Zimmerman from MLCPAC Subsistence Assistance Team made
the transit to Nome training FS personnel and reviewing HEALY’s Galley
Operations. An FS3 from USCGC SASSAFRAS volunteered for TAD duty to
fill the gap left by our injured FS2.
2. SBI Phase 1:
Due to round-the-clock science operations, cooks were almost as busy with MidRats meal as with others. An FS1 from ISC Honolulu reported onboard to fill the
FS shortage when one FS was sent back to ISC Seattle for Administrative
Discharge.
3. Keigwin Phase 1:
We replenished food stores in Nome, AK of fresh fruit, vegetables, bread, and dry
stores at a total cost $6,837.64. Stores were loaded using the LCVP to transfer the
goods from shore to the ship, and then onloaded using the ship’s cranes.
Division personnel: An FS2 from ISC Seattle reported onboard to replace one of
the other TAD FS who had to return to his home unit. We were happy to see one
of our new FS1s report onboard which finally added some stability to our FS
Division.
4. SBI Phase II:
Food Stores were replenished in Dutch harbor and Nome, consisting of fresh fruit,
vegetables, bread, freezer stores, and dry stores items, totaling $82,870.35. A
small load of additional stores was received in Nome, AK were which was
loaded using the LCVP and the ship’s cranes.
Division personnel: Our other FS1reported aboard PCS. This was the first time
in several years that the HEALY has had both FS1 billets filled at the same time.
Our injured FS2 also returned from ISC Seattle giving HEALY it’s first complete
Galley staff while underway in several years. The TAD FS2 and FS3 completed
their TAD periods and returned to their home units.
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5. Keigwin phase II:
Loaded food stores consisting of fresh fruit, vegetables, and dry stores items
totaling $4,320.95.
Division personnel: A new FS3 reported aboard. She represented an over-billet
given us by the detailer recognizing that the HEALY crew complement nearly
doubles during science missions.
6. Barrow, AK. to Honolulu, HI:
Adjusted menus due to warmer weather.
7. Hawaii to Seattle:
Food Stores replenishment consisting of fresh fruit, vegetables, and dry stores,
freezer stores, and milk items, total cost $3,348.04.
Lessons Learned:
Resupplying in Alaska is an expensive gambit, even using the Prime Vendor
contract. All goods have to be shipped via barge from Seattle, and are then flown
from Anchorage to whatever port we arrived at, arriving a few days early to
ensure it was there to meet us. Transferring the goods to the ship via small boat in
Nome meant that the food sat outside for an hour or more before it was rerefrigerated. This meant that the perishables did not last as long as hoped, and our
spoilage was greater than expected.
This, combined with the extended days underway with no liberty ports, meant the
Food Service operation was feeding the entire crew for months at a time, without
the benefit of the surplus that is usually built up during port calls when the crew
eats ashore. This quickly put the Galley operation into a tighter financial
situation, but adjustment to the menus and other methods that had minimal impact
allowed us to maintain the operation within Coast Guard standards.

Ship’s Store
A. Pre-Deployment Preparations & Seattle to Nome
1. Preparations for AWS ’02 actually began during HEALY’s previous deployment.
Recommendations from last trip, as well as lessons learned with respect to resupply while deployed were incorporated into the planning stages for AWS ’02.
2. In order to provide more efficient bookkeeping while deployed, the use of
electronic bookkeeping methods was researched and employed. In addition, with
the availability of INMARSAT, access to the Exchange’s bank account was
established. This allowed for up-to-date account balance information, as well as
the ability to obtain statements online.
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3. In order to maintain a constant rotation of stock, as well as ensuring the ability to
re-supply the highest selling items (tobacco and milk for coffee stand), research
was conducted and vendors contacted in Dutch Harbor. Although slightly more
expensive, re-supplying some items in Dutch Harbor allowed the Exchange to
carry higher quantities of other items, eliminating some of the inventory shortages
that occurred during the previous deployment.
4. With the unreliability of the FPO mail system in delivering merchandise while
deployed, research was conducted into the use of Alaska Airlines’ Gold Streak
service. In the event of having to re-supply items to the exchange, using Alaska
Airlines proved more reliable in transporting merchandise to the exchange.
5. All major exchange on-loads were scheduled to arrive on two-consecutive days.
Final major purchase breakdown is as follows:
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.

Northstar Sportswear (Ballcaps/Shirts/Coffee Cups): $9164
Tully’s Coffee Corporation (Coffee/Syrups/Cups/Lids): $2370
Cloud Trading Company (Tobacco/Candy/Soda): $8326
H&H Studios (Ship’s Plaques): $455
Sysco Food Corporation (UHT Milk): $1195
Admiral Exchange: (Zippo Lighters): $780
Misc Vendors: $1500

B. SBI Phase I

1. During the first phase of SBI, the Exchange totaled $9,224.03 in sales. 26% of
sales were coffee related, illustrating the popularity of the Java Hut onboard.
2. The implementation of coffee cards eliminated many accounting errors previously
encountered in quarterly report accounting.
3. Delivery of additional supplies in Dutch Harbor, specifically UHT milk, chocolate
and tobacco products was accomplished via LOGREQ and E-Mail.
C. Keigwin Phase I

1. Delivery of additional supplies, specifically UHT Milk, chocolate syrup, tobacco
products and soda was set up and accomplished via LOGREQ and E-Mail.
2. A total of $4,228.46 in sales was conducted during Keigwin Phase I.
D. Dutch Harbor, AK and Nome, AK
1. A total of $2,294.85 was spent on purchases in Dutch Harbor. All purchases were
paid for in cash. This aided in reducing the amount of currency onboard.
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2. HEALY Exchange utilized Highliner Food Service and North Pacific Ship
Supply. Both vendors were extremely flexible and accommodating in setting up
purchase and delivery via e-mail.
E. SBI Phase II
1. During SBI Phase II, there was a 10% increase in sales from SBI Phase I. Total
sales amounted to $10,151.71, 39% of total sales were coffee related.
F. Keigwin Phase II
1. During Keigwin Phase II, there was a 54% increase in sales from Keigwin Phase
I. Total sales amounted to $7,876.50, 42% of total sales were coffee related.
G. Barrow, AK to Honolulu, HI
1. Total sales amounted to $1,020.00, 32% of total sales were coffee related.
H. Honolulu to Seattle
1. A total of $110.55 was spent on coffee syrups in Honolulu and were paid for in
cash. This aided in reducing the amount of currency onboard.
2. Total sales amounted to $1,361.05, 12% of total sales were coffee related.
Recommendations
Recommend purchasing entire inventory prior to deployment. This will alleviate the
necessity of relying on the Fleet Post Office system for delivery of inventory while
underway. Highliner Food Service and North Pacific Ship Supply in Dutch Harbor were
extremely flexible in setting up purchases and deliveries of UHT Milk, chocolate syrup,
tobacco products and soda via Email. In the event of having to re-supply items to the
exchange that can not be purchased in Dutch Harbor, the use of Alaska Airlines’ Gold
Streak service is reliable source in transporting merchandise for the exchange.
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CHAPTER IX - MEDICAL
A. Pre-deployment preparations.

1. Pharmaceuticals ordered and received through ISC Seattle Pharmacy.
2. Worked with Chief Scientists of SBI and Keigwin groups in attempt to get all
civilian medical forms aboard for review prior to deployment.
3. CDR Barbara L. Schoen, ISC Seattle assigned as Medical Officer for AWS-02.
4. Three crewmembers left ashore for medical treatment, with 2 to later return to
HEALY and 1 to transfer.
5. One crewmember left ashore for alcohol treatment.
6. Very few of the Keigwin mission medical forms received prior to sailing.

B. Seattle, WA-Nome, Alaska

1. A few members with motion sickness needing treatment. One crewmember with
laceration to fingertip. One crewmember seen for URI and Rx refills.
2. 05May02 – Male MK1 with possible acute abdomen, air lifted to Nome where he
was observed overnight, then transported by air to Elmendorf Air Force Hospital
for further evaluation.

C. SBI Phase I
1.
2.
3.
4.

07May02 – MK1 was cleared by Elmendorf, and flown back to ship.
08May02 – 2 members treated: 1 for URI and 1 for finger laceration.
09May02 – 1 member treated for a right wrist sprain.
12May02 – 1 patient seen and treated for plantar warts right foot. One
crewmember treated for bilateral dyshidrosis of feet.
5. 13May02 – 1 civilian treated for scalp laceration - closed with three staples.
6. 15May02 – One crewmember with skin lesions rubbing at beltline. Wanted them
removed so we complied. Member also with abscess on abdomen. Treatment
with hot packs and antibiotics.
7. 20May02 – Several crewmembers c/o of viral URI symptoms.
8. 23May02 – Some scientists w/complaints of dry skin. Body lotion dispensed.
9. 28May02 – Four patients seen; viral sinusitis, suture removal, median nerve
impingement, and f/u cough.
10. 02June02 –Member with RLQ pain returned; no surgery required.
11. 03June02 - Three patients treated: Blunt trauma to the nose, pneumonia and
bilateral dyshydrosis/feet.
12. 04June02 – One patient treated for sprained right wrist.
13. 05June02 – One patient treated for chronic bronchitis.
14. 06June02– Ice party today, including Arctic swim call. No problems.
15. 07June02 – One patient seen for low back pain after a fall.
16. 09June02 – One member with signs/symptoms of kidney stone. One member
treated for URI.
17. 10June02 –One member treated for migraine headaches.
18. 11June02 – One AvDet member passing kidney stone, and air transport arranged
from Barrow to Elmendorf. Member ultimately returned to POPDIV.
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19. 14June02 – One patient seen for cerumen impaction left ear and one for
prescription refill. F/U for right shoulder pain, which will probably require
surgical intervention upon return to port.
20. 15June02 – One patient seen for symptoms related to ETOH ingestion.
21. 16June02 – One patient treated for ETOH ingestion and one with Boxer’s Fx of
right hand. This patient transported back to Seattle, requiring referral and
treatment by hand surgeon/MAMC, for surgical repair.

D. Keigwin Phase I

1. 22June02 –Two patients treated. One for shoulder concerns. One member with
acute right abdominal pain, intractable pain and gross hematuria. This patient
transported by air to Elmendorf.
2. 27June02 - One civilian treated.
3. 29June02 – One patient seen for treatment of persistent plantar warts.
4. 02July02 – One patient seen for ear complaint.
5. 03July02 – Patient treated for replacement of dental crown.
6. 04July02 – One patient treated for asthmatic Bronchitis.
7. 6July02 - Follow up of asthmatic bronchitis shows some improvement. One
member with possible fx rib after falling from his rack.

E. Dutch Harbor, Alaska

1. 7July02 – Follow-up patient with anterior chest injury.
2. 8July02 – Accompanied member to local clinic for repeat 2VCXR needed to
complete flight physical. Films given to supply for immediate mailing to USCG
HQ. Follow-up patient with anterior chest injury.
3. 10July02 – On standby during Dive ops.
4. 11July02 – On standby during Dive ops.

F. Dutch Harbor to Nome

1. 12July02 – Member with three-day-old 2-3 degree sprain of right ankle.
2. 13July02 – Splinter removed from one patient.

G. Nome, Alaska

1. 15July02 – Diver seen for ear squeeze and a patient treated for axillary dermatitis.

H. SBI Phase II

1. 17July02 – One patient treated for laceration of left thumb. Three members
previously on med hold in Seattle returned.
2. 18July02 – Patient treated for migraine. Patient treated for sinusitis.
3. 19July02 – Follow-up migraine. One male patient treated for acute
costochondritis.
4. 22July02 – One member treated for partial thickness burn to left arm.
5. 25July02 – Member treated for Lateral Epicondylitis, and one treated for
headaches.
6. 29July02 – Member seen for plantar faciitis.
7. 31July02 – Member seen for back discomfort.
IX-2

8. 02Aug02 –Member w/positive history of right renal lithiosis presents to sickbay
with right groin pain and hematuria. Transported member to Seattle for complete
urology work up. One member with painful inclusion cyst presents for excision.
9. 04Aug02 – Member previously medevac’d with renal stones returned FFFD.
10. 05Aug02 – One patient seen for wound check and dressing change. One patient
seen for f/u RAD.
11. 06Aug02 – One member treated for a puncture wound of right hand. Member
with previous boxer’s FX returns to HEALY fit for full duty. Member returned
from alcohol screening/treatment.
12. 07Aug02 – Member treated for pruritic rash.
13. 11Aug02 - Civilian treated for contusions and abrasions of shin. Sick bay
medication refrigerator malfunctioned and overheated to > 80 degrees. All
medications destroyed and reported to ISC pharmacy. One member treated for
second degree burns of the arm.
14. 13Aug02 – Partial suture removal. Burn F/U and debridement.
15. 14Aug02 – F/U burn care with minimal debridement.
16. 15Aug02 – F/U burn care w/debridement. 1 member treated for motion sickness.
17. 16Aug02 – DC drill with casualty (head injury). Med refill for treatment of
epicondylitis. Member treated for FB sensation in the in the throat.
18. 19Aug02 – One member treated for migraine cephalgia.
19. 20Aug02 – Burn dressing change. DNA blood samples drawn.
20. 21Aug02 – Burn dressing change. Healing well. DNA blood samples drawn.
21. 22Aug02 – Member treated for eczema of lower left leg. DNA sampling
completed and packaged for mailing in Nome.

I. Nome, Alaska

1. Large order of sick bay supplies and meds arrived.
2. 1 male member fell on rocks along beach and suffered traumatic dental injuries.

J. Keigwin Phase II

1. 29Aug02 – One civilian treated for motion sickness. One member treated for
Coryza with fever and one treated for Onychocryptosis.
2. 4Sept02 – One member with laceration left 4th finger. One member treated for
right shoulder pain, probably overuse syndrome.
3. 7Sept02 – Member treated for acute sprain left wrist.
4. 8Sept02 – Civilian treated for pain/effusion (non-traumatic) left knee.
5. 9Sept02 – Member treated for viral infection with flu-like symptoms. F/U left
wrist sprain with extended light duty.
6. 13Sept02 – Male member with blunt trauma to right hand.
7. 15Sept02 – Civilian with corneal abrasion left eye.

K. Barrow to Honolulu
1.
2.
3.
4.

18Sept02 – One member treated for anxiety.
20Sept02 – HSCS gives BCLS training to P.A. and two stretcher-bearers.
21Sept02 – Several members affected by motion sickness.
22Sept02 – One member with acute AGE.
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L. Honolulu, HI

1. 30Sept02 – Flu vaccine was provided by ISC Honolulu.

M. Honolulu to Seattle

1. 04Oct02 – Some visitors with motion sickness.
2. 05Oct02 – Some visitors with motion sickness. A few crewmembers with
sunburns and new tattoos. Flu shots administered.
3. 06Oct02 – Sutures (10 days old) removed from dependent spouse. Fewer visitors
with motion sickness.
4. 07Oct02 – Flu shots administered. Preparations made to transport medical
personnel to foreign vessel next morning to assist in evaluation and treatment of
foreign crewmember with possible appendicitis.
5. 08Oct02 – HEALY medical team flown to foreign cargo ship at first light and
lowered to deck from HH-65 for evaluation of Romanian crewman with acute
abdomen. Pt. evaluated for RLQ pain of undetermined etiology. Patient
considered too medically unstable to consider risking a 12-day Pacific transit to
Japan. Recommended to Flight Surgeon in Port Angeles, WA, that patient be
medevac’d to HEALY for transfer to Seattle. Patient hoisted (along with medical
team) back to HEALY. Pt. NPO with IV’s and IV medications. Stable on ward,
and put under 24/7 observation. Regular reports forwarded to flight surgeon and
D14 OPCEN.
6. 09Oct02 – Romanian national stable. Afebrile. RLQ tender but BS present and
no rebound. Mild guarding and right groin pain. Negative for hernia. Doubt
testicular torsion. Urine negative. Clear liquids tolerated well.
7. 10Oct02 – Patient remains stable and afebrile. Ambulates with IV. Pain rated 23/10 today as opposed to 7-8/10 two days ago. Advanced to light diet.
8. 11Oct02 – Patient IV removed and advanced to regular diet. Afebrile. Ambulates
without difficulty. Abdomen soft. BS present. One member’s toenail removed
for treatment of ingrown toenail.
9. 12Oct02 – Patient up, ambulatory and stable. Patient flown in CG helo to Port
Angeles,WA.
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CHAPTER X - DIVE OPERATIONS
This deployment required little diving support. While in port Dutch Harbor, the Dive
Team conducted underwater inspections of HEALY’s propellers, skegs and stern tubes.
Video was taken, revealing a missing port hub cone due to backed out bolts. The reason
the bolts keep backing out is still unknown. MLCPAC and the hub manufacturer continue
to investigate. Husbandry training is scheduled for completion upon return to homeport
which will enable HEALY’s divers to, bolt a hub cone back in place along with other
minor ship’s repair.
Quarterly Hyperlite chamber training dives were completed in Sick Bay.
During the dive operations in Dutch Harbor, a total of 3 dives were made and all of them
were completed in SCUBA gear. For training purposes, the dives were two person dives
and each diver was tended by a surface line tender in an effort to simulate diving under
the ice.
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CHAPTER XI – OVERALL RECOMMENDATIONS
1. Mission Planning: Insist on hosting at least the Chief Scientist and the Principal
Investigators for early planning meetings onboard. If possible incorporate a joint meeting
between the Chief Scientists for different science missions when there is even a minor bit
of overlap between science parties. The SBI and Keigwin missions were great successes
in large part due to the extensive planning that went into them. During the planning
meetings on HEALY, which were held three months before the deployment, many details
were reviewed and plans made for how to best utilize space, configuration, equipment,
and systems found onboard.
2. Science Event Planning: For new science events where crew/science party
responsibilities may not be clear, and deck operations may be of a new type, it is
imperative to hold a joint science party/crew review of the evolution. Such reviews
should include step-by-step review of deck operations, communications plans, weather
assessment, and operational risk management to ensure the scientists, bridge watch, and
deck operators are all working from the same script.
3. Loading of Science Equipment: The only science equipment that should be loaded via
small boat in Nome are small items that can fit in the Rigid Hull Inflatable boat or inside
the helicopters. Small parcels, coolers, back packs, etc. are fine – but weather and sea
conditions are unpredictable thus making it a dangerous and risky proposition to consider
major equipment loading via barge. All major equipment should be loaded at Seattle
before departure for the cutter’s deployment. If absolutely necessary equipment can be
loaded at Dutch Harbor, but weather can impact the ability of shipments to make it into
Dutch Harbor air or ship/barge.
4. Aviation Detachment Size: Using an AvDet with 3 pilots and 4 crewman worked fine
for a typical Arctic deployment. Even during the 6 weeks of SBI Phase I when almost
daily ice reconnaissance flights were completed, the pilots and crew were able to obtain
the necessary rest while keeping up with required maintenance.
5. Ambient Salt Water Supply: Scientists cannot assume that a regular supply of ambient
salt water will be available on a full time basis during icebreaking operations until
HEALY’s science seawater system is re-designed, modified, and successfully tested.
6. Open Water Operations: When proposing science work on HEALY that includes open
water operations, scientists must carefully review their needs for holding the ship’s
position. HEALY’s large sail area and underwater volume can make it very challenging
to hold position when winds, currents, and/or seas begin to pick up. Sometimes, it may
be necessary to wait out the weather if positioning is critical to data collection.
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Appendix A
CHRONOLOGY OF MAJOR EVENTS
DATE
27Apr02

TIME
1056T

EVENT__________________________________________
Underway from Seattle, WA, enroute Nome, AK, for Arctic West
2002.
Embarked CG 6569 and CG 6515 (AVDET 155). Completed
Aviation STAN Certification off Port Angeles, WA, including
HIFR, VERTREP, Hot Refuel and Day/Night Recurr/Quals
For 2 LSO’s and 2 Tiedown Crews.

02May02

1932T

Entered Unimak Pass, Alaska.

2114T

Stood into the Bering Sea in position 51-21.7N 165-01.4W.

2359T

Retarded ship’s clocks one hour to conform with +8 Uniform
ZD.

2307U

Hove to in ice 04 NM south of Nome in position 64-26.2N
165-26.8W in 8/10 concentration medium floe, 04 ft ice.

0931U

Conducted MEDEVAC via CG 6569 for crewmember
suffering from possible appendicitis. SNM
transferred to Norton Sound Regional Hospital to remain
overnight for further evaluation.

1008U

Commenced multiple helicopter operations for transfer of
Tech reps/TAD personnel to Nome and SBI scientists from
Nome to HEALY.

07May02

1500U

Underway en route Bering Strait and Arctic Ocean for
Arctic West Shelf Basin Interaction Project Phase I.

08May02

1030U

Commenced science ops at station UTBS-1.

2345U

Completed science ops at station UTBS-1.

0324U

Crossed International Dateline in position 65-22.8N
169-14.8W; entered Russian Exclusive Economic Zone.

0456U

Entered Russian Territorial Seas in position 65-35.4N
169-22.4W.

04May02

05May02

09May02

A-1

09May02

10May02

11May02

12May02

14May02

15May02

0833U

Departed Russian Territorial Seas in position 66-03.4N
169-08.7W.

1003U

Crossed International Dateline in position 66-11.2N
169-00.0W.

1015U

Departed Russian Exclusive Economic Zone in position
66-11.7N 168-58.0W.

1350U

Crossed Arctic Circle and International Dateline in position
66-33.6N 169-00.0W and entered the Realm of the Arctic;
Stood into the Chukchi Sea.

1445U

Crossed International Dateline in position 66-39.5N
169-00.0W.

2145U

Commenced science ops at station HV-1 in position
67-27.2N 168-53.5W.

2130U

Completed science ops at station HV-1 in position
67-32.6N 168-53.4W.

2149U

Entered Russian EEZ in position 67-36.0N 169-00.0W.

0115U

Departed Russian EEZ in position 67-53.5N 168-58.5W.

0320U

Entered Russian EEZ in position 68-01.0N 168-58.5W.

1245U

Departed Russian EEZ in position 69-03.2N 168-58.5W.

1033U

Commenced science ops at station HV-2 in position
70-38.0N 167-27.0W.

2115U

Completed science ops at station HV-2 in position
70-41.3N 167-14.0W.

0823U

Commenced science ops at unplanned station in position
71-51.1N 166-15.5W.

1818U

Completed science ops at unplanned station in position
71-51.8N 166-01.5W.

2000U

Stood into the Arctic Ocean in position 71-47.4N 166-03.3W.

1049U

Commenced science ops at unplanned station in position
71-37.0N 166-00.1W.
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1220U

Completed science ops at unplanned station in position
71-37.4N 165-59.4W.

16May02

2017U

Commenced science ops at station WHS-1 in position
72-42.4N 161-14.3W.

17May02

0001U

Completed science ops at station WHS-1 in position
72-42.9N 161-14.3W.

0902U

Commence science ops at station WHS-2 in position
72-55.2N 160-31.4W.

2156U

Completed science ops at station WHS-2 in position
72-56.8N 160-32.2W.

0035U

Commenced science ops at station WHS-3 in position
73-02.2N 160-23.0W.

1313U

Completed science ops at station WHS-3 in position
73-02.8N 160-29.9W.

1746U

Commenced science ops at station WHS-4 in position
73-14.7N 159-59.9W.

0751U

Completed science ops at station WHS-4 in position
73-14.2N 160-13.8W.

1022U

Commenced science ops at station WHS-5 in position
73-16.8N 160-06.7W.

0823U

Completed science ops at station WHS-5 in position
73-23.8N 160-23.4W.

1110U

Commenced science ops at station WHS-6 in position
73-26.8N 159-49.8W.

21May02

0718U

Completed science ops at station WHS-6 in position
73-27.7N 159-52.6W.

21May02

1840U

Commenced science ops at station WHS-7 in position
73-44.5N 158-56.7W.

22May02

1531U

Completed science ops at station WHS-7 in position
73-47.0N 159-03.1W.

18May02

19May02

20May02

23May02: 0210U

Commenced science ops at station EHS-11 in position
73-26.2N 157-31.8W.
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24May02: 0424U

Completed science ops at station EHS-11 in position
73-30.5N 157-42.2W.

0953U

Commenced science ops at station EHS-10 in position
73-20.1N 158-11.6W.

1244U

Completed science ops at station EHS-10 in position
73-20.2N 158-11.7W.

1935U

Commenced science ops at station EHS-9 in position
73-06.0N 158-08.9W.

25May02

1812U

Completed science ops at station EHS-9 in position
73-06.6N 158-18.8W.

26May02

0150U

Commenced science ops at station EHS-8 in position
73-02.0N 157-55.8W.

0218U

Completed science ops at station EHS-8 in position
73-02.1N 157-56.1W.

1554U

Commenced science ops at station EHS-7 in position
72-52.3N 158-15.7W.

0600U

Completed science ops at station EHS-7 in position
72-52.7N 158-26.1W.

0823U

Commenced science ops at station EHS-6 in position
72-51.1N 158-28.5W.

0138U

Completed science ops at station EHS-6 in position
72-52.0N 158-33.8W.

0722U

Commenced science ops at station EHS-5 in position
72-44.4N 158-36.9W.

28May02

2210U

Completed science ops at station EHS-5 in position
72-45.6N 158-47.8W.

29May02

0747U

Commenced science ops at station EHS-4 in position
72-36.3N 158-44.2W.

1810U

Completed science ops at station EHS-4 in position
72-36.2N 158-58.8W.

0013U

Commenced CTD at station EHS-3 in position
72-27.6N 159-26.7W.

27May02

28May02

30May02
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0025U

Completed CTD at station EHS-3 in position
72-27.5N 159-27.2W.

0308U

Commenced CTD at station EHS-2 in position
72-20.4N 159-42.6W.

0320U

Completed CTD at station EHS-2 in position
72-19.7N 159-42.5W.

0730U

Commenced science ops at station EHS-1 in position
72-14.6N 159-46.6W.

2105U

Completed science ops at station EHS-1 in position
72-14.3N 159-59.7W.

0725U

Commenced science ops at station BC-2A in position
71-48.7N 155-40.9W.

1905U

Completed science ops at station BC-2A in position
71-49.2N 155-47.4W.

03Jun02

2327U

Commenced science ops at station SB-1 in position
71-29.6N 153-53.9W.

04Jun02

0412U

Completed science ops at station SB-1 in position
71-29.6N 153-53.9W.

0909U

Commenced science ops at station SB-2 in position
71-42.3N 154-13.2W.

04Jun02

0949U

Completed science ops at station SB-2 in position
71-42.3N 154-13.2W.

04Jun02

1153U

Commenced science ops at station SB-3 in position
71-46.7N 154-24.1W.

04Jun02

1226U

Completed science ops at station SB-3 in position
71-46.8N 154-24.2W.

2009U

Commenced science ops at station BC-4 in position
71-55.6N 154-49.2W.

1127U

Completed science ops at station BC-4 in position
71-57.3N 154-57.1W.

1720U

Commenced science ops at station BC-5 in position
72-04.2N 154-27.8W.

02Jun02

05Jun02
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06Jun02

1517U

Completed science ops at station BC-5 in position
72-08.4N 154-27.5W.

1620U

Held ice party and swim call for crew and scientists in
position 72-08.6N 154-26.3W.

1845U

Concluded ice party.

2322U

Commenced science ops at station BC-6 in position
72-11.2N 154-24.2W.

07Jun02:

2010U

Completed science ops at station BC-6 in position
72-12.4N 154-13.8W.

08Jun02

1013U

Commenced science ops at station BC-7 in position
72-32.0N 154-29.8W.

09Jun02

1003U

Completed science ops at station BC-7 in position
72-33.6N 154-39.9W.

1615U

Commenced science ops at station BC-5A in position
72-11.1N 155-02.6W.

1925U

Completed science ops at station BC-5A in position
72-10.9N 155-04.9W.

10Jun02

0832U

Commenced science ops at productivity station in position
71-53.6N 155-40.1W.

10Jun02

1100U

Completed science ops at productivity station in position
71-53.4N 155-40.6W.

10Jun02

1946U

Commenced science ops at station BC-3 in position
71-39.0N 155-45.5W.

11Jun02

0633U

Completed science ops at station BC-3 in position
71-38.7N 155-45.5W.

12Jun02

0542U

Commenced science ops at station BC-2 in position
71-24.2N 157-11.1W.

0800U

Commenced Initiation Rites for entering Realm of the
Arctic in position 71-24.4N 157-11.4W.

1615U

Completed science ops at station BC-2 in position
71-24.9N 157-12.8W.

0800U

Concluded Initiation Rites for entering Realm of the

13Jun02
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Arctic and welcomed 40 new crew and scientist Polar
Bears onboard HEALY.
14Jun02

1009U

Conducted helicopter flight to retrieve an Alaska
Department of Fish and Game scientist from Little
Diomede Island in Bering Strait.

2137U

Anchored south of Nome, AK, in position 64-28.4N
165-25.2W.

15Jun02 – 16Jun02

Conducted offload of SBI Phase I scientists and gear
and onload of Kegwein Phase I scientists and gear via
ship’s small boats.

16Jun02

2255U

Weighed anchor; underway en route Navarin-Pervenets
Canyon for Keigwin Phase I science mission.

18Jun02

0810U

Commenced Chirp Sonar tow in position 60-17.1N
178-51.4W, vicinity Navarin- Pervenets Canyon.

1448U

Completed Chirp Sonar tow in position 60-07.9N
179-26.7W.

1609U

Commenced coring operations in position 60-07.7N
179-26.5W.

2135U

Completed coring operations in position 60-07.8N
179-26.6W.

0611U

Commenced Chirp Sonar tow in position 59-12.6N
179-52.4W.

1155U

Completed Chirp Sonar tow in position 59-09.7N
179-45.4W.

1308U

Commenced coring operations in position 59-10.0N
179-45.3W.

1833U

Completed coring operations in position 59-10.0N
179-45.3W.

0001U

Commenced Chirp Sonar tow in position 58-49.2N
178-11.3W.

0810U

Completed Chirp Sonar tow in position 58-43.0N
177-52.8W.

0852U

Commenced coring operations in position 58-44.2N

19Jun02

20Jun02
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177-51.3W.

21Jun02

22Jun02

1437U

Completed coring operations in position 58-43.0N
177-52.8W.

1456U

Commenced Chirp Sonar tow in position 58-42.8N
177-54.0W.

1648U

Completed Chirp Sonar tow in position 58-37.3N
177-02.8W.

1845U

Commenced coring operations in position 58-40.8N
177-57.8W.

1915U

Completed coring operations in position 58-39.9N
177-57.9W.

2115U

Commenced CTD cast in position 58-20.3N 178-00.4W.

2351U

Completed CTD cast in position 58-20.5N 178-05.5W.

0304U

Commenced CTD cast in position 57-39.1N 178-29.4W.

0555U

Completed CTD cast in position 57-40.7N 178-30.3W.

0936U

Commenced CTD cast in position 56-55.8N 178-58.9W.

1347U

Completed CTD cast in position 56-58.0N 179-04.8W.

1725U

Commenced CTD cast in position 56-14.4N 179-27.9W.

2045U

Completed CTD cast in position 56-13.9N 179-33.7W.

0025U

Commenced CTD cast in position 55-32.2N 179-55.5W.

0300U

Crossed the 180th Meridian at Latitude 55-33.2N and
entered the Domain of the Golden Dragon and Eastern
Hemisphere.

0347U

Completed CTD cast in position 55-32.9N 179-57.9E.

0905U

Commenced Chirp Sonar tow in position 54-36.2N
178-43.5E.

1512U

Completed Chirp Sonar tow in position 54-11.8N
178-42.8E.

1916U

Conducted medevac of crewman to Shemya Island,
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Aleutian Islands, via CG Helo 6515.
23Jun02

24Jun02

25Jun02

0420U

Commenced Chirp Sonar tow in position 53-44.5N
178-41.7E.

0940U

Completed Chirp Sonar tow in position 54-05.1N
178-41.5E.

1102U

Commenced coring operations in position 53-56.1N
178-41.9E.

1725U

Completed coring operations in position 53-56.0N
178-41.8E.

2043U

Commenced gravity core in position 54-36.7N 178-43.4E.

2118U

Completed gravity core in position 54-36.2N 178-43.6E.

2304U

Commenced Chirp Sonar tow in position 54-18.0N
178-59.1E.

0744U

Completed Chirp Sonar tow in position 54-12.0N
178-58.8E.

1108U

Commenced coring operations in position 54-36.6N
178-43.3E.

1330U

Completed coring operations in position 54-36.5N
178-43.5E.

1612U

Commenced gravity core in position 54-27.4N 179-00.5E.

1652U

Completed gravity core in position 54-25.7N 179-00.0E.

1834U

Commenced gravity core in position 54-21.7N 178-58.8E.

1926U

Completed gravity core in position 54-21.6N 178-58.7E.

2043U

Commenced gravity core in position 54-17.9N 178-59.1E.

2141U

Completed gravity core in position 54-17.9N 178-58.7E.

2326U

Commenced Chirp Sonar tow in position 54-05.5N
179-18.1E.

0913U

Completed Chirp Sonar tow in position 54-08.8N
179-32.2E.
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26Jun02

27Jun02

28Jun02

1313U

Commenced coring operations in position 53-59.8N
179-35.4E.

1824U

Completed coring operations in position 53-59.9N
179-35.2E.

2040U

Commenced gravity core in position 53-51.0N 179-38.5E.

2127U

Completed gravity core in position 53-51.1N 179-8.4E.

2343U

Commenced Chirp Sonar tow in position 54-05.1N
179-47.6E.

0240U

Completed Chirp Sonar tow in position 53-59.5N
179-42.6E.

0705U

Commenced Chirp Sonar tow in position 53-10.3N
178-46.5W.

1346U

Completed Chirp Sonar tow in position 53-11.4N
178-3.2E.

1525U

Commenced coring operations in position 53-09.8N
178-45.8E.

2048U

Lost Jumbo Piston Core in position 53-09.8N 178-45.8E.

2200U

Completed coring operations in position 53-09.5N
178-45.7E.

0029U

Commenced Chirp Sonar tow in position 53-23.2N
178-21.8E.

0632U

Completed Chirp Sonar tow in position 53-31.3N
178-14.0W.

1851U

Commenced CTD cast in position 53-25.3N 178-04.4E.

2222U

Completed CTD cast in position 53-25.3N 178-04.8E.

0632U

Commenced multi-core in position 53-28.1N 178-22.0E.

0859U

Completed multi-core in position 53-28.0N 178-22.0E.

1112U

Commenced gravity core in position 53-28.0N 178-22.0E.

1303U

Completed gravity core in position 53-27.9N 178-22.0E.
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29Jun02

30Jun02

01Jul02

1901U

Commenced gravity core in position 54-04.9N 179-3.7E.

1933U

Completed gravity core in position 54-04.9N 179-33.6E.

2053U

Commenced graity core in position 54-02.7N 179-48.0E.

2118U

Completed gravity core in position 54-02.8N 179-48.1E.

0130U

Commenced CTD in position 54-49.0N 179-42.0E.

0542U

Completed CTD in position 54-50.0N 179-44.7E.

0631U

Crossed 180th Meridian at Latitude 54-49.1N and entered
the Western Hemisphere.

1109U

Commenced CTD in position 54-49.5N 178-25.7W.

1531U

Completed CTD in position 54-48.5N 178-21.6W.

2217U

Commenced CTD in position 54-50.1N 176-33.5W.

0056U

Completed CTD in position 54-49.0N 176-28.0W.

0622U

Commenced CTD in position 54-50.1N 174-41.0W.

1018U

Completed CTD in position 54-48.7N 174-36.6W.

1522U

Commenced CTD in position 54-50.3N 172-49.5W.

1915U

Completed CTD in position 54-49.3N 172-42.3W.

0120U

Commenced CTD in position 54-52.6N 171-00.4W.

0515U

Completed CTD in position 54-49.7N 170-48.0W.

0600U

Commenced Chirp Sonar tow in position 54-53.4N
170-50.2W.

0820U

Completed Chirp Sonar tow in position 54-50.7N
170-35.9W.

0949U

Commenced Chirp Sonar tow in position 54-50.7N
170-35.9W.

1300U

Completed Chirp Sonar tow in position 54-45.3N
170-15.7W.

1515U

Commenced Jumbo Piston Core in position 54-45.8N
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170-17.6W.

01Jul02

02Jul02

03Jul02

1648U

Completed Jumbo Piston Core in position 54-45.8N
170-17.6W.

1721U

Commence multi-core in position 54-45.8N 170-17.6W.

1853U

Completed multi-core in position 54-45.6N 170-19.1W.

1937U

Commenced gravity core in position 54-45.8N
170-17.6W.

2100U

Completed gravity core in position 54-46.0N 170-17.2W.

2124U

Commenced gravity core in position 54-45.9N
170-17.5W.

2224U

Completed gravity core in position 54-45.8N 170-17.4W.

0131U

Commenced Chirp Sonar tow in position 54-37.3N
170-52.3W.

0930U

Completed Chirp Sonar tow in position 54-24.8N
169-59.6W.

1246U

Commenced gravity core in position 54-47.5N 170-24.0W.
170-24.0W.

1359U

Completed gravity core in position 54-47.5N 170-24.1W.

1421U

Commenced multi-core in position 54-47.5N 170-24.0W.

1558U

Completed multi-core in position 54-47.4N 170-24.4W.

1628U

Commenced Jumbo Piston core in position 54-47.4N
170-24.4W.

1813U

Completed Jumbo Piston core in position 54-47.4N
170-23.8W.

2300U

Commenced Chirp Sonar tow in position 54-45.2N
169-26.0W.

0718U

Completed Chirp Sonar tow in position 54-30.8N
168-30.7W

0841U

Commenced gravity core in position 54-33.1N 168-40.0W.
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03Jul02

04Jul02

05Jul02

0935U

Completed gravity core in position 54-33.2N 168-40.0W.

1007U

Commenced multi-core in position 54-33.2N 168-40.0W.

1122U

Completed multi-core in position 54-33.2N 168-40.0W.

1218U

Commenced Jumbo Piston Core in position 54-33.2N
168-40.0W.

1343U

Completed Jumbo Piston Core in position 54-33.1N
168-39.7W.

1645U

Commenced gravity core in position 54-40.6N 169-08.4W.

1800U

Completed gravity core in position 54-40.4N 169-09.1W.

1840U

Commenced Jumbo Piston Core in position 54-40.8N
169-08.6W.

2000U

Completed Jumbo Piston Core in position 54-40.7N
169-08.5W.

2030U

Commenced multi-core in position 54-40.7N 169-08.5W.

2201U

Completed multi-core in position 54-40.7N 169-08.0W.

0118U

Commenced Chirp Sonar tow in position 54-30.8N
168-30.7W.

0721U

Completed Chirp Sonar tow in position 54-24.1N
167-51.1W.

0930U

Commenced Jumbo Piston Core in position 54-23.9N
167-54.8W.

1039U

Completed Jumbo Piston Core in position 54-23.8N
169-54.8W.

1115U

Commenced multi-core in position 54-23.9N 167-54.8W.

1216U

Completed multi-core in position 54-23.9N 167-54.9W.

2048U

Commenced Chirp Sonar tow in position 54-24.0N
167-53.1W.

0646U

Completed Chirp Sonar tow in position 54-45.6N
167-00.7W.
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1140U
1229U

Commenced Jumbo Piston Core in position 54-31.8N
167-32.9W.
Completed Jumbo Piston Core in position 54-31.8N
167-32.7W.

1250U

Commenced multi-core in position 54-31.8N 167-32.8W.

1326U

Completed multi-core in position 54-31.8N 167-32.7W.

1731U

Commenced CTD in position 54-55.4N 166-46.0W.

1822U

Completed CTD in position 54-55.0N 166-45.2W.

1832U

Commenced Chirp Sonar tow in position 54-55.0N
166-45.1W.

2036U

Completed Chirp Sonar tow in position 54-56.6N
166-50.7W.

2046U

Commenced multi-core in position 54-56.6N 166-50.6W.

2057U

Completed multi-core in position 54-56.6N 166-50.7W.

2114U

Commenced multi-core in position 54-56.6N 166-50.6W.

2133U

Completed multi-core in position 54-56.7N 166-50.3W.

07Jul02

0814U

Moored Delta Western Fuel Pier, Dutch Harbor, AK.

12Jul02

1319U

Underway en route Nome, AK, for SBI Phase II.

15Jul02

0723U

Anchored south of Nome, AK, in position 64-28.4N
165-25.1W.

17Jul02

0826U

Underway en route Bering Strait; commence SBI Phase II
science mission.

1908U

Commenced CTD in position 65-39.8N 168-12.6W.

1932U

Completed CTD in position 65-40.6N 168-11.7W.

2144U

Commenced CTD in position 65-42.5N 168-51.7W.

2215U

Completed CTD in position 65-43.0N 168-50.3W.

2317U

Commenced CTD in position 65-41.8N 168-43.7W.
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17Jul02

2347U

Completed CTD in position 65-42.4N 168-42.6W.

18Jul02

0105U

Commenced CTD in position 65-40.8N 168-34.3W.

0142U

Completed CTD in position 65-41.3N 168-33.5W.

0258U

Commenced CTD in position 65-40.3N 168-25.0W.

0324U

Completed CTD in position 65-41.2N 168-23.6W.

0954U

Crossed Arctic Circle in position 66-33.6N 168-38.9W.

1427U

Commenced MocNess tow in position 67-28.8N
168-54.4W.

1455U

Completed MocNess tow in position 67-30.2N
168-54.7W.

1544U

Commenced science ops at station HV-1 in position
67-30.6N 168-53.9W.

2120U

Completed science ops at station HV-1 in position
67-32.1N 168-50.3W.

0611U

Commenced science ops at station ACW-1 in position
68-30.6N 167-23.5W.

1322U

Completed science ops at station ACW-1 in position
68-34.0N 167-21.8W.

19Jul02

20Jul02

20Jul02

Celebrated “Hump Day.”
0014U

Commenced science ops at station ACW-2 in position
69-57.3N 164-23.7W.

0038U

Completed science ops at station ACW-2 in position
69-56.7N 164-28.0W.

0814U

Commenced science ops at productivity station in position
70-27.8N 163-05.7W.

1016U

Completed science ops at productivity station in position
70-29.2N 163-05.2W.

2102U

Commenced science ops at station BC-1 in position
71-01.1N 159-40.5W.
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21Jul02

0212U

Completed science ops at station BC-1 in position
71-04.5N 159-24.4W.

0815U

Commenced science ops at productivity station in position
71-19.4N 158-01.3W.

1009U

Completed science ops at productivity station in position
71-20.5N 157-57.2W.

1202U

Commenced science ops at station BC-2 in position
71-22.7N 157-44.9W.

2326U

Completed science ops at station BC-2 in position
71-25.4N 157-22.5W.

22Jul02

0628U

Commenced science ops at station BC-3 in position
71-36.9N 156-06.3W.

23Jul02

0214U

Completed science ops at station BC-3 in position
71-38.8N 155-54.2W.

0746U

Commenced science ops at station BC-4 in position
71-49.8N 155-01.3W.

0528U

Completed science ops at station BC-4 in position
71-55.2N 154-54.7W.

0745U

Commenced science ops at station BC-5 in position
71-59.6N 154-42.4W.

1722U

Completed science ops at station BC-5 in position
72-02.1N 154-37.4W.

25Jul02

0056U

Commenced science ops at station BC-6 in position
72-12.4N 154-05.3W.

27Jul02

0131U

Completed science ops at station BC-6 in position
72-10.1N 154-03.4W.

0552U

Commenced science ops at station BC-7 in position
72-30.6N 153-17.3W.

1000U

Deployed in situ productivity buoy with 121.775 mHz transmitter
in position 72-28.7N 153-23.4W.

1827U

Recovered in situ productivity buoy in position 72-29.8N
153-28.3W.

24Jul02
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28Jul02

0939U

Completed science ops at station BC-7 in position
72-32.2N 153-35.6W.

1608U

Commenced science ops at station EB-7 in position
72-19.3N 151-59.1W.

29Jul02

1043U

Launched in situ productivity buoy with 121.775 mHz transmitter
in position 72-15.7N 151-46.4W (unable to relocate and
recover due to transmitter failure).

30Jul02

0044U

Completed science ops at station EB-7 in position
72-16.4N 151-51.6W.

0450U

Conducted XCTD in position 72-12.0N 152-00.0W.

0623U

Conducted XCTD in position 72-06.3N 152-02.5W.

0748U

Conducted XCTD in position 72-00.8N 152-05.0W.

0752U

Conducted XCTD in position 72-00.9N 152-05.2W.

1058U

Commenced science ops at station EB-6 in position
71-54.5N 151-58.1W.

1358U

Completed science ops at station EB-6 in position
71-59.5N 152-16.2W.

1637U

Conducted XCTD in position 71-49.8N 152-11.9W.

1751U

Conducted XCTD in position 71-45,2N 152-16.9W.

1944U

Commenced science ops at station EB-5 in position
71-41.8N 152-18.6W.

01Aug02

2323U

Completed science ops at station EB-5 in position
71-40.0N 152-20.9W.

02Aug02

0045U

Commenced science ops at station EB-4 in position
71-38.8N 152-24.5W.

2300U

Completed science ops at station EB-4 in position
71-38.5N 152-21.9W.

2350U

Conducted XCTD in position 71-34.5N 152-25.6W

0035U

Commenced science ops at station EB-3 in position
71-33.7N 152-24.2W.

31Jul02

03Aug02
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04Aug02

06Aug02

07Aug02

1610U

Completed science ops at station EB-3 in position
71-30.1N 152-12.8W.

1901U

Conducted XCTD in position 71-29.6N 152-28.7W.

1953U

Commenced science ops at station EB-2 in position
71-27.4N 152-33.4W.

0435U

Completed science ops at station EB-2 in position
71-26.1N 152-23.7W.

0612U

Conducted XCTD in position 71-22.3N 152-35.2W.

0736U

Commenced science ops at station EB-1 in position
71-17.9N 152-38.7W.

1641U

Completed science ops at station EB-1 in position
71-20.8N 152-49.9W.

0112U

Commenced science ops at station EHS-1 in position
72-14.6N 159-18.9W.

0355U

Completed science ops at station EHS-1 in position
72-13.6N 159-19.7W.

0538U

Conducted XCTD at station EHS-2 in position
72-22.8N 158-56.6W.

0635U

Conducted XCTD at station EHS-3 in position
72-28.8N 158-48.4W.

0823U

Commenced science ops at station EHS-4 in position
72-38.7N 158-36.1W.

0031U

Completed science ops at station EHS-4 in position
72-35.3N 158-35.8W.

0124U

Conducted XCTD in position 72-38.7N 158-33.8W.

0157U

Conducted XCTD in position 72-41.1N 158-29.5W.

0322U

Commenced MocNess tow in position 72-41.5N
158-26.9W.

0358U

Completed MocNess tow in position 72-40.7N
158-30.1W.
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0549U

Commenced science ops at station EHS-5 in position
72-44.1N 158-25.7W.

2036U

Completed science ops at station EHS-5 in position
72-41.8N 158-35.8W.

2144U

Commenced MocNess tow in position 72-44.8N
158-28.2W.

2204U

Completed MocNess tow in position 72-45.1N
158-26.2W.

2231U

Conducted XCTD in position 72-46.8N 158-22.1W.

2304U

Conducted XCTD in position 72-49.4N 158-18.9W.

07Aug02

0041U

Commenced science ops at station EHS-6 in position
72-50.2N 158-15.2W.

08Aug02

2314U

Completed science ops at station EHS-6 in position
72-49.7N 158-17.1W.

09Aug02

0006U

Commenced MocNess tow in position 72-51.0N
158-16.2W.

0236U

Completed MocNess tow in position 72-54.2N
158-18.4W.

0351U

Commenced science ops at station EHS-7 in position
72-52.8N 158-12.3W.

0237U

Completed science ops at station EHS-7 in position
72-53.3N 158-22.8W.

0406U

Conducted XCTD in position 72-57.3N 158-05.1W.

0436U

Conducted XCTD in position 72-59.9N 158-01.8W.

0507U

Conducted XCTD in position 73-02.3N 157-56.9W.

0552U

Commenced science ops at station EHS-8 in position
73-04.6N 157-53.9W.

1035U

Completed science ops at station EHS-8 in position
73-02.9N 157-50.4W.

1221U

Conducted XCTD in position 73-12.0N 157-41.9W.

10Aug02

11Aug02
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1325U

Conducted XCTD in position 73-17.8N 157-33.2W.

1524U

Commenced science ops at station EHS-9 in position
73-25.0N 157-21.9W.

1611U

Completed science ops at station EHS-9 in position
73-21.5N 157-34.8W.

2047U

Commenced science ops at station WHS-7 in position
73-42.4N 159-05.0W.

1655U

Completed science ops at station WHS-7 in position
73-40.3N 159-12.7W.

1946U

Commenced science ops at station WHS-6 in position
73-29.9N 159-33.3W.

1752U

Completed science ops at station WHS-6 in position
73-29.8N 159-26.7W.

2135U

Conducted XCTD in position 73-25.7N 159-43.4W.

2230U

Conducted XCTD in position 73-22.4N 159-49.8W.

14Aug02

2300U

Conducted XCTD in position 73-21.1N 159-53.2W.

15Aug02

0928U

Commenced science ops at station WHS-5 in position
73-17.7N 160-14.9W.

16Aug02

0155U

Completed science ops at station WHS-5 in position
73-18.0N 160-06.1W.

0359U

Commenced science ops at station WHS-4 in position
73-13.0N 160-09.4W.

2157U

Completed science ops at station WHS-4 in position
73-15.7N 160-06.0W.

0022U

Conducted XCTD in position 7-10.7N 160-19.5W.

0315U

Commenced science ops at station WHS-3 in position
73-04.2N 160-0.0W.

1241U

Completed science ops at station WHS-3 in position
73-02.2N 160-26.8W.

1355U

Commenced science ops at station WHS-2 in position
72-59.3N 160-38.5W.

12Aug02

13Aug02

14Aug02

17Aug02
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18Aug02

19Aug02

20Aug02

21Aug02

0331U

Completed science ops at station WHS-2 in position
72-56.5N 160-29.5W.

0750U

Commenced science ops at station WHS-1 in position
72-48.1N 161-05.3W.

1831U

Completed science ops at station WHS-1 in position
72-43.5N 161-19.7W.

2038U

Commenced CTD at station HC-1 in position 72-54.8N
161-56.9W.

2112U

Completed CTD at station HC-1 in position 72-54.5N
161-56.6W.

2344U

Commenced science ops at station HC-2 in position
73-05.7N 162-52.7W.

0445U

Completed science ops at station HC-2 in position
73-08.8N 163-02.8W.

0757U

Commenced science ops at station HC-3 in position
73-19.2N 164-28.2W.

1215U

Completed science ops at station HC-3 in position
73-16.7N 164-36.3W.

1455U

Commenced science ops at station HV-4 in position
73-37.8N 165-24.1W.

2204U

Completed science ops at station HV-4 in position
73-37.2N 165-28.2W.

0050U

Commenced science ops at station HV-3 in position
73-20.4N 165-30.0W.

0848U

Deployed in situ optics buoy in position 73-19.4N
165-10.3W.

0935U

Completed science ops at station HV-3 in position
73-18.7N 165-10.0W.

1518U

Recoverd in situ optics buoy in position 73-17.5N
165-10.5W.

0413U

Commenced science ops at station HV-2 in position
70-40.9N 166-29.8W.
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0916U

Deployed in situ optics buoy in position 70-41.1N
166-29.7W.

1130U

Completed science ops at station HV-2 in position
70-39.7N 166-33.7W.

1534U

Recovered in situ optics buoy in position 70-39.8N
166-31.7W.

1215U

Commenced ADCP run approximately 2 NM south
of Pt. Hope, AK, in position 68-18.3N 166-50.4W.

1700U

Completed ADCP run in position 68-18.N 168-56.8W.

0945U

Commenced ADCP run approximately 2 NM east of
Little Diomede Island, AK, in position 65-44.0N
168-46.6W.

1110U

Completed ADCP run approximately 2 NM west of
Cape Prince of Wales, AK, in position 65-38.9N
168-14.6W.

2145U

Anchored south of Nome, AK, in position 64-28.3N
165-25.4W.

28Aug02

1043U

Weighed anchor; underway en route Bering Strait to
commence Kegwein science mission Phase II.

29Aug02

0258U

Crossed Arctic Circle northbound in position 66-36.6N
167-54.4W.

0826U

Commenced Chirp Sonar tow in position 67-23.3N
165-58.3W.

1110U

Completed Chirp Sonar tow in position 67-33.3N
165-48.6W.

1315U

Commenced coring operations in position 67-31.8N
165-50.1W.

1621U

Completed coring operations in position 67-31.9N
165-51.7W.

2132U

Commenced Chirp Sonar tow in position 67-29.6N
167-56.3W.

0715U

Completed Chirp Sonar tow in position 68-04.1N

22Aug02

23Aug02

30Aug02
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167-40.9W.

30Aug02

2342U

Commenced Chirp Sonar tow in position 70-22.1N
167-42.7W.

31Aug02

0626U

Completed Chirp Sonar tow in position 70-45.7N
167-16.6W.

1145U

Commenced Vibracore in position 70-40.5N 167-22.2W.

1206U

Completed Vibracore.

1427U

Commenced Vibracore in position 70-41.9N 167-21.2W.

1456U

Completed Vibracore.

1937U

Commenced Vibracore in position 70-41.4N 167-21.3.

2015U

Completed Vibracore.

2150U

Commenced Chirp Sonar tow in position 70-45.6N
167-16.9W.

0710U

Completed Chirp Sonar tow in position 71-18.0N
166-39.9W.

1017U

Commenced coring operations in position 71-09.5N
166-50.3W.

1422U

Completed coring operations in position 71-09.4N
166-49.7W.

1915U

Commenced Chirp Sonar tow in position 71-34.4N
166-51.0W.

1021U

Completed Chirp Sonar tow in position 70-44.2N
167-48.8W.

1243U

Commenced Jumbo Piston core in position 70-45.9N
167-47.0W.

1320U

Completed Jumbo Piston core in position 70-45.9N
167-46.9W.

1517U

Commenced Jumbo Piston core in position 70-49.1N

01Sep02

02Sep02
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167-43.3W.
02Sep02

03Sep02

04Sep02

1550U

Completed Jumbo Piston core in position 70-49.1N
167-43.3W.

1927U

Commenced Jumbo Piston core in position 70-48.7N
167-43.6W.

1956U

Completed Jumbo Piston core in position 70-49.1N
167-42.0W.

2157U

Commenced Chirp Sonar tow in position 70-44.7N
167-48.0

0621U

Completed Chirp Sonar tow in position 70-46.0N
168-18.7W.

0947U

Commenced Jumbo Piston core in position 70-32.3N
167-31.4W.

1017U

Completed Jumbo Piston core in position 70-32.2N
167-30.2W.

1408U

Commenced Jumbo Piston core in position 70-35.0N
167-28.5W.

1409U

Lost Jumbo Piston core due to parted winch wire in
position 70-35.008N 167-28.212W.

1909U

Commenced Chirp Sonar tow in position 70-45.3N
168-19.3W.

1957U

Completed Chirp Sonar tow in position 70-49.6N
168-14.0W.

2042U

Commenced Chirp Sonar tow in position 70-49.0N
168-14.8W.

0711U

Completed Chirp Sonar tow in position 71-38.6N
167-17.4W.

1034U

Commenced Vibracore in position 71-34.4N 167-22.1W.

1042U

Lost Vibracore due to parted winch wire in position
71-34.380N 167-22.200W.
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04Sep02

1950U

Conducted dragging operations for Vibracore with
grapnel hook from starboard foc’sle. Briefly hooked the
Vibracore in position 71-34.374N 167-22.130W. The
Grapnel broke under tension; unable to retrieve.

06Sep02

0943U

Commenced Chirp Sonar tow in position 72-07.4N
153-10.7W.

2129U

Completed Chirp Sonar tow in position 71-57.5N
153-13.2W.

1039U

Completed helo ops with North Slope Borough SAR
Bell Helo 214LT to transport 5000 lb Jumbo Piston
Core corehead from Barrow to HEALY.

2110U

Commenced Chirp Sonar tow in position 72-05.8N
154-24.3W.

0730U

Completed Chirp Sonar tow in position 71-59.6N
153-28.5W.

0858U

Commenced multi-core in position 71-59.9N
153-26.3W.

1001U

Completed multi-core in position 71-59.9N
153-26.2W.

1051U

Commenced Jumbo Piston core in position 72-00.0N
153-26.3W.

1213U

Completed Jumbo Piston core in position 72-00.6N
153-22.5W.

1657U

Commenced Jumbo Piston core in position 72-00.5N
153-25.2W.

1836U

Completed Jumbo Piston core in position 72-00.9N
153-23.4W.

2248U

Commenced Chirp Sonar tow in position 71-47.5N
155-28.6W.

09Sep02

0701U

Completed Chirp Sonar tow in position 72-22.5N
155-54.0W.

09Sep02

0827U

Commenced multi-core in position 72-20.3N
155-44.5W.

07Sep02

08Sep02
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0915U

Completed multi-core in position 72-20.4N
155-44.6W.

1003U

Commenced Jumbo Piston core in position 72-20.4N
155-44.6W.

1124U

Completed Jumbo Piston core in position 72-20.4N
155-44.6W.

1444U

Commenced gravity core in position 72-09.3N
155-30.3W.

1519U

Completed gravity core in position 72-09.3N
155-30.4W.

1717U

Commenced Jumbo Piston core in position 72-19.8N
155-40.8W.

1854U

Completed Jumbo Piston core in position 72-19.8N
155-40.8W.

0037U

Commenced Chirp Sonar tow in position 73-00.6N
158-21.7W.

0610U

Completed Chirp Sonar tow in position 73-16.7N
159-10.1W.

0913U

Commenced multi-core in position 73-09.4N
158-48.2W.

1028U

Completed multi-core in position 73-09.4N
158-48.2W.

1223U

Commenced Jumbo Piston core in position 73-09.5N
158-48.0W.

1405U

Completed Jumbo Piston core in position 73-09.5N
158-47.9W.

1640U

Commenced Jumbo Piston core in position 73-09.4N
158-48.2W.

10Sep02

1819U

Completed Jumbo Piston core in position 73-10.1N
158-50.4W.

11Sep02

0733U

Commenced Chirp Sonar tow in position 73-29.7N
167-01.0W.

10Sep02
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12Sep02

13Sep02

13Sep02

0617U

Completed Chirp Sonar tow in position 73-16.9N
167-16.5W.

0913U

Commenced Jumbo Piston core in position 73-13.8N
167-53.0W.

0947U

Completed Jumbo Piston core in position 73-13.8N
167-53.0W.

1115U

Commenced Jumbo Piston core in position 73-13.0N
168-03.0W.

1146U

Completed Jumbo Piston core in position 73-13.0N
168-03.0W.

1350U

Commenced Jumbo Piston core in position 73-10.6N
168-34.0W.

1423U

Completed Jumbo Piston core in position 73-10.6N
168-34.0W.

1603U

Commenced Jumbo Piston core in position 73-16.8N
168-56.4W.

1632U

Completed Jumbo Piston core in position 73-16.8N
168-56.4W.

2144U

Commenced Chirp Sonar tow in position 72-59.1N
168-55.9W.

0612U

Completed Chirp Sonar tow in position 73-09.0N
166-59.4W.

0953U

Commenced Jumbo Piston core in position 73-26.9N
167-41.3W.

1028U

Completed Jumbo Piston core in position 73-26.9N
167-41.4W.

1303U

Commenced Jumbo Piston core in position 73-21.6N
168-50.7W.

1330U

Completed Jumbo Piston core in position 73-21.6N
168-50.6W.

1605U

Commenced Jumbo Piston core in position 73-09.9N
168-43.3W.
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14Sep02

14Sep02

1638U

Completed Jumbo Piston core in position 73-09.9N
168-43.3W.

1829U

Commenced Jumbo Piston core in position 73-11.8N
168-19.4W.

1916U

Completed Jumbo Piston core in position 73-11.8N
168-19.4W.

2318U

Commenced Chirp Sonar tow in position 72-27.7N
168-54.6W.

0620U

Completed Chirp Sonar tow in position 72-44.3N
167-31.4W.

0849U

Commenced Jumbo Piston core in position 72-43.4N
167-35.4W.

0918U

Completed Jumbo Piston core in position 72-43.4N
167-35.4W.

1030U

Commenced Jumbo Piston core in position 72-38.5N
168-00.7W.

1055U

Completed Jumbo Piston core in position 72-38.5N
168-00.7W.

1303U

Commenced gravity core in position 72-37.4N
168-07.2W.

1315U

Completed gravity core in position 72-37.4N
168-07.2W.

1416U

Commenced Jumbo Piston core in position 72-37.4N
168-07.2W.

1441U

Completed Jumbo Piston core in position 72-37.4N
168-07.2W.

1752U

Commenced Vibracore in position 72-29.9N 168-44.4W.

1812U

Completed Vibracore in position 72-29.9N 168-44.4W.

1928U

Commenced Vibracore in position 72-30.0N 168-43.4W.

1945U

Completed Vibracore in position 72-30.0N 168-43.4W.
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2245U

Commenced Chirp Sonar tow in position 72-03.8N
168-54.8W.

0405U

Completed Chirp Sonar tow in position 71-58.0N
167-36.5W.

0173U

Commenced Vibracore in position 72-08.8N 166-47.1W.

0728U

Completed Vibracore in position 72-08.8N 166-47.1W.

0836U

Commenced Vibracore in position 72-08.8N 166-47.3W.

0848U

Completed Vibracore in position 72-08.8N 166-47.3W.

0948U

Commenced Vibracore in position 72-10.6N 166-38.8W.

1002U

Completed Vibracore in position 72-10.6N 166-38.8W.

1059U

Commenced Vibracore in position 72-10.6N 166-38.8W.

1112U

Completed Vibracore in position 72-10.6N 166-38.8W.

0800U

Commenced helo ops west of Barrow, AK, to offload
Keigwin science party and onload tech reps, NESU
Personnel and ATG shipriders.

1525U

Completed helo ops and Keigwin Phase II Science
Mission. En route Honolulu, HI, conducting drills
and training with LTT shipriders.

18Sep02

1517U

Crossed Arctic Circle southbound in position 66-36.6N
168-23.8W.

18Sep02

1830U

Transiting Bering Strait east of Little Diomedes Island in
position 65-45.7N 168-39.7W.

20Sep02

2359U

Retarded ship’s clocks one hour to conform with +9V
ZD.

21Sep02

0300V

Transited Samalga Pass and stood into the North Pacific
Ocean in position 52-41N 169-29W.

22Sep02

2359V

Retarded ship’s clocks one hour to conform with +10W
ZD.

27Sep02

0130W

Stood into Tropic of Cancer in position 23-26.3N
159-49.6W.

16Sep02

17Sep02

29

28Sep02

0854W

Moored starboard side to Pier K8 at NAVSTA Pearl
Harbor, HI, for 6 day portcall.

04Oct02

1210W

Underway from Pearl Harbor, HI, en route homeport
Seattle, WA.

05Oct02

0306W

Departed Tropic of Cancer in position 23-26.3N
155-49.2W.

06Oct02

0001W

Advanced ship’s clocks one hour to conform with +9
Victor ZD.

07Oct02

1500V

Advanced ship’s clocks one hour to conform with +8
Uniform ZD.

1602U

Diverted for MEDEVAC on M/V Panormos Faith
approximately 900 NM north of Oahu, HI.

0630U

On scene with M/V Panormos Faith conducting helo
MEDEVAC of patient with possible acute appendicitis.

0945U

Transferred patient from M/V Panormos Faith to HEALY
via CG6569.

1017U

Departed scene en route Seattle, WA.

09Oct02

1500U

Advanced ship’s clocks one hour to conform with +7
Tango ZD.

12Oct02

0725T

CG6515 airborne en route AIRSTA Port Angeles, WA.

0732T

CG6515 on deck AIRSTA Port Angeles, WA.

0808T

CG6569 airborne en route AIRSTA Port Angeles, WA.

0820T

CG6569 on deck AIRSTA Port Angeles, WA.

1349T

Moored portside to Pier 37, Berth D, at ISC Seattle, WA.

08Oct02
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Appendix B
1200 POSITIONS
DATE/TIME

1200 POSITION

DAILY NM

CUMULATIVE

271100T APR 2002

DPT SEATTLE, WA

0.0

0.0

271200T APR 2002

47-43.0N 122-26.4W

94.7

94.7

281200T APR 2002

49-02.5N 128-18.7W

359.7

454.4

291200T APR 2002

50-31.4N 137-08.8W

365.2

819.6

301200T APR 2002

52-23.3N 145-32.6W

236.5

1056.1

011200T MAY 2002

53-20.8N 151-58.4W

327.1

1383.2

021200T MAY 2002

54-05.7N 162-04.2W

355.6

1738.8

031200T MAY 2002

58-19.6N 166-59.4W

301.6

2040.4

041200T MAY 2002

62-27.2N 166-47.9W

263.4

2303.8

051200U MAY 2002

64-26.0N 165-23.6W

8.9

2312.7

061200U MAY 2002

64-26.2N 165-24.0W

0.0

2312.7

071200U MAY 2002

64-26.2N 165-24.0W

26.3

2339.0

081200U MAY 2002

64-59.3N 169-06.1W

106.7

2445.7

091200U MAY 2002

66-21.9N 168-53.5W

156.6

2602.3

101200U MAY 2002

67-30.4N 168-53.9W

32.9

2635.2

111200U MAY 2002

68-59.2N 169-04.7W

145.7

2780.9

121200U MAY 2002

70-38.1N 167-25.7W

50.3

2831.2

131200U MAY 2002

71-47.9N 166-39.3W

82.7

2913.9

141200U MAY 2002

71-53.9N 166-10.0W

24.9

2938.8

151200U MAY 2002

71-37.0N 165-59.6W

67.4

3006.2

161200U MAY 2002

72-15.9N 162-06.5W

114.7

3120.9

171200U MAY 2002

72-55.2N 160-30.2W

35.4

3156.3

181200U MAY 2002

73-02.8N 160-29.2W

26.2

3182.5

191200U MAY 2002

73-17.4N 160-09.2W

26.1

3208.6

201200U MAY 2002

73-27.2N 159-50.3W

16.6

3225.2

211200U MAY 2002

73-36.3N 159-35.5W

36.6

3261.8

221200U MAY 2002

73-47.0N 159-04.9W

37.5

3299.3

231200U MAY 2002

73-27.2N 157-35.8W

9.2

3308.5

241200U MAY 2002

73-20.2N 158-12.1W

30.8

3339.3

251200U MAY 2002

73-05.6N 158-13.3W

15.6

3354.9

261200U MAY 2002

73-00.9N 158-15.4W

34.2

3389.1

271200U MAY 2002

72-51.0N 158-30.6W

9.4

3398.5

281200U MAY 2002

72-44.3N 158-37.8W

24.3

3422.8

291200U MAY 2002

72-36.4N 158-50.2W

37.1

3459.9

301200U MAY 2002

72-14.4N 159-50.4W

34.3

3494.2

311200U MAY 2002

71-53.6N 160-12.6W

68.6

3562.8

011200U JUN 2002

71-24.7N 158-02.8W

100.8

3663.6

021200U JUN 2002

71-49.3N 155-43.9W

45.3

3708.9

031200U JUN 2002

71-30.0N 154-26.2W

43.9

3752.8

041200U JUN 2002

71-46.8N 154-24.1W

41.9

3794.7

051200U JUN 2002

71-57.0N 154-54.9W

21.5

3816.2

061200U JUN 2002

71-07.9N 154-28.9W

8.4

3824.6

071200U JUN 2002

72-10.8N 154-16.1W

13.0

3837.6

081200U JUN 2002

72-10.8N 154-16.1W

20.4

3858.0

091200U JUN 2002

72-26.4N 154-48.3W

34.0

3892.0

101200U JUN 2002

71-51.5N 155-39.5W

45.0

3937.0

111200U JUN 2002

71-34.0N 156-05.3W

29.7

3966.7

121200U JUN 2002

71-24.7N 157-11.6W

70.6

4037.3

131200U JUN 2002

69-54.9N 164-40.6W

238.5

4275.8

141200U JUN 2002

65-57.7N 168-28.3W

304.4

4580.2

142137U JUN 2002

ANCHORED NOME, AK

0.0

4580.2

151200U JUN 2002

ANCHORED NOME, AK

0.0

4580.2

161200U JUN 2002

ANCHORED NOME, AK

0.0

4580.2

162255U JUN 2002

U/W KEIGWIN PHASE I

15.8

4596.0

171200U JUN 2002

62-19.2N 171-00.5W

367.4

4963.4

181200U JUN 2002

60-07.3N 179-27.2W

134.2

5097.6

191200U JUN 2002

59-09.3N 179-45.7W

132.9

5230.5

201200U JUN 2002

58-44.2N 177-51.3W

73.0

5303.7

211200U JUN 2002

56-57.3N 179-02.4W

197.5

5501.2

221200U JUN 2002

54-25.5N 178-42.0E

225.7

5726.9

231200U JUN 2002

53-56.1N 178-41.9E

165.4

5892.3

241200U JUN 2002

54-36.6N 178-43.3E

111.2

6003.5

251200U JUN 2002

53-52.3N 179-37.7E

110.5

6114.0

261200U JUN 2002

53-05.8N 178-28.6E

133.7

6247.7

271200U JUN 2002

53-28.5N 178-24.0E

75.9

6323.6

281200U JUN 2002

53-28.0N 178-22.0E

181.7

6505.3

291200U JUN 2002

54-49.3N 178-24.8W

159.6

6664.9

301200U JUN 2002

54-50.3N 174-09.0W

192.6

6857.5

011200U JUL 2002

54-47.0N 170-22.1W

55.8

6913.3

021200U JUL 2002

54-47.3N 170-23.8W

116.3

7029.6

031200U JUL 2002

54-33.2N 168-40.1W

73.3

7102.9

041200U JUL 2002

54-24.0N 167-55.0W

88.0

7190.9

051200U JUL 2002

54-31.8N 167-32.9W

100.8

7291.7

061200U JUL 2002

54-10.0N 166-43.8W

126.6

7418.3

070814U JUL 2002

MOORED DUTCH HBR, AK

45.0

7463.3

081200U JUL 2002

MOORED DUTCH HBR, AK

0.0

7463.3

091200U JUL 2002

MOORED DUTCH HBR, AK

0.0

7463.3

101200U JUL 2002

MOORED DUTCH HBR, AK

0.0

7463.3

B-2

111200U JUL 2002

MOORED DUTCH HBR, AK

0.0

7463.3

121319U JUL 2002

U/W ENR NOME, AK

125.9

7589.2

131200U JUL 2002

58-20.5N 167-28.4W

235.1

7824.3

141200U JUL 2002

61-51.0N 167-09.7W

244.0

8068.3

150723U JUL 2002

ANCHORED NOME, AK

29.1

8097.4

161200U JUL 2002

ANCHORED NOME, AK

0.0

8097.4

170800U JUL 2002

U/W SBI PHASE II

141.9

8239.3

181200U JUL 2002

67-00.9N 168-46.4W

146.2

8385.5

191200U JUL 2002

68-33.2N 167-21.7W

150.3

8535.8

201200U JUL 2002

70-38.2N 162-09.5W

129.7

8665.5

211200U JUL 2002

71-22.7N 157-45.1W

49.2

8714.7

221200U JUL 2002

71-36.9N 155-59.7W

34.4

8749.1

231200U JUL 2002

71-55.5N 154-54.9W

36.2

8785.3

241200U JUL 2002

72-00.6N 154-41.4W

53.7

8839.0

251200U JUL 2002

72-06.8N 154-19.4W

39.5

8878.5

261200U JUL 2002

72-14.0N 153-54.6W

30.5

8909.0

271200U JUL 2002

72-28.7N 153-27.1W

38.1

8947.1

281200U JUL 2002

72-25.9N 153-06.5W

38.0

8985.1

291200U JUL 2002

72-16.6N 151-49.5W

12.4

8997.5

301200U JUL 2002

71-54.8N 151-58.3W

38.1

9035.6

311200U JUL 2002

71-59.1N 152-14.2W

32.7

9068.3

011200U AUG 2002

71-40.6N 152-04.3W

27.6

9095.9

021200U AUG 2002

71-38.4N 152-21.0W

22.2

9118.1

031200U AUG 2002

71-33.5N 152-20.6W

32.0

9140.1

041200U AUG 2002

71-16.0N 152-28.6W

61.8

9201.9

051200U AUG 2002

71-55.4N 156-57.2W

105.3

9307.2

061200U AUG 2002

72-37.5N 158-40.6W

52.2

9359.4

071200U AUG 2002

72-42.0N 158-39.1W

47.6

9407.0

081200U AUG 2002

72-49.3N 158-21.2W

25.0

9432.0

091200U AUG 2002

72-52.5N 158-20.3W

18.2

9450.2

101200U AUG 2002

72-03.0N 158-10.0W

27.1

9477.3

111200U AUG 2002

73-10.4N 157-44.1W

48.3

9525.6

121200U AUG 2002

73-22.9N 157-26.5W

53.9

9579.5

131200U AUG 2002

73-40.5N 159-12.9W

16.7

9596.2

141200U AUG 2002

73-32.6N 159-31.2W

34.4

9630.6

151200U AUG 2002

73-16.6N 160-25.6W

50.4

9681.0

161200U AUG 2002

73-13.0N 160-11.8W

37.7

9718.7

171200U AUG 2002

73-03.1N 160-22.1W

36.2

9754.9

181200U AUG 2002

72-46.2N 161-08.3W

73.1

9828.0

191200U AUG 2002

73-16.5N 164-33.5W

89.3

9917.3

201200U AUG 2002

73-18.1N 165-09.9W

142.4

10059.7

211200U AUG 2002

70-39.9N 166-33.6W

177.0

10236.7

221200U AUG 2002

68-16.2N 166-55.3W

220.3

10457.0

B-3

231200U AUG 2002

65-30.7N 168-13.2W

239.0

10696.0

232145U AUG 2002

ANCHORED NOME, AK

0.0

10696.0

241200U AUG 2002

ANCHORED NOME, AK

0.0

10696.0

251200U AUG 2002

ANCHORED NOME, AK

0.0

10696.0

261200U AUG 2002

ANCHORED NOME, AK

0.0

10696.0

271200U AUG 2002

ANCHORED NOME, AK

0.0

10696.0

281043U AUG 2002

U/W KEIGWIN PHASE II

0.0

10696.0

281200U AUG 2002

64-25.6N 166-02.9W

155.3

10851.3

291200U AUG 2002

67-32.1N 165-50.0W

187.9

11039.2

301200U AUG 2002

68-54.2N 167-33.2W

221.2

11260.4

311200U AUG 2002

70-40.4N 167-21.8W

50.1

11310.5

011200U SEP 2002

71-09.5N 166-50.1W

85.4

11395.9

021200U SEP 2002

70-45.9N 167-46.9W

61.3

11457.2

031200U SEP 2002

70-38.7N 167-24.1W

119.2

11576.4

041200U SEP 2002

71-35.3N 167-20.4W

53.9

11630.3

051200U SEP 2002

71-30.6N 161-04.2W

212.5

11842.8

061200U SEP 2002

72-01.5N 152-51.2W

169.3

12012.1

071200U SEP 2002

71-27.7N 156-50.4W

163.0

12175.1

081200U SEP 2002

72-00.4N 153-23.6W

81.0

12256.1

091200U SEP 2002

72-19.7N 155-41.0W

116.8

12372.9

101200U SEP 2002

73-09.5N 158-48.1W

100.9

12473.8

111200U SEP 2002

73-25.1N 168-05.7W

152.1

12625.9

121200U SEP 2002

73-13.2N 168-05.4W

135.4

12761.3

131200U SEP 2002

73-22.5N 168-38.9W

140.5

12901.8

141200U SEP 2002

72-37.3N 168-06.7W

91.4

12993.2

151200U SEP 2002

72-37.5N 166-26.6W

103.3

13096.5

161200U SEP 2002

72-08.7N 166-17.8W

168.6

13265.1

171200U SEP 2002

71-17.1N 157-30.0W

233.8

13498.9

181200U SEP 2002

67-16.1N 168-01.4W

379.8

13878.7

191200U SEP 2002

61-02.3N 168-09.4W

394.3

14273.0

201200U SEP 2002

54-46.9N 166-45.5W

360.7

14633.7

211200V SEP 2002

50-23.2N 168-30.1W

356.5

14990.2

221200V SEP 2002

44-32.0N 166-02.9W

354.9

15499.6

231200W SEP 2002

39-29.1N 164-09.6W

300.3

15799.9

241200W SEP 2002

34-56.1N 162-34.4W

292.8

16092.7

251200W SEP 2002

30-07.7N 160-59.4W

296.1

16388.8

261200W SEP 2002

25-29.4N 159-49.0W

257.6

16646.4

271200W SEP 2002

22-21.2N 159-31.9W

176.1

16822.5

280854W SEP 2002

MOORED PEARL HBR, HI

60.7

16883.2

291200W SEP 2002

MOORED PEARL HBR, HI

0.0

16883.2

301200W SEP 2002

MOORED PEARL HBR, HI

0.0

16883.2

B-4

011200W OCT 2002

MOORED PEARL HBR, HI

0.0

16883.2

021200W OCT 2002

MOORED PEARL HBR, HI

0.0

16883.2

031200W OCT 2002

MOORED PEARL HBR, HI

0.0

16883.2

041210W OCT 2002

U/W ENR SEATTLE, WA

155.2

17038.4

051200W OCT 2002

24-55.7N 154-35.7W

306.3

17344.7

061200V OCT 2002

29-15.2N 150-47.9W

354.3

17699.0

071200V OCT 2002

33-36.3N 146-31.3W

332.4

18031.4

081200U OCT 2002

35-23.7N 149-37.0W

331.1

18362.5

091299U OCT 2002

39-26.8N 143-52.9W

367.1

18729.6

101200T OCT 2002

43-16.4N 137-17.5W

381.9

19111.5

111200T OCT 2002

46-39.5N 129-54.3W

377.8

19489.3

121200T OCT 2002

47-52.8N 122-29.3W

154.4

19643.7

121349T OCT 2002

MOORED SEATTLE, WA

21.4

19665.1

B-5

Appendix C
EMBARKED PERSONNEL
A. OFFICER PERSONNEL ABOARD
CAPT DAVID J. VISNESKI
CDR DOUGLAS RUSSELL
LCDR NEIL E. MEISTER
LCDR JOSEPH SEGALLA
LT GREGORY STANCLIK
LT ROBERT CLARKE
LTJG MICHAEL WOODRUM
LTJG SARAH CORTEVILLE
LTJG BRETT HUBRIG
ENS DANIEL EVERETTE
ENS JOSEPH CASTANEDA
ENS JOSEPH BENIN
ENS DAVID KOWALCYZK
ENS DARAIN KAWAMOTO
ENS KEVIN HASSELMAN
CWO4 JAMES ROBSON
CWO4 JAY AUSTIN
CWO3 TIMOTHY D. MALCOLM
CWO2 WILLIAM LEVITCH

27 APR – 12 OCT
27 APR – 12 OCT
27 APR – 17 JUL
27 APR – 12 OCT
8 JUL – 12 OCT
27 APR – 12 OCT
27 APR – 12 OCT
27 APR – 15 JUN
27 APR – 15 JUN
27 APR – 12 OCT
27 APR – 12 OCT
27 APR – 17 SEP
27 APR – 12 OCT
15 JUL – 12 OCT
15 JUL – 12 OCT
28 AUG - 12 OCT
27 APR – 12 OCT
27 APR – 12 JUL
27 APR – 12 OCT

B. OFFICER PERSONNEL TAD
CDR BARBARA SCHOEN (ISC SEA) 27 APR –
LT MICHAEL PLATT (POPDIV)
27 APR –
LT MARC APARACIO (POPDIV)
27 APR –
LTJG DAMON WILLIAMS (POPDIV) 27 APR –
LT BEN STRICKLAND (ATG PACNORWEST) 17
ENG4 JOHN COX (ATG PACNORWEST) 17 SEP

12 OCT
12 OCT
12 OCT
12 OCT
SEP – 29 SEP
– 29 SEP

C. ENLISTED PERSONNEL ABOARD
EMCM DAVID R. MUNIZ
27 APR – 12 OCT
ETCM JAMES L. O'BRIEN
27 APR – 12 OCT
QMCM GEORGE J. SCHWARZ
27 APR – 12 OCT
MSTCS GLEN T. HENDRICKSON
27 APR – 4 OCT
FSCS KARL KANISS
27 APR – 12 OCT
MKCS GEORGE A. WENZINGER
27 APR – 17 JUN, 15 JUL – 12 OCT
HSCS KIRK T. WATSON
27 APR – 12 OCT
SKCS TODD M. MEEKINS
27 APR – 16 JUL, 26 AUG – 12 OCT
BMC GLENN WOODBURY
27 APR – 12 OCT
DCC PETER A. SCHAFFNER
27 APR – 12 OCT
EMC THOMAS B. STONE
27 APR – 12 OCT
EMC BART BIXLER
27 APR – 15 JUN
ETC MICHAEL F. MCGUIRE
27 APR – 12 OCT
MKC BRYAN P. MINER
27 APR – 20 SEP
MSTC MICHAEL HAMERSKI
2 MAY – 21 JUN, 4 AUG – 4 OCT
TCC JOHN F. DILOUIE
27 APR – 12 OCT
YNC SELINDE A. BROCK
27 APR – 12 OCT
BM1 PATRICK W. MORKIS
27 APR – 12 OCT
BM1 JEFFREY M. RIVETT
27 APR – 3 JUL, 22 JUL – 12 OCT
BM1 ELSA SANDOVAL
15 JUN – 12 OCT
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EM1 DEVIN PRITCHARD
ET1 ROGER J. RETZLAFF
FS1 DAVID CASTEEL
FS1 ANTHONY WILLIAMS
MK1 JENNIFER A. LOWDEN
MK1 JEFFREY P. PIERCE
MK1 CHAD SERFASS
MST1 SEAN M. KUHN
SK1 SUZANNE PETERSON
TC1 BARBARA A. BENJAMIN
TT1 STEPHEN A. CHIPMAN
QM1 DAVID J. GROB
BM2 PATRICK M. LOGAN
DC2 BIANCA P. WITKOWSKI
DC2 PAUL THOMAS
EM2 BENJAMIN GARRETT
EM2 JOSHUA S. WALLER
ET2 TIMOTHY MARVIN
ET2 CHRIS MARTIN
ET2 RYAN MCNEIL
ET2 JOSHUA J. RASMUSSEN
FS2 JOSEPH STODDARD
MK2 NICOLE R. LAEGER
MK2 RICHARD TITUS
MK2 MICHAEL WEAVER
MK2 JOHN TEBO
MST2 BRIDGET A. CULLERS
MST2 JOSHUA ROBINSON
QM2 EDMUND J. FOSTER
QM2 BLAKE LEEDY
SK2 DANIEL L. BITZER
SK2 DAVID JOSEPH
BM3 FRANK FISHER
BM3 SCOTT LUSSIER
DC3 TODD GILLICK
FS3 JOHNNY M HANIKA
FS3 JONATHAN D. SCOTT
FS3 VANESSA AGOSTO
MK3 TIMOTHY B. GOGOLLA
MK3 MATTHEW J. LORCH
MK3 MARTIN BOWLEY
MST3 SUZANNE K. SCRIVEN
QM3 JOHN LOBHERR
FNMK MICHAEL J. LUND
FN CRYSTAL KEELER
FN CALEB TRAWICK
FN BRETT T. COBB
FN COURTNEY T. WILSON
FN BRANDON SCHRECK
SNFS ROBERT B. ROSE
SN BRETT A. KIME
SN AUSTIN F. HUNT
SN JAYSEN AUMICK
SAN ERIC BAKER
SN ISAAC K. NATHANIEL
SN HEIDI M. SCHUMANN
SA STANLEY YOUNG

15 JUN – 12 OCT
27 APR – 4 OCT
15 JUN – 12 OCT
15 JUL – 12 OCT
27 APR - 26 AUG
27 APR – 17 JUL
15 JUN – 12 OCT
27 APR – 4 OCT
27 APR – 8 JUL
27 APR – 11 JUN, 8 JUL – 12 OCT
27 APR – 12 OCT
27 APR – 12 OCT
27 APR – 4 OCT
27 APR – 8 JUL, 26 AUG – 12 OCT
27 APR – 12 OCT
15 JUN – 12 OCT
7 JUL - 4 AUG
27 APR – 17 JUN, 16 AUG – 12 OCT
27 APR – 12 OCT
28 AUG – 12 OCT
27 APR – 12 OCT
17 JUL – 12 OCT
27 APR – 12 OCT
27 APR – 12 OCT
27 APR – 12 OCT
17 JUL – 12 OCT
27 APR – 12 OCT
10 AUG – 12 OCT
27 APR – 12 OCT
27 APR – 15 JUN
27 APR – 12 JUL
28 AUG – 12 OCT
27 APR – 12 JUL
15 JUN – 12 OCT
15 JUN – 12 OCT
27 APR – 12 OCT
27 APR – 12 OCT
28 AUG – 12 OCT
27 APR – 12 OCT
27 APR – 28 AUG, 1 OCT – 12 OCT
15 JUN – 12 OCT
27 APR – 12 OCT
11 JUL – 12 OCT
27 APR – 12 OCT
27 APR – 12 OCT
27 APR – 12 OCT
27 APR – 12 OCT
27 APR – 12 OCT
4 AUG – 12 OCT
27 APR – 6 MAY
27 APR – 12 OCT
27 APR – 15 JUN
27 APR – 12 OCT
27 APR – 12 OCT
27 APR – 12 OCT
27 APR – 12 OCT
27 APR – 12 OCT
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SA CHAD R. COPPIN

15 JUN – 12 OCT

D. ENLISTED PERSONNEL TAD
EMCM JOHN MOSPENS (NESU SEA)
4 OCT – 12 OCT
AMTC RUSS HOOVER (POPDIV)
27 APR – 11 JUN
AMTC MARC CUMMINGS (POPDIV)
8 JUL – 12 OCT
AVT2 THOMAS AGNESS (POPDIV)
27 APR – 12 OCT
AMT1 RICHARD LAZARO (POPDIV)
27 APR – 12 OCT
AVT2 BRANDON CHERAMIE (POPDIV)
27 APR – 12 OCT
EM3 JAMES FRATTO (NESU SEATTLE)
27 APR – 12 OCT
FS3 MITCHELL D. GREEN (USCGC SASSAFRAS) 27 APR – 12 JUL
MK1 JOHN BROGAN (NESU SEATTLE)
27 APR – 15 JUN
FS2 JOHN CARTER (ISC SEATTLE)
7 MAY – 15 JUN
MMCM ROD ONCALE (ATG MIDPAC)
17 SEP – 29 SEP
MKCM STEVE TABOR (NESU SEATTLE)
17 SEP – 29 SEP
QMCS DARREN DAVIS (ATG PACNORWEST) 17 SEP – 29 SEP
MKC JOE DIAZ (NESU SEATTLE)
17 SEP – 12 OCT
MKC ROBERT STEWART (ATG PACNORWEST) 17 SEP – 29 SEP
MKC RICHARD HANSEN (ATG MIDPAC)
17 SEP – 29 SEP
DCC KEVIN JUSTICE (ATG MIDPAC)
17 SEP – 29 SEP
DC1 CONRAD STOLEIN (ATG MIDPAC)
17 SEP – 29 SEP
DC1 SEAN COX (ATG PACNORWEST)
17 SEP – 29 SEP
ET2 HAROLD KIFER (NESU SEATTLE)
17 SEP – 29 SEP
ET1 JOEL RODDA (NESU SEATTLE)
17 SEP – 12 OCT
E. CIVILIANS
SBI MISSIONS
JACKIE GREBMEIER
LEE COOPER
CARIN ASHJIAN
ARIANNE BALSOM
JIM BARTLETT
LAURA BELICKA
RON BENNER
ROBERT CAMPBELL
CHARLES FARMER
JACKIE CLEMENT
MARI BUTLER
ELIZ. CARVELLAS
CARNY CHENG
JOHN CHRISTENSEN
LOUIS CODISPOTI
GLENN COTA
EMILY COOPER
JENNIFER CRAIN
MATT COTTRELL
ALLAN DEVOL
HAJO EICKEN
CHARLES FLAGG
CARA FRITZ
ROLF GRADINGER
JOHN GUNN
KARL KAISER
PETER LANE
PAUL LETHABY
LEOPOLDO LLINAS

SBI
SBI
SBI
SBI
SBI
SBI
SBI
SBI
SBI
SBI
SBI
SBI
SBI
SBI
SBI
SBI
SBI
SBI
SBI
SBI
SBI
SBI
SBI
SBI
SBI
SBI
SBI
SBI
SBI

Ph.
Ph.
Ph.
Ph.
Ph.
Ph.
Ph.
Ph.
Ph.
Ph.
Ph.
Ph.
Ph.
Ph.
Ph.
Ph.
Ph.
Ph.
Ph.
Ph.
Ph.
Ph.
Ph.
Ph.
Ph.
Ph.
Ph.
Ph.
Ph.

I, SBI Ph. II
Senior Scientist Ph. I, U. of Tenn
I, SBI Ph. II
Senior Scientist Ph. II, U. of Tenn.
II, WHOI
II, U. of Tenn.
I, SBI Ph. II, U. of Tenn.
II, U. of Maryland
I, U. of Maryland
I, SBI Ph II, WHOI
I, U. of Miami
I, U. of Tenn.
II, U. of Rhode Island
II, Vermont School Teacher
II, Scripps
II, Bigelow Labs
I, SBI Ph. II, U. of Maryland
I, Old Dominion Univ.
II, U. of Maryland
I, SBI Ph. II, Oregon State Univ.
II, U. of Maryland
II, U. of Wash.
I, U. of Alaska Fairbanks
I, Lamont Doherty Earth Observatory
I, Oregon State Univ.
I, U. of Alaska Fairbanks
II, ESRI
II, U. of South Carolina
II, U. of Miami
II, U. of Miami
II, U. of Miami
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REX MALMSTROM
SBI Ph. II, U. of Maryland
ERIK HABERKERN
SBI Ph. I, U. of Maryland
RODGER HARVEY
SBI Ph. I, U. of Maryland
DAVID KADKO
SBI Ph. I, U. of Miami
ROGER KELLY
SBI Ph. I, U. of Rhode Island
DAVID KIRCHMAN
SBI Ph. I, U. of Delaware
DOUG MASTEN
SBI Ph. I, SBI Ph. II, Scripps
JASON MASTERS
SBI Ph. II, U. of Washington
ZHI-PING MEI
SBI Ph. I, SBI Ph. II, Old Dominion Univ.
CINDY MOORE
SBI Ph. II, U. of Miami
SANDOR MULSOW
SBI Ph. II, U. of Rhode Island
RICK NELSON
SBI Ph. I, SBI Ph. II, U. of Rhode Island
ROBERT PALOMARES SBI Ph. I, SBI Ph. II, Scripps
XIAJU PAN
SBI Ph. I, SBI Ph. II, Old Dominion Univ.
CHRISTINE PEQUIGNET SBI Ph. II, U. of Miami
STEPHANE PLOURDE SBI Ph. I, SBI Ph. II, WHOI
KATIE PREEN
SBI Ph. I, U. of Delaware
LORI ROTH
SBI Ph. I, U. of Maryland
DAVID RUBLE
SBI Ph. I, SBI Ph. II, U. of Miami
STEVE ROBERTS
SBI Ph. II, JOSS
KRISTIN SANBORN
SBI Ph. I, SBI Ph. II, Scripps
SUSAN SCHONBERG
SBI Ph. I, U. of Texas Austin
DAN SCHULLER
SBI Ph. II, U. of Miami
EVELYN SHERR
SBI Ph. II, Oregon State Univ.
SHARON SMITH
SBI Ph. II, U. of Miami
MARK STEPHENS
SBI Ph. I, SBI Ph. II, U. of Miami
DEAN STOCKWELL
SBI Ph. I, SBI Ph. II
GREG STOSSMEISTER SBI Ph. I, JOSS
JAMES TAPP
SBI Ph. I, U. of Alaska Fairbanks
TADAYASU UCHIYAMA SBI Ph. I, U. of Miami
MARC WEBBER
SBI Ph. I, US Fish & Wildlife Service
BOB WILLIAMS
SBI Ph. I, Scripps
BOWEN, JERRY
SBI Ph. II – CBS News
GILBERT DEIZ
SBI Ph. II – CBS News
RACHEL D'ORO
SBI Ph. II - UPI
BRUCE RHEINS
SBI Ph. II – CBS News
PETER WEST
SBI Ph. II – NSF Public Affairs
JACK WILLIAMS
SBI Ph. II - USAToday
KEIGWIN MISSIONS
LLOYD KEIGWIN
Keigwin Ph
NEAL DRISCOLL
Keigwin Ph
JULIE BRIGHAM-GRETTE Keigwin
JENS BISCHOFF
Keigwin Ph
JAMES BRODA
Keigwin Ph
MARY CARMAN
Keigwin Ph
ANA CARMO
Keigwin Ph
MEA COOK
Keigwin Ph
GEORGE DIVOKY
Keigwin Ph
JEFF DONNELLY
Keigwin Ph
EBN FRANKS
Keigwin Ph
DARCEY FREY
Keigwin Ph
PAUL GAYES
Keigwin Ph
NEIL GIELSTRA
Keigwin Ph
JENNA HILL
Keigwin Ph
ELIZ. JOHNSTONE
Keigwin Ph

I, Keigwin Ph II, Senior Scientist, WHOI
I, Keigwin Ph II, Co-PI, Scripps
Ph I, Keigwin Ph II, Co-PI, U. of Mass. Amherst
II, Old Dominion Univ.
I, WHOI
I, Keigwin Ph II, WHOI
II, U. of Kentucky
II, WHOI
II, U. of Alaska Fairbanks
I, Keigwin Ph II, WHOI
I, Keigwin Ph II, WHOI
II, NY Times
II, Coastal Carolina Univ.
II, Coastal Carolina Univ.
I, Keigwin Ph II, Scripps
II, Coastal Carolina Univ.
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CHRISTIE LINDEMANN Keigwin Ph I, Keigwin Ph II, Scripps
JINGPU LIU
Keigwin Ph II
ZACHARY LUNDEEN
Keigwin Ph I, Keigwin Ph II, U. of Mass. Amherst
JENNA MUNSEN
Keigwin Ph I, Keigwin Ph II
PAPA, RAFFAELE
Keigwin Ph II
JAMIE PHILLIPS
Keigwin Ph II, Coastal Carolina Univ.
LARRY PHILLIPS
Keigwin Ph II, US Geological Service
DANNY SIGMAN
Keigwin Ph I, Princeton
DAN MCCORKLE
Keigwin Ph I, WHOI
HARRY ROWE
Keigwin Ph I, U. of Kentucky
JENNIFER HAAS
Keigwin Ph I, U. of Cal. San Diego
WILSON WONG
Keigwin Ph I, U. of Cal. San Diego
JOHN P. WALSH
Keigwin Ph I, U. of Cal. San Diego
SHARON HOFFMAN
Keigwin Ph I, WHOI
BRIDGET BRUNELLE Keigwin Ph I, Princeton
MORITZ LEHMAN
Keigwin Ph I, Princeton
GREG CANE
Keigwin Ph I, Princeton
MELISSA ZWENG
Keigwin Ph I, U. of Delaware
BEN HICKEY
Keigwin Ph I, U. of Cal. San Diego
VINCE MORTON
Keigwin Ph I, U. of Cal. San Diego
ALEX ZAHERVU
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Appendix D
Fuel Consumption
Date
27-Apr
28-Apr
29-Apr
30-Apr
1-May
2-May
3-May
4-May
5-May
6-May
7-May
8-May
9-May
10-May
11-May
12-May
13-May
14-May
15-May
16-May
17-May
18-May
19-May
20-May
21-May
22-May
23-May
24-May
25-May
26-May
27-May
28-May
29-May
30-May
31-May
1-Jun
2-Jun
3-Jun
4-Jun
5-Jun
6-Jun
7-Jun
8-Jun
9-Jun
10-Jun
11-Jun
12-Jun

Fuel
Percent
Daily
Remaining at
Remaining
Consumption
Midnight
100.00%
1,094,545
88.40%
1,079,243
15,302
1,059,258
86.76%
19,985
85.40%
1,042,663
16,595
1,028,235
84.22%
14,428
1,006,057
82.40%
22,178
986,340
80.79%
19,717
975,973
79.94%
10,367
971,308
79.56%
4,665
962,398
78.83%
8,910
958,728
78.53%
3,670
951,133
77.90%
7,595
944,839
77.39%
6,294
940,787
77.06%
4,052
930,203
76.19%
10,584
919,457
75.31%
10,746
74.23%
906,302
13,155
898,624
72.85%
7,678
889,460
71.91%
9,164
877,999
71.91%
11,461
864,756
70.83%
13,243
857,460
70.23%
7,296
851,789
69.77%
5,671
846,714
69.35%
5,075
840,913
68.88%
5,801
836,791
68.88%
4,122
829,789
67.96%
11,124
823,181
67.42%
6,608
67.40%
822,843
338
812,933
66.58%
9,910
807,424
66.13%
5,509
799,338
65.47%
8,086
789,280
64.65%
10,058
775,649
62.52%
13,631
763,317
61.85%
12,332
755,093
61.23%
8,224
747,517
61.85%
7,576
737,990
60.45%
9,527
728,083
59.63%
9,907
718,668
58.86%
9,415
714,313
58.51%
4,355
707,938
57.98%
6,375
700,979
57.41%
6,959
692,839
56.75%
8,140
680,791
55.76%
12,048
672,647
55.09%
8,144
661,008
54.14%
11,639

D-1

Inport

JP-5
83
159

288
224
98
80

178
60
278
96

78

155
151
151

156
111
91
180
87
191
86
86

128
85
217
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13-Jun
14-Jun
15-Jun
16-Jun
17-Jun
18-Jun
19-Jun
20-Jun
21-Jun
22-Jun
23-Jun
24-Jun
25-Jun
26-Jun
27-Jun
28-Jun
29-Jun
30-Jun
1-Jul
2-Jul
3-Jul
4-Jul
5-Jul
6-Jul

53.41%
51.99%
51.32%
50.06%
49.04%
48.54%
48.12%
48.12%
47.08%
46.33%
45.44%
44.64%
44.01%
43.38%
43.08%
42.26%
41.65%
40.85%
40.08%
39.54%
38.95%
38.49%
38.00%
38.03%

7-Jul
12-Jul
13-Jul
14-Jul
15-Jul-02
16-Jul-02
17-Jul-02
18-Jul-02
19-Jul-02
20-Jul-02
21-Jul-02
22-Jul-02
23-Jul-02
24-Jul-02
25-Jul-02
26-Jul-02
27-Jul-02
28-Jul-02
29-Jul-02
30-Jul-02
31-Jul-02
1-Aug
2-Aug-02
3-Aug-02
4-Aug-02

91.69%
90.96%
89.64%
89.12%
88.83%
88.31%
87.72%
87.19%
86.57%
85.93%
85.47%
84.94%
84.60%
84.21%
83.51%
83.01%
82.52%
82.13%
81.60%
81.09%
80.60%
80.14%
79.76%
79.39%

652,047
634,731
626,596
626,596
611,167
598,770
592,668
587,473
574,806
565,655
554,760
544,979
537,348
529,664
525,991
515,993
508,482
498,754
489,391
482,776
475,598
469,964
463,911
464,290
Onload
688,191
1,119,518
1,110,563
1,094,460
1,088,124
1,084,563
1,078,222
1,070,961
1,064,506
1,056,937
1,049,101
1,043,510
1,037,037
1,032,852
1,028,164
1,019,612
1,013,427
1,007,460
1,002,707
996,306
990,097
984,060
978,492
973,854
969,325

D-2

8,961
17,316
8,135
0
15,429
12,397
6,102
5,195
12,667
9,151
10,895
9,781
7,631
7,684
3,673
9,998
7,511
9,728
9,363
6,615
7,178
5,634
6,053
-379

0
8,955
16,103
6,336
3,561
6,341
7,261
6,455
7,569
7,836
5,591
6,473
4,185
4,688
8,552
6,185
5,967
4,753
6,401
6,209
6,037
5,568
4,638
4,529

138
350
Nome
Nome

78
141

91
91

196

Dutch

Nome
Nome

375

167

109
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5-Aug-02
6-Aug-02
7-Aug-02
8-Aug-02
9-Aug-02
10-Aug-02
11-Aug-02
12-Aug-02
13-Aug-02
14-Aug-02
15-Aug-02
16-Aug-02
17-Aug-02
18-Aug-02
19-Aug-02
20-Aug-02
21-Aug-02
22-Aug-02
23-Aug-02
24-Aug-02
25-Aug-02
26-Aug-02
27-Aug-02
28-Aug-02
29-Aug-02
30-Aug-02
31-Aug-02
1-Sep-02
2-Sep-02
3-Sep-02
4-Sep-02
5-Sep-02
6-Sep-02
7-Sep-02
8-Sep-02
9-Sep-02
10-Sep-02
11-Sep-02
12-Sep-02
13-Sep-02
14-Sep-02
15-Sep-02
16-Sep-02
17-Sep-02
18-Sep-02
19-Sep-02
20-Sep-02
21-Sep-02
22-Sep-02
23-Sep-02

78.85%
78.51%
78.24%
77.81%
77.50%
77.17%
76.58%
76.12%
75.77%
75.76%
75.26%
74.88%
74.46%
74.02%
73.66%
73.15%
72.34%
71.57%
70.82%
70.82%
70.82%
70.82%
70.82%
69.10%
68.14%
67.56%
67.22%
66.68%
66.19%
65.74%
65.36%
64.71%
64.27%
63.49%
63.11%
62.57%
61.90%
61.10%
60.83%
60.16%
59.61%
59.16%
60.31%
59.53%
57.72%
55.94%
53.82%
52.35%
50.63%
49.54%

962,632
958,541
955,253
949,963
946,158
942,140
934,921
929,370
925,094
924,920
918,873
914,261
909,132
903,689
899,281
893,067
883,205
873,853
864,678
864,678
864,678
864,678
864,678
843,652
831,929
824,881
820,707
814,052
808,119
802,664
798,047
790,076
784,682
775,128
770,526
763,895
755,774
745,963
742,713
734,513
727,761
722,290
736,308
726,761
704,729
683,030
657,125
639,145
618,189
604,889

6,693
4,091
3,288
5,290
3,805
4,018
7,219
5,551
4,276
3,897
6,047
4,612
5,129
5,443
4,408
6,214
9,862
9,352
9,175
0
0
0
0
21,026
11,723
7,048
4,174
6,655
5,933
5,455
4,617
7,971
5,394
9,554
4,322
5,815
7,320
7,310
3,250
8,200
6,752
5,471
6,303
9,547
22,032
21,699
25,905
17,980
20,956
13,300

D-3

130
15

105

118

105

20,832

150

19955
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24-Sep-02
25-Sep-02
26-Sep-02
27-Sep-02
4-Oct-02
5-Oct-02
6-Oct-02
7-Oct-02
8-Oct-02
9-Oct-02
10-Oct-02
11-Oct-02
12-Oct-02
TOTALS

48.43%
47.83%
46.78%
45.94%
44.49%
43.30%
41.94%
40.72%
38.88%
37.14%
34.74%
32.83%
32.09%

591,330
584,012
571,184
560,860
543,220
528,640
512,048
497,109
474,642
453,436
424,131
400,818
391,811

13,559
7,318
12,828
10,324
5,710
14,580
16,592
14,939
22,467
21,206
29,305
23,313
9,007
1,369,800

Minus JP5
burned

D-4

1,350,245

11,930

234

32,762

199
21,662

Appendix E
AWS-02 Foc’sle Science Seawater System
During the Arctic West Summer 2002 (AWS 02) deployment, a unique system
was made to provide ambient temperature seawater to HEALY’s Foc’sle in support of
scientific experiments. This system began as a simple air operated pump (AOP) taking
suction from the sounding tube of the ship’s forepeak ballast tank and delivering water
via a fire hose through an open scuttle into a refrigerated tank. Reflecting the needs of
the scientists onboard and challenges which arose the system evolved greatly during its
time of use. The system eventually grew to include four AOPs delivering 150 gpm of
seawater to two installed headers and six incubation tanks on the Foc’sle. The most
significant challenge was the fact that the amount of water this improvised system could
deliver depended on the ice conditions the surrounded HEALY.
Ice coverage dependency
HEALY’s science seawater and forward fire pump both take suction from a sea
chest on the forward port side of the ship. The science seawater pump is a 70-gpm pump,
which is intended to deliver ambient temperature seawater to science research areas
throughout the ship. The forward fire pump can be segregated from the rest of the
firemain and aligned to directly fill the forepeak ballast tank with ambient temperature
seawater. When HEALY encountered ice that required backing and ramming, or is in
thick ice, small chucks of ice became imbedded in this sea chest and clogging the suction
to these pumps. This prevented the delivery of ambient temperature seawater for
scientific experiments.
When the forward sea chest is ice-free and the forward fire pump can take
suction, seawater can be delivered into the forward ballast tank at approximately 1000
gallons per minute. Two AOPs can take suction on the tank and deliver it at 150 gpm (75
gpm on each header) to the Foc’sle. When the conditions are too icy and the forward sea
chest is clogged, a j-bar davit was used to hoist an electric submersible pump into the
water to take suction. The firemain is again segregated so that the water to be channeled
directly into the 3-E-0-W tank. The electric submersible pump delivered water to this
tank at a rate of 150 gpm. Since the 3-E-0-W (a 95,000 gallon tank) should normally not
be filled more than 80,000 gallons to avoid excessively trimming the HEALY by the bow
(having the bow sit lower than the stern is not conducive to icebreaking operations), it
takes almost 9 hours to completely fill the tank with a sub pump. Using the fire pump,
80,000 gallons can be moved in 1 hour and 20 minutes. Therefore ice conditions
dramatically dictate HEALY’s ability to provide ambient temperature seawater for
science experiments.
System History
The design for this system began several months before the AWS 2002 mission.
The system was intended to be a backup in case scientists could not provide their own
ambient temperature seawater by cooling seawater inside a tank in a refrigerated cargo
van on the Foc’sle. The pump was used to provide make-up seawater using a fire hose by
opening a scuttle and filling the tank, at approximately 50 gpm. The first modifications
were made when the flow rates from the master tank in the refrigerated cargo van to the
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scientific incubators on the Foc’sle could not be maintained. A makeshift cover, which
the fire hose ran through, was placed on the open watertight hatch. HEALY’s DCs made
a brass header with several spigots welded on to distribute the seawater. Later in the
cruise this was replaced with a watertight fitting bolted to the deck (allowing the
watertight hatch to be closed), which had a metal header protruding upward from it, and
seven spigots for distribution of the seawater. The system was further modified during a
twenty-day leg of oceanographic work.
During the second leg of water work, two headers were installed, one on the port
and one and the starboard side of the Foc’sle. Each was fed by its own AOP. But since
there was only one sounding tube to take suction, a second sounding tube had to be
improvised. HEALY’s DC’s drained the 3-E-0-W, and zip tied a non-collapsible hose to
the ladder beneath the starboard manhole cover. The manhole cover was modified to
include a metal cam lock fitting that the suction hose was fitted into, and which a second
AOP’s suction hose could tale suction from. Now there were two AOPs, one for each
side (port and stbd) and each provided water to its own header. When the air exhaust
ports of the online AOPs ice over, they needed to be swapped out. Two spare AOPs were
kept close at hand for this purpose, and swap outs were made approximately every 8
hours. This resulted in a 3-5 minute disruption in seawater delivery. This enabled the
system to work very well and met the scientist needs. But a stroke of luck enabled
HEALY’s crew to provide near continuous 24 by 7 ambient temperature seawater with
this system.
AWS 02’s SBI phase 2 leg saw very low ice concentrations. This enabled us to
fill the 3-E-0-W at will using the forward fire pump, with water taken directly from the
sea. By being able to quickly fill the tank, science ops continued uninterrupted on the
Foc’sle. Had the conditions not been so favorable, experiments could only be run when a
submersible pump could be deployed over the side, and only as long as the seawater
supply in the tank was ample and at the appropriate temperature. In conclusion, HEALY
does have the capability to provide ambient temperature seawater for Foc’sle incubation
experiments, but flowrate and availability are ice condition dependent.
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Figure 1: Shown above are the two port AOPs. They are mounted on a pallet between
HPUs in the Forward Deck Machinery room, 1-G-0-E. The red buckets behind the
AOP’s are to collect chunks of frozen oil being spit out of the air exhaust hose. In the
fore ground, the orange fire hose is attached to a brass fitting with a valve that can be
closed when swapping out pumps. This will stop the backflow of water from the Foc’sle
above onto the deck.
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Shown above are both starboard AOPs. In the background is the altered manhole cover
with the cam lock fitting welded on. This allowed the AOPs to take suction from the
non-collapsible hose running from the cam lock fitting down to the bottom of the ballast
tank. Again, there is a brass fitting on the hose, which allows it to be removed from one
AOP and placed on another when swapping pumps. Both starboard AOPs were
suspended using a metal frame above the deck, and were between the Boatswain’s Cage
and the starboard windlass HPU.
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Shown above is the non-collapsible hose used by the port AOPs to take suction from the
3-E-0-W’s sounding tube. The sounding tube is a metal tube, which extends to the
bottom of the tank, allowing the level of the tank to be determined with a sounding tape.
The sounding tube ensures that free-surface effects of the water sloshing back and forth
do not effect readings when checking the water depth in the tank. Cam lock fittings are
used on both ends of the hose.
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